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1. Background to the Study

1.1 Introduction

This section of the report provides an introduction, which sets the context for the current
study. It is structured as follows:

a) Objectives of the study;
b) The economic and labour market environment;
c) Current participation of women in Science, Engineering and Technology (SET)

occupations;
d) The policy environment;
e) Methodology used in the study;
f) Outline of report.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

The overall aim of this research is to examine how measures to address the under-
representation of women Science and Technology (SET) could contribute to alleviating the
skill shortages currently experienced in Irish industry.

The specific study objectives are to:

. Assess the nature and scale of skill shortages in Science and Technology in Ireland;

. Examine the level of representation of women in Science and Technology in Ireland
compared with other EU states;

. Identify and review measures used, or usable -at both national and European level -
to increase women's representation in Science and Technology;

. Evaluate these measures in terms of:

appropriateness to Irish conditions
potential benefits
potential negative impact
identification of good practice.

. Recommend how and by whom identified beneficial measures can best be supported
to ensure maximum impact on the S&T skills base in Ireland.

1.3 Economic and Labour MarketEnvironment

Ireland continues to experience the fastest growth in GNP within the European Union, with
average GNP increases of almost 8 per cent per annum over the period of the late 1990's.
This has led to buoyancy in the Irish labour market with increasing employment in both the
manufacturing and services sectors. Sectors such as IT, electronics and internationally traded
services have grown substantially, as has the chemical industry. In parallel with foreign led
industry, Irish-owned sectors such as engineering and consumer foods have also expanded
both in terms of production and employment.

Employment in industry accounted-for--22=per--cent-of-maleemployment and 14.2 per cent of
female employment in 2000 (CSO. 2000). Women's employment continues to be based more
heavily than male in the:service..sector and service occupations. All available trends indicate a
continuing increase in demand for female labour and a tightening of labour market conditions.
It is increasingly recognised that women can make a contribution to meeting existing and
future labour shortages in Ireland (National Competitiveness Council 2000). The current
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economic situation provides an opportunity for women to participate in greater numbers while
at the same time contributing to meeting industry's growing needs for more skill intensive
labour. Below we examine some of the recent reports on skill shortages in the SET sector.

Skill Shortages In SET

The first report of the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs (The First Report of the Expert
Group on Future Skills Needs, 1998) highlighted potential skill shortages in the IT sector that
were likely to have an increasingly adverse impact on industrial policies aimed at attracting
international inward investment. Assuming that Ireland's economic growth remained high, the
Expert Group projected an annual demand for 8,300 technologists up to the year 2003.
Relating these forecasts to the estimated annual supply of graduate technologists the annual
skills gap was estimated to be 2,200 consisting of 800 engineering and computer science
professionals and 1,400 engineering and computer science technicians. (This report focused
on higher level skill needs in the software and hardware related areas of the IT sector.)

The Expert Group in its second report (The Second Report of the Expert Group on Future
Skills Needs, 2000) acknowledged that, due to the Government's investment of an additional
£75 million for 5,400 third level places in electronics and software at degree and technician
level, the "current shortage of degree professionals will be virtually eliminated". However the
Expert Group still forecast that there would be a shortfall among technicians, hence the
recommendation in the second report that priority be given to increasing numbers on the
Accelerated Technician Programmes and on making these courses permanent, as well as on
encouraging companies to support existing workers who wish to obtain third level
qualifications (Expert Group, 2000a). The Expert Group in its second report expressed
particular concern that there could be a shortfall in the supply of computer science
technicians.

The Expert Group examined skills needs in the chemical and biological sciences, which
account for c.100,000 jobs in Ireland. They estimated that demand for employment,
particularly in the chemical, pharmaceutical, plastic and rubber, medical devices,
biotechnology and food, drink and tobacco sectors would increase by one-third to 132,500 by
2005 (Expert Group, 2000a).

The breakdown of projected demand was for 250 higher degree graduates, 620 primary
graduates and 350 technicians per annum. Taking into account the current supply, the Expert
Group estimated that an additional requirement for 410 graduates annually up to 2005.

The Expert Group stated that 1,150 extra places are needed at third level for degree students
to meet demand in pharmaceutical, chemical, food and biotechnology sectors. It also
expressed concern about the falling number of school-leavers studying science at third level,
and the decrease in second level students taking chemistry at Leaving Certificate level from
21 per cent in 1987 to 12 per cent in 1999.

The work of the Expert Group on future skill needs, highlights the need to take action to
address forecast skill shortages in a variety of SET occupations. This study focuses on
exploring the extent to which actions specifically targeted at women can help address those
shortages and on identifying the type uf measures required to encourage more women to
enter and remain in such occupations.

1.4 Current Participation of Women in Science, Engineering and Technology
Occupations

According to the 1996 Census of Population (CSO, 1998) the proportion that women form of
'scientific and technical' occupations overall rose by 2 percentage points from 18 per cent of
the total in 1991 to 20 per cent in 1996. Women's representation in 'Computer Software'
occupations however fell from 44 per cent in 1991 to 37 per cent in 1996, largely reflecting a
decline in the numbers employed as computer operators, an occupation in which women
predominate.

2
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A report by Women in Technology and Science (WITS 1994) noted that "the considerable
social progress towards equality of opportunity between women and men achieved in the past
twenty years has not been reflected in S & r'. They went on to describe the field as an "area
of predominantly male interest and influence". This pattern was ascribed to:

1. Fewer women entering SET occupations;

2. A lower retention rates for women trained in SET are retained;

3. A lower proportion of women at senior levels in SET is significantly lower than for men,
even in areas like biology where women are numerically well represented;

4. The absence of women from SET decision-making boards and committees.

The situation in Ireland is mirrored in many other countries and there is a shared concern that
without active intervention to ensure equality through a range of policy measures, the under-
representation of women will continue.

A Communication from the Commission of the European Communities (1999) noted that
women frequently encounter obstacles in their career, and this results in them being under-
represented in SET posts. Some of these obstacles are specific to women in SET, others
reflect more general conditions for women in the labour market. The Commission documents
four critical stages:

. Staying on the job market;

. Staying in a scientific career.

. Progressing in the scientific career;

. Being appointed to positions of responsibility and power within the scientific
community.

"The wastage, as regards human resources, if one ignores 50 per cent of the population, as
well as the loss of potential diversity and balance in the work force, with the concomitant low
level of customer satisfaction, should be apparent to all" (Lane 1997).

1.5 The Policy Context

In this section, the EU and national policy context in relation to gender equality is outlined.
Mainstream EU policies in pursuit of greater gender equality in the labour market and
women's representation in SET are outlined followed by a summary of key national policies in
these areas.

1.5.1 EU Policies relating to Equal Opportunities for Women and Men

Under Articles 2 and 3 of the Treaty of Amsterdam, equality of opportunity between women.
and men became established as one the European Union's objectives. The Treaty's new
Article 13 enables appropriate measures to be taken against discrimination, while Article 141
provides the specific legal basis for equality of treatment between men and women.

A Communication from the European Commission "Incorporating Equal Opportunities for
Women and Men into all Community Policies and Activities': (Commission of the European
Communities, 1996) outlined the challenge ahead: "to build a new partnership between men
and women to ensure that both participate fully on an equal footing..." The principle of
'mainstreaming' was presented as a policy to promote equality in relation to all general
policies and measures to achieve equality "by actively and openly taking into account at the
planning stage their possible effects on the respective situations of men and women".

Referring to European Councils which had stressed the importance of the.promotion of equal
opportunities for women and men, the Communication from the Commission referred. to a

3
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"Mobilisation of all Community policies' in which the "promotion of equality must not be
confused with the simple objective of balancing the statistics: it is a question of promoting
long-lasting changes in parental roles, family structures, institutional practices, the
organisation of work and time, etc 11(.commissiol'LOfthe European Communities, 1996).-

The EU Fourth Medium-Term Action Programme on Equal Opportunities for Men and Women
(1996-2000) approved by Council in 1995 developed the concept of gender mainstreaming.
Article 2 set out the principle of integrating the equal opportunities for men and women
dimension in to all policies and activities. The programme's aims were as follows:

(a) to promote integration of the equal opportunities for men and women dimension in all
policies and activities;

(b) to mobilise all the actors in economic and social life to achieve equal opportunities for
men and women;

(c) to promote equal opportunities for men and women in a changing economy, especially
in the fields of education, vocational training and the labour market;

(d) to reconcile working and family life for men and women;

(e) to promote a gender balance in decision-making;

(f) to make conditions more conducive to exercising equality rights.

A Council recommendation on the balanced participation of women and men in the decision-
making process was discussed in Brussels in May 1996. It recommended that Member States
adopt a "comprehensive, integrated strategy designed to promote balanced participation of
women and men in the decision-making process and develop or introduce the appropriate
measures to achieve this' (Commission of the European Communities 1996a). It sought
educational and training materials free of prejudicial and discriminatory stereotypes,
portraying a balance of professional, domestic ands social responsibilities and balanced
participation of men and women at all levels.

1.5.2 EUPolicies relating to Womenand Science

The European Commission has also expressed concern about the under-representation of
women in science and technology in general and in decision-making in particular. A
European Parliament's Resolution on Women and Research called upon Member States to
'promote positive measures to further the presence of women at the highest level in
universities and research institutes'. A major conference on Women and Science in 1998
contributed to the European Commission's Women and Science: Mobilising Women to Enrich
European Research. The document called for active discussion and sharing of experience on
the issue of women in science as well as better indicators for measuring inequality.

The Fifth Action Programme (1998-2002) actively sought the participation of women in the
field of R & D noting, in the Annex 11to the programme that "particular account will be taken of
the need to encourage the participation of women in the fields of research and technological
developmenf'. The Programme adopted a two-year track approach for measuring inequality:

(1) To promote dialogue among women scientists and policy decision-makers on women
in science; and

(2) A Gender and Science Watch System (Genderwatch) to monitor and implement the
integration of the gender dimension in the Fifth Framework Programme.

This Genderwatch system is aimed at increasing the participation and involvement of women
in all aspects of the Fifth Framework Programme. It focuses on:

a) Promoting research Qywomen with the objective of achieving 40 per cent women in
scholarships, advisory groups and research evaluation panels;

4
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b) Promoting research for women through ensuring that the gender dimension is
included in all work programmes;

c) Promoting research Qll women, aimed at increasing the understanding of women's
role in society.

Gender impact studies are to be carried out to measure progress against these objectives.

In 1999, the Council of the EU passed a Resolution inviting Members to:

. Review established mechanisms for collecting gender desegregated statistics;

. Engage in the dialogue proposed by the Commission about policies implemented in
Member States; and

. Pursue the objective of gender equality in science by appropriate means.

To this end it was envisaged that universities, research councils, centres and institutes,
companies employing scientists as well as Member States and the Commission itself would
have a role in thinking through the enhanced focus on gender equality (ETAN,2000).

In November 1998 the Commission set up a Group of Experts meeting under the auspices of
the ETAN (European Technology Assessment Network), consisting of a dozen women
scientists. The remit of the group was to identify the challenges for increasing women's
participation in European research policy. The report of the group (ETAN, 2000) has been
discussed by a group of national civil servants (the Helsinki Group). The group members
represent all the EU Member States (with observers from Associate States) and are engaging
in dialogue on policy issues with a particular emphasis on gender sensitive indicators and
good practice.

1.5.3 National Policy relating to Equal Opportunities for Women and Men

The National Development Plan (2000-2006) is designed to underpin the development of a
dynamic competitive economy over the period 2000-2006, building upon the unprecedented
economic progress of recent years. The objective of the Plan is to increase the capacity of
Ireland's economy to sustain strong and sustainable output and economic growth, including
the promotion of 'Social Inclusion', targeted at groups affected by social exclusion.

Ireland, in line with EU policy, is now taking a dual approach towards the achievement of
gender equality. This involves:

1. mainstreaming of equal opportunities so that all policy takes into account its possible
effect on the respective situation of women and men;

2. promoting and funding specific measures to help women achieve equality of opportunity.

A commitment to these objectives is obtained in the National Development Plan (NDP) which
states that:

'~s the Commission's guidelines indicate, equality for men and women is a basic democratic
principle underpinned by the Treaty of Amsterdam. Its incorporation into all policies is
therefore no longer an option but an obligation. Mainstreaming equal opportunities must
therefore be introduced into all Structural Funds programming. This involves both efforts to
promote equality and specific measures to help women and the mobilisation of all general
policies by actively and openly taking into account at the planning stage their possible effects
on the respective situation of women and men... n
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The National Development Plan goes on to state that:

"The Plan provides for a number of specific actions designed to ensure that men and women
share the benefits of the Plan. It contributes to the achievement of a more equal society for
men and women through the mainstreaming of equal opportunities across all sectors."

The National Development Plan emphasises that while much has been achieved it the area of
gender equality 'much remains to be done'. The Plan states that:

'While much progress has been made in the area of employment and human resources to
improve equality as between men and women, much remains to be done. There is a need for
measures to tackle attitudinal and cultural barriers both within the workplace, to participation
by women in the work force and within the home, in relation to the balance to be struck
between work and family responsibilities and the sharing of such responsibilities. There is
also a need to support women's' access to education and)raining and to continue to develop
the strategy to combat violence against women. Moreover, increasing women's' input to the
decision-making process is a major priority. An allocation of £23.2 million (€29.5 million) is
being provided to finance measures to promote equality including retaining and up-skilling for
women employees, promoting greater sharing of family responsibilities, support for career
development and entrepreneurship amongst women and the gender proofing of personnel
practices in employment."

The National Development Plan also expresses a commitment to gender proofing of all
policies to ensure that where possible such policies support the objective of greater gender
equality.

1.5.4 National PolicIes relating to Women and Science

Forfas has particular responsibility for the development of state policies designed to stimulate
enterprise and employment. A key element of this work involves ensuring that Ireland is
positioned at the forefront of the knowledge-based economy. The Irish Council for Science,
Technology & Innovation (constituted as a sub-board of the Forfas Board) advises the
government on policy for science and technology and related matters.

A number of reports which have made wide-ranging recommendations in relation to the
promotion and development of science and technology at all levels in Ireland have been
prepared by the Irish Council for Science, Technology and Innovation (ICSTI). The Council
has prepared reports making recommendations aimed at improving science, technology and
mathematical education in schools, benchmarking SET education in Ireland against other
countries, raising awareness about STI issues, increasing innovation in Irish industry, as well
as an number of specific reports on other aspects of science and technology. Following the
Technology Foresight exercise, the Irish Council for Science, Technology and Innovation
recommended that a new fund for research be established. Science Foundation Ireland was
established in 2000 and will support the development of world class research facilities in niche
areas of information and communications technology and biotechnology over the period 2000-
2006.

Through the Expert Group on Skills Needs, efforts are being made to raise awareness about
the need to increase the numbers of people in Ireland with science and technology
qualifications, if skill shortages are to be addressed, and if Ireland is to remain a key player in
the development of these sectors-especially in the science, computer software and
engineering areas.

This current study builds on this work and looks particularly at the role of women in the SET
sector. It thus represents an attempt to draw together the twin themes of economic
development and equality of opportunity in a way that will maximise opportunities for women
in the area of science and technology while at the same time helping to ensure that
threatened skill shortages in this area are averted.

6
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A recent report by the National Competitiveness Council (2000) emphasised the threat to
Ireland's competitiveness if current and potential skill shortages are not addressed. It
identified four target groups with the potential to increase the supply of labour:

· women returners;
. older people not in the labour market;
· unemployed; and
. migrants.

The first of these groups, are married women aged over 35 years who have left the labour
market. Although female participation rates in Ireland have been rising, the participation rate
of 62 per cent among women aged 25.54 years is well below the 15 EU Member States
average of 72 per cent (Central Statistics Office, 2000). The most recent data for age specific
participation rates indicate (Central Statistics Office 1997), that while 39 per cent of all women
were in the labour market in 1997, the participation rate for women aged 25-44 years was 61
per cent compared with 32 per cent for women aged 45-64 years. The National
Competitiveness Council therefore recommended a number of measures aimed at increasing
the participation rate of women, particularly those aged 35 years or over who are not currently
in the labour market. The measures sought were:

. the completion of the 3 year tax individualisation programme;

. implementation of childcare supports by 2002;

. increased training provision for women returning to paid employment, particularly
centred on skill enhancement and targeted towards labour scarcity.

In addition to women returners the report stressed three other supply measures aimed at:

. older people not in the labour market;

. those on the margins e.g. long term unemployed; and

. recruitment from outside the European Economic Area (EEA) to attract skills in short
supply within Ireland (National Competitiveness Council, 2000).

The National development Plan 2000-2006 commits all third level colleges to the development
of an equality policy which includes the setting up of Equality networks. These networks will
develop and promote strategies to encourage equality of access, benefit and outcome for
participants in third level education. It also proposes supporting third level institutions in
facilitating access for mature students to third level education

As this review of EU and National Policy has shown, policies aimed at increasing women's
participation in the labour market have been found to require the adoption of a wide range of
complementary measures to:

1. Specifically support women's' access to education and training;

2. Increase women's participation in decision-making structures.

3. Tackle attitudinal and cultural barriers within .theworkforce; and

4. Achieve a balance between work and family responsibilities for both women and men.

1.6 Methodology

In order to meet the terms of reference outlined above the following methodologies were
applied in the current study. These methodologies take into account the labour market
environment and the EU and National Policy context outlined above.

1.6.1 Literature Review

The literature review focused on analysing available sources of information on:

7
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· Skillshortagesin Irishindustry;
· Factorscontributingto women'sunder-representationin SET;
· Measuresto addresswomen'sunder-representationinSET.

1.6.2 Analysis of available statistics on women's participation in Science, Engineering and
Technology

This involved reviewing available statistics on trends in both the demand and supply of women
with SET qualifications to date, as well as available forecasts of likely future demand and
supply levels and imbalances. EU statistics on the labour market experience of women SET
graduates are unavailable. In the absence of harmonised statistics on SET occupations and
educational attainment throughout the EU, this Section concentrates on Irish published and
unpublished data sources.

1.6.3 Key Informant Interviews

Interviews were conducted with key informants in relevant organisations in order to obtain
their views on how best to increase the participation of women in SET occupations.

1.6.4 Focus Groups

In order to elicit the views and experience of women who hold SET qualifications, two Focus
Groups sessions were held with women:

. currently involved in SET occupations in key sectors; and

. who had obtained SET qualifications but were no longer engaged in SET occupations
in key industrial sectors.

1.6.5 Survey of Companies

A survey of SET companies was undertaken in order to obtain their views on:

· current skill shortages in SET;
· their experience of employing women in SET posts;
· their use or otherwise of specific measures to attracVretain female applicants/staff;
. possible future measures aimed at addressing women's under-representation in

the context of current skill shortages.

i
,

1:

11

1.6.6 Identification and Evaluation of Measures

This stage of the study involved reviewing all the measures identified in earlier stages of the
study that have been used to date to address the under-representation of women in SET
within Ireland or abroad. It also involved a follow-up of a number of specific measures that
have been introduced to date and whicn were likely to have wider relevance in a national
context.

I'

'j

1.6.7 Presentation of Conclusion and Recommendations

8

In this final stage of the study we draw together the main findings and present a range of
conclusions and recommendations that address the objective of the study as outlined in
Section1.2.
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2. Analysis of Available Statistics on Women's Representation in SET

2.1 Introduction

This Section examines current and forecast demand for SET skills in the Irisheconomy and
compares this withthe existing and future supply of men and women withSET qualifications.
This is followedby an analysis of women's representation in SET employment and third level
education.

2.2 Current Demandfor WomenlMenin SETOccupations

2.2.1 Employmentby Occupational Level

The onlynationalsource of data on occupationsis the Census of Population.In 1996, the
Central StatisticsOfficeadopted a new occupationalclassificationthat differsfromthe one
used in previouscensus years. The 1996Census providedcomparativedata for 1991 and
1996only(Tables2.1 and 2.2) and it's data is used inour analysis. However,whileTable 1
AppendixA sets out the occupationaldistributionof men and women in SET in 1986 and
1991 using the previousoccupationalclassification;For example, the occupations:chemist.
engineeringtechnician,computerscience managerand softwareengineerare not includedin
the 1986CentralStatisticsOfficedata.

For ease of interpretation this Section utilises the categories specified by the Central Statistics
Office: Scientific (relating to science occupations), Technical (relating to engineering
occupations) and Computer Software (relatingto computer science occupations).

A breakdown of SET workers according to gender and regional distribution is shown in Table
2, Appendix A.

Female Share of SET Employment 1991-1996 (Table 2.1)

According to the 1996 Census of Population (CSO. 1998) the proportion of women in
'Scientific and Technical' occupations covering both science and engineering occupations,
rose by 2 percentage pOintsfrom 18 per cent in 1991 of the total to 20 per cent In 1996. Table
2.1 shows that women's representation was highest among scientific professionals and
lowest amongst engineering professionals. The highest participation level occurs in the IT
area. Leaving aside the ITdata, the percentage participation of women in the science area is
higher than in engineering although it is not true for all cases (e.g. compare chemicaV
production! QC at 21% with physicists at 16%). The Science and Technical occupations with
female participation rates above the 20 per cent average were: chemists, biologicalscientists,
other natural scientists and laboratory technicians, and those with less than 20% participation
were other science technicians and physicists.

Further evidence of occupational segregation by gender is evident in the Computer Software
occupations (see Table 2.1). Withinthese occupations, women are under-represented (under
37 per cent in all occupations) except as computer operators (62 per cent). Women's
representation fell as a proportion of all computer software posts from 44 per cent in 1991 to
37 per cent in 1996. This decline is due in part to the fall in the number of computer operator
positions and also to the increased male representation in the growing software engineer
occupation. Women's share of software engineering occupations decreased from 23 per cent
in 1991 to 21 per cent In 1996. However the proportion of women computer systems
managers Increased from 19 per cent 1991 to 24 per cent in 1996. The proportion of women
computer analysts I programmers remained static at 31 per cent between 1991 and1996.

9
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Table 2.1 Women's Representation in SET Occupations in 1991 and 1996

Specific Occupation %-Women
1991

% Women
1996

SCIENTIFIC

Chemists
Biological Scientists
Physicists
Other Natural Scientists
Laboratory technicians
Other Scientific Technicians

TECHNICAL

Civil and Mining Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
ElectricaVElectronic Engineers
Chemical, Production, QC Engineers
Design and Development Engineers
Other EngineersITechnologists
Engineering Technicians
ElectricaVElectronicTechnicians
Architectural, Civil Engineer Technicians
Draughtspersons
Building Inspectors & Surveyors
Marine, Insurance/other Surveyors
Total (Scientific and Technical)

38%
22%
14%
38%
49%
11%

39%
34%
16%
46%
54%
19%

3%
2%
5%
19%
11%
6%
4%
7%
13%
9%
4%
4%

18%

6%
4%
5%

21%
10%
10%
12%
10%
15%
10%
5%
9%

20%

CoMPUTERSOFiWARE

Computer Systems Managers
Software Engineers
Computer AnalysVProgrammes
Computer Operators

Total (Computer Software)
Source: Census of Population 1996, Vol.7, Occupations, Table 8 (1998)

19%
23%
31%
68%
44%

24%
21%
31%
62%
37«'k

Women's Participation in Scientific and Technical Occupations 1991-96 (Table 2.2)

According to the 1996 Census 35.319 people were employed in 'Scientific and Technical'
occupations, compared with 25.083 in 1991, an increase of 41 per cent in 5 years. The
number of women In 'Scientific and Technical' occupations rose from 4,396 in 1991 to 7.019
in 1996, a 60 per cent increase, compared to an increase of 37 per cent for men.

Among science professionals, chemists, biological scientists and other natural scientists,
women's representation increased by a net 505 jobs, with the major rise in the number of
women employed occurring among other natural scientists (+255), compared with chemists
(+87) and physicists (-4).

The increase In female engineering professionals, civil and mining. mechanical,
electricaVchemlcal, design and development and 'other' was of a similar magnitude at +486.
The highest increase for women was in 'other engineering' (+196) and electrlcaVelectronic
engineering (+110),compared with chemical, production and QC engineering (+16),

The data also indicate that the major increase in women's representation in SET employment
has occurred in 'Scientific and Technical' technician (associate professional) level as:
laboratory technician (+801), other scientific technician (+412), electricaVelectronic technician
(+237), and other engineering technician (+169). Engineering technicians have risen by a
factor of 4.

10
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Taking Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 together the data indicate that the number of women in
professional 'Scientiflc and Technical' occupations increased significantly between 1991-96,
particularly among biological scientists, other natural scientists, electrical/electronic engineers
and other engineers. However, the proportion of women in such occupations remains
significantly lower than men, except as chemists and biological scientists.

At technical level a different pattern emerges with women accounting for over 50 per cent of
laboratory technicians in the 'Scientific' area in 1996, while the percentage of women working
as technicians in the 'TechnicaVEngineering' area remains low - at 11 per cent in 1996.

11

Women's Participation in Computer Software Occupations 1991 and 1996 (Table 2.2)

In total, 19,598 persons were employed in 'Computer Software' occupations in 1996.
compared with 13,958 in 1991, an increase of 40 per cent. Only 965 of these additional jobs
were held by women (20%), while the number of men in computer software occupations
increased by 4675 (60%). This pattern largely reflects the reduction in numbers employed as
computer operators between 1991-96, an occupation that is predominantly female. However,
the number of women at manager and engineer level increased by 616 (+ 292 per cent) and
185 (+40 per cent) respectively between 1991-96, compared to an increase of 184 per cent
for male computer systems managers and 60 per cent for male software engineers.

Table 2.2 Number of People In SET Occupations by Gender in 1991 and 1996 (% In brackets)

Specific Occupation Women Men Women Men
1991 1991 1996 1996

SCIENTIFIC

Chel1)ists 313 (38) 504 (62) 400 (39) 615 (61)
Biological Scientists 432 (22) 1522 (78) 599 (34) 1186 (66)
Physicists 62 (14) 404 (86) 58 (16) 301 (84)
Other Natural Scientists 233 (38) 389 (62) 488 (46) 575 (54)
Laboratory technicians 1957 (49) 2044 (51) 2758 (54) 2355 (46)
Other Scientific Technicians 151 (11) 1224 (89) 563 (19) 2358 (81)
Sub Total Sclenttfic 3148 (34) 6087 (66) 4866 (40) 7390 (60)

TECHNICAL

Civil and Mining Engineers 105 (3) 3006 (97) 185 (6) 3022 (94)
Mechanical Engineers 28 (2) 1207 (98) 64 (4) 1712 (96)
ElectricaVElectronic Engineers 34 (5) 634 (95) 144 (5) 2515 (95)
Chemical, Production, QC Engineers 427 (19) 1810 (81) 443 (21) 1692 (79)
Design and Development Engineers 58 (11) 475 (89) 106 (10) 964 (90)
Other EnglneersITechnologlsts 32 (6) 469 (94) 228 (10) 2102 (90)
Engineering Technicians 33 (4) 751 (96) 121 (12) 906 (88)
ElectricaVElectronlc Technicians 154 (7) 2019 (93) 391 (10) 3692 (90)
ArchitecturaVCivil Engineer Technicians 109 (13) 715 (87) 190 (15) 1081 (85)
Draughtspersons 221 (9) 2282 (91) 214 (10) 1982 (90)
Building Inspectors & Surveyors 43 (4) 1140 (96) 56 (5) 1133 (95)
Marine, Insurance/other Surveyors 4 (4) 92 (96) 11 (9) 109 (91)
Sub Total Technical 1248 (8) 14600 (92) 2153 (9) 20910 (91)
Total (Sclentltrc and Technical) 4396 (18) 20687 (82) 7019 (20) 28300 (80)
COMPUTERSOF1WARE

Computer Systems Managers 211 (19) 914 (81)
Software Engineers 458 (23) 1563 (77)
Computer AnalysVProgrammes 1564 (31) 3436 (G9)
Computer Operators 3974 (68) 1838 (32)
Total Corn uter Software 6207 44 7751 56

Source: Census of Population 1996, Vol. 7, Occupations, Table 8 (1998)
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2.2.2 Age Profile of SET Workers

Table 3, Appendix A shows SET employment by gender and age group in 1996. This shows
that the level of women's representation in scientific and technological occupationswas
above the overall average (20 per cent) in the 20-34 age groups, at 28 per cent, after which it
fell to 15 per cent for 35-44 year olds, and below 10 per cent thereafter.

The age pattern is very different in the 'Computer Software' area, where women were in the
majority in computer software-related occupations among employees aged less than 20 years
and their representation never fell below 29 per cent even among workers aged 55-64 years
and over. In the absence of an in depth empirical study1 it is not clear to what extent this
pattern is in response to high level demand for computer software skills by employers, leading
to the provision of supports aimed at encouraging the re-entry of women into computer
software occupations. and/or a higher retention rate of older women in these occupations.

These differences in age patterns between 'Scientific and Technlcar occupations and
'Computer Software' occupations may reflect a variation in the retention rates among different
occupational levels. (Women in 'Computer Software' are mainly employed as computer
programmers or operators.) or it may reflect a tendency for women to remain in occupations
where they constitute a significant proportion of the total. We do not have the data necessary
to identify the actual contributory factors operating in this area.

2.2.3 Educational Qualification Profile of SET Workers

Table 4, Appendix A shows the pattern of educational qualifications among men and women
working in SET occupations. The Table indicates that the pattern of educational qualifications
is broadly similar for women and men in the 'Scientific and Technical' occupations -with 88
per cent of women and 83 per cent of men holding a third level qualification. However the
situation differs greatly in the 'Computer Software' area where 54 per cent of women had third
level qualifications in 1996, compared with 75 per cent of men. This again reflects the
concentration of women in lower level occupations in the Computer Software sector in 1996.

2.3 Anticipated Future Demand for Science, Engineering and Technology
(SET)Occupations

2.3.1 EmploymentProjections for SET Occupations

FAs/ESAI (Hughes et al., 2000) estimate that future growth in demand for engineering and
science professionals (engineers, scientists) will continue at 6.0 per cent annually up to 2005.
In absolute terms the numbers employed in those occupations is forecast to increase from
25,200 to 40,300 between 1997 and 2005. Table 2.3 shows the forecast changes in
employment in SET professions relative to levels prevailing in 1993 and 1997. These
forecasts are based on the 1981 and 1986 Censuses of Population and the annual Labour
Force Surveys 1989-19972,

A major study is currently being undertaken by the Employment Research Centre,
Trinity College Dublin, 2001 into 'Innovations in Information Society Sectors -
Implications for Women's Work, Expertise and Opportunities in European Wor1cplaces:
htto:llwww.tcd.ie/erc/Servemoloilindex.htm

For details of the methodology used in the FASlESRI occupational forecasting model
see reports No. 3 and 4, published in 1993 and 1995 respectively.

2

12
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Table 2.3 Actualand Projected Employment In Engineering and Science 1993-2005*

2005* % Increase
1997-2005*

53%
100%

60%

32,700
7,600

40,300

18.9%

30,900 69%
17,200 81%
48,000 73%

35.8%-
* denotes projected

A similarpattern of growthis predictedamong the 'AssociateProfessional'engineeringand
science occupations(referringto the technicallevelor physicaland lifescience technicians,
electronictechnicians, system analysts, computerprogrammers)at 7.1 per cent annually,
representingan increase of 20,200jobs In these occupationsbetween 1999and 2005. The
authors (Hughes et al., 2000: 46) concludethat this "highlightsthe continuingdemand for
workerswithcomputing,informationtechnology,and telecommunicationskills".

'.

Hugheset al (2000)anticipatea rise inthe numberofwomenamongengineeringand science
professionalsfrom2,100 in 1993 and 3,800 in 1997risingto 7,600 by 2005, representinga
projected 100 per cent increase between 1997 and 2005, albeit from a small base. The
number of women in the 'Associate Professional'engineeringand science occupationsis
expected to rise from 5,800 in 1993 and 9,500 in 1997 to 17,200 in 2005, an anticipated 81
per cent increase over the period 1997-2005. The FASlESRIreport anticipates that the
femaleshare of engineeringand science 'associate professional'posts willincrease from34
per cent to 36 per cent of the total and from 10 per cent to 19 per cent among 'Associate
Professionals'according to FASlESRIbetween 1997 and 2005. Between 1993-1997the
number of female engineeringand science professionalsand associate professionalsrose
from 7,900 to 13,300, an increase of 1,350 p.a.

These forecasts are based on past trends and indicatethe likelynumberand percentageof
women in these occupations, if present trends continue.The forecasts show that, if past
trends continue,womenwillreach 19 per cent of the total numberof professionalsemployed
in engineering and science by 2005, and 36 per cent of those employed at associate
professional!technicallevel.

2.4 Potential Supply of Women with SETSkills

2.4.1 Number with SET Qualifications

Datafromthe CentralStatisticsOfficecan be used to illustratethe potentialsize ofthe poolof
womenand men withSETqualifications(degreeand non-degree)in 1986and 1996(nosuch
informationwas collectedin 1991).These are categorised into:natural science. engineering
(includingarchitects,surveyors)and computerscience. Table 2.4 shows the size of the pool
withSET qualifications.It indicatesthat that the representationof womenamongthose with
SET qualifications is considerably higher in science and computer science than in
engineering.

The proportion which women account for of those withscience qualificationsgrew from41 per
cent to 46-per cent between 1986 and 1996.andin computer science the proportion increased
from 32 per cent in 1986 to 37 per cent in 1996. However, the percentage of women who

13

Professionals 1993 1997

Men 19,600 21,400
Women 2,100 3,800
Total 21,700 25,200

% Female Share 9.7% 15.1%
Associate Professionals
Men 13,400 18,300
Women 5,800 9,500
Total 19,200 27,800

% Female Share 30.2% 34.2%
Source: Hughes et al., 2000
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h~ld.~ngineering qualifications remained low over the period..accounting for 4 per cent of all
persons in 1986 and 7 per cept in 1996:

. :Table2.4'N~mber of Persons (aged 15 years and over) with SET Qualifications In
> . '. ., . 1986 and 1996, '~~~,m

2.4.2 Employment of those with S~, Qualifications In SET Employment. . "

-, Given the CSO changes in occupationafc,ategories that occurred between 1986 and 1996~it
(. is, not possible to compare 'the specific'.Occupations held PY WOrDenand men with SET
I t qualifications over that decade. However, Table 2.5 provides a brea.kdown of occupations

held PYwo/men with SET qualifications in 1996. (A summary of the keyoccup~tions held by
wo/men in 1986 is set out in Table 5 Appendix A). .

Table 2.5 shows the occupational breakdown of women with SET qualifications in 1996.
Taking the numbers employed in 'Scientifiq and Technical', 'Engineering and Allied Trade' and
"Computer SoftWare' It shows that approximately 40 per cent of men and' 34 per cent of
women with science or computer science qualifications are employed in scientific ,or technical
occupations. ~.. < '. ' I I".' ,.'! ' . '

A third of.women are j.} 'ot~,~roccupatipns' (not elsewhere defined) and a further?3 per c~flt
are employed as teachers, compared to 28 per cent and 16 per cent of men respectively.
VVh!l~11 per ~en~of.m~n wit", science / c~mputer sclence,~qualificatio!1sare employed as
managers and ~xecutives only 6 per cent of women are so employed.

I

'The 'numb~r of men and\vol1)en with enginee~ingqualifications varies greatly - nearly 55,000
rnen and 4,000 (Table 2.4) wO[T1~n.However, Tagle 2.5 im;ficate~~.relatjvely slm!!ar pattern
of employment for women and men with an engineering qualification. 46,p,erpent of men are
employed in 'Scientific and Technical', 'Engineering and Allied Trades', and in "Computer
,software, compared to 44 per cent of, wQmen. Twenty nine per cent of, both genders are In
~~~eroccupations and 4-5 per cent are employed as teachers.

These figures indicate that there is a high degree of 'leakage' of both men and women with
such qualifications into other forms of employment.

.tt

.~ In

14

1986 'f - 1996. J

No. No. % No. No. %
Men Women Women Men Women. Women

Science 9,078 6,211 41% 16,067 13.428 46%

Engineering 27,349 1,092 4% 55,409 3,932 7%

omputer 1,844 855 32% 8,456 5,006 37%

-,; , I ":':'Sclence .

- total 38;271 8,1"58 21% "'79,932 22,366 28%

;.Source: CS.o (1998), Cenus of Pppulation, Vo!. 8, Table t9.. 1... ." . ...
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- Table 2.5 Occupations held by People aged 15 years and over with SET Qualification In
1996by Gender '

Science Qualification
(inc. Computer Science
Scientific &Technical
Managers & Executives
Engineering & Allied Trades
Teachers
Building & Construction
Computer Software
Other Professional
Other Occupations

TOTAL

Engineering Qualification

Scientific &Technical
Manager & Executives
Engineering &Allied Trades
Teachers' ,

Building & Co'nstructlon
. Computer Software
Oth'er Professional

Other OCFupatlons

T,oTAL

No. M~n

3,773
2,240

213
, 3,447

182
4,794

652
6,090

21,391

No. Men

151026
5,146
5,505

'2,064
,4,536
1,742

\ 1,912

1,~,500

,49,531I.

% of Men

18%
11%

1%
16%
'1%

22%
3%

28%

100%

% of Men

..3.1%
10%
H%,
4%'
9%
4%
2%

29%

100%

Source: eso (1998), Census of Population, Vol.8, Table 25.

No. Women '% of Women

2,914
883

29
3,204

24
1,947

480
4,757

21%
6%
0%

23%
0%

14%
3%

33%

14,238 100%

No. Women % of Women

1,068
222

62
145
347
175
159

916

36% ".

7% .'
2%
5%

11%
5%
5%

1

29%

'3,094 100%

;r2A.3' Numbers with SET Qualifications not In the Labour Market
i, .. . ~

The eso data also providea breakdownof qualifications'accordingto employmentstatus.
Table 2.6 shows the scale and proportions of wo/men holding SET and non-SET
qualificationsthat were not in the labourforce In 1986and 1996. These percentages have.

.;, been calculatedon the basis of the numberof wo/menwith'qualificationswhowere outside
the labourmarket in 1986/96as a percentage of the total number of fe/males, with such
qualifications. ....

The figures indicate that there were 5000 women and 9000 men approximately with SET
qualifications (including architecture -and-surveying)that were not in the labour force in 1996.
Over a quarter of women with science qualifications were not in the labour forc~ in 1996
compared to 16 per cent of men.:- ' ,

~

....

"I'

:,J, :

, r

The distribution of those with SET qualifications not in the labour force in 1996 varied for men
and women by area within SET, Of the total number of SET qualified women not in the labour
force 70 per cent have science qualifications, 17 per cent have engineering qualifications and
13 per cent have computer science qualifications. This compares with 27 per cent, 65 per
cent and 7 per cent respectively for men.
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Tabl~ 2.6 Wo/Men with qual!flc~tions aged 15 years and over NOT In the Labour Force
1986 and 1996

"

Natural and
oth9r SOi'en6es
Eng~n~efing,
Architecture and
SurVeying
Computer
Science and
C,ompUte~ ""
Engineering ., , -" -"

Source': CSO (1998), census OfP9Pulatioli, Vol. 8, Table 19.
,*Total refefS to the total under"eact1categoryin Table 2.4....
[j~4_. f;.;tr-: .~.,-" ~.~.. .~~

, .The~pefce~t8ge.ofmen with-anyscientificor technicalqualification(includingmedical,social
and other sciences) not in the labourforce averaged 14% in 1996. This Indicatesthat the
levelfoundIn SETIs belowthe 17%average.Willlefiguresby age are notavailableitwould
appear likelythat most of these men are over 55 years of age. For examplethere are 5878
Jri~nwlthengioeering,arc.hitectureand surveyingqualificationsnot in the labour force and
6246 men withsuch qualificationsaged 55 and over. Incontrast the numberof womenwith

'-:naturaland'otherscience qualificationsnot in the labourforce in 1996 was 3548 whilethe
lll!n:!perC?f~o'!len~with~uchqualificationsaged over55 was 946. This indicatesthe presence
.ata.number ofyoungerwomenwithsuch qualificationsnotcurrentlyinthe labourmarket.

I'b

1986
No.~.

Women
% of Total

f:eJ(male) with
Quallfieatf()n*

29% (12%)

No.
,Men

-No:
Men

2,4951,056
f1 ....

1,99,2 23% (7%) 5,878252

76 12% (4%) 637101

1996
No.

Women
% of TotSl

FeJ(male) with
Quallflcatlon*

26% (16%)3,548

838 21%(11%)

648 13% (8%)

Comparison of"SiJpplyand Demand in SET..~ ...' - , "". ~r

In')his sectiOn we'd'taw together the statistics presented above to compare the supply and
demand po~itlon'O(wolmen with SET qualificationsIn'199~. Table 2.7 indicates that demand
for'computer softWare/computerscience employees outstripped the supply of those withsuch
qualific!itionsIn 1996, for both men and women, indicating that a significant number of such
employees are entering these occupations without a computer science qualification. The
findings alsoin.dicate', that there is a potential pool of women with science qualifications not

, .cu~rently~mployed 11)'the SET sector. However-in this area potential supply was well in
'excessofcurrentdemand in 1996. In engineering there was a pool of qualifiedwomen - 838

, (21' per c~nt of all Women'wlthengineering qualifications),who where outside the labour force
1n 1"996.r~ ' (" ',r : ,

2.5

-

"
Tabl8"2.7 Supply /Demand for SET Occupations 1996

r
SET Sector Current Demand:

!?(a) employed
In SET

B-
4,866 ( 7,390)
2,153 (20,910)

TOTALSupply:
~(a) with SET
Quailflcatlons

A

13,428 (16,067)
3,932 (55,409)

..
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No's of !?(a) with
SET Qualifications

not In labour Force
C

3,548 (2,495)
838 (5,878)

648 (637
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2.6 Future Supply of WolMeninto SETOccupations

..

While Section 2.5 examined the representation; of women and men in SET occupations,
Section 2.6 looks at the recent supply of 'n'ew graduates with science, engineering and

,:computer science qualifications according to gender. ,J .'t ,- " l'

The Number of SET Graduates In 1998
, "

Section'2.6.1 examinesthe m~st recentannuaisupplyof (naleand female SET4graduates
from universities and Institutes of Technology, drawing upo/')-unpublisheddata supplied by the
Higher Education Authority (HEA) for Irish universities and the National Council for
Educational Awards (NCEA) for students leaving Institutes of Techhology.. Table 2.8
summarises the number of female and male gr~duates and postgraduates in 1998.

Table 2.8 SETUndergraduates and Postgraduates In 1998

t ~.., , ,

AllUndergraduat~ Degree holders (Full-time~md~~rt-tlme),- UlJlvers!~lesand
. '" Institutes of Technology- -..

Male Female Total Female graduates
~.. . -, " as %ofTotal
1..1.63 .. 2;3Q3 ~ ~ 51%

286 . 1,360-/ .,t 21%
182~ L 670 r .27%

1,631 ,4;333 .' 38%
. .,..' i ' '.;..;;.d;'" of'i..lt t '''t ~

AllPostgraduate degree holders (Full-timeand Part-time)~ Universities.and
Institutes of Technology,.; ,. / I. ;"r< In

.' Male Female' Total Female graduates
as % of Total

Science '294 300 594 51%
Engineering , 199: 69..1 c)\.~68.w '\" .~. 26% :' ~
Computer Science 492 358 850 42%
Total 985 727 1,712.~. . 43%

Source:..http://www.heaJe/pubrep/Statistics/Statistical%20Reports.htm.andNCEAStatistics
Report(unpublished)2000.
I,' i . JI ..- ~ ~~c.. ..J .
Table 2.8 shoWsthat women represented 38 per cent of all SET graauatesln 199~ and that
women now account for just oV,er50 per cent of science graduates and post graduates.
However, they, accounted for JU8,tover one fifth 21 per c~rt of those with engineering
undergraduate degrees and over one-quarter-25 per cent at postgraduate level. This. indicates
that women are increasing as a. propo~lon .of engineers~ b~t,at,~ relatively'~low rate,
particularly when related to the rising demand for engineering professionals. Within,computer
science a different pattern emerges in wbic~ women comprised only 27 per cent of those
graduating fro",! undergraduate degree courses while they.accounted for 42 per cent of those
with postgraduate degrees. In absolute terms the figures Indicate that almost twice as many
women are pursuing post-graacrare qualifications in computer science,Jban~there are at

'- . . , ,. . .
undergraduate level. This may be due to the number of women undertaking postgraduate
conversion courses in computer science. .

'.

Scle,nce
Engineering, .
Computer Science
Total

1,.140
1,074

488
2,702

2.7 Women's RepresentationJn SET at T.erti~ryLevel

Having looked at the graduate and postgraduate pool 01.SE,TgradlJfites,. Section 2.7
examines the num,bersof undergraduate and postgraduate students who were pursuing SET
studies at Universities and lJ;1~titutes'()fTec~nor9gyin '1~99~" '. :;'~ ,=>'~; J

Women in SET Courses at Irish Universities .

The proportion of women in science degree courses was 57 per cent in 1999 compared with
19 per cent in engineering and 30 per cent in computer science. For further details according
to iRdividual universities see Table 6, Appendix A. This table also shows that there are some

17
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divergences between universities. It was in NUl Galway that women attained the highest
repre~~nfati9.h,!i~?pcimputerscience undergraduates 38 per cent. Conversely it was in UL,
DCO ;and NUl 'Galway 'that least progress has been made with levels of 13, 14 and 16 per
cent In',1999r~~tively in engineering. It is also worth noting that the University of Limerick

. is th~\$inglelarg~stinstitutionin termsof und~rgraduateengineeringstudentsin Ireland.
~e\ '- .~,- io,".,i:': ~.\.:~,..- , V ,_ 1-' .- .

F!ostgraduate Representation of Women In SET
,p~reers.ln SET 8!:e,9ritically dependent not only on the output of undergraduates into the job
market but, also on. the numbers who enter postgraduate research studies at third level
colleges. The growing demand by Irish industry for postgraduate and post doctorate SET
graduates was highlighted in the second report of the Expert Group on Skill needs (2000a).
Table 7, Appendix 'A, sets out the numbers of wo/men who were engaged in full-time
postgraduate study in science, engineering and computer science in 1999. It illustrates a
slightly regressive 'trend from women's representation in science at undergraduate level 57

" per' cent) into postgraduate studies at 48 per cent. This contrasts with women's higher
::,representation at postgraduate level in both engineering af\"cfTrfcomputer science. Whereas

\'iomen accounted for 19,per cent of engineering undergraduates, they were 21 per cent of
..postgraduates. TheCShiftis even greater in computer science where women account for 30
per cent.of students,at undergraduate level and 40 per cent at postgraduate level. The table
also demonstrates the considerable variation between colleges. DCU has the lowest rates of
female participation at postgraduate level In scief12e38 per cent and engineering 11 per cent.
However TCP has the .lowest proportion of female postgraduates in computer science 30 per
cent'followed by DCU 32 per cent.

Women In SET Courses at Irish Institutes of Technology
The representation 'of women at undergraduate level in Institutes of Technology is not
gjsslmilar !Qth.?-LPer.t~inJl1gIn the university sector and is illustrated in Tabl~ 8, Appendix A
which sets out the distribution of women in engineering courses, science and computer
science courses. This table shows that while female undergraduates are in the majority
among those studying science 61 per cent, in common with other1hlrd level institutions, their
.representatlQn11'1engineeringJs even lower than the current level in the university sector (7-10
per 'ceot)., F.'urtbermore this_table does not differentiate between certificate/diploma and
degree undergraduates.~Table 9, Appendix A, shows the number of students taking solence
in Institutes of Technology In terms of award level. It suggests that female schoolleavers are'

,more IIkely~thantheir male equivalents to enter as certificate/diploma students in science and
computer science. IUs also possible that this registration at CertificatelDiploma level is at the
expense of degree students, the number of which has fallen since the current fourth years
took' up plac.~s in Institutes of Technology. Conversely there does seem to be a potential
ImprovemenL.inthe 'representation of female school leavers on engineering degree/
diploma/certificate courses and In 'other' courses at all levels.

2.8 Female Representation In SET Subjects at Secondary Level

The .particlpation of girls in secondary level education has been rising steadily since the 1960s
(Hannan et al. 1983). Of the total number of 123,956 Leaving Certificate students in 1997/98
girls comprised 63,838 or 51.5 per cent of the total (Dept. of Education and Science, 1999).
However this figure does not take account of the considerable gender variation in subjects
taken. Details of these differences in Leaving Certificate participation in science and
technology subjects in 1997/98 are set out in Table 10, Appendix A. The data show that girls
accounted for 52 per cent of those taking Maths and that they predominate in biology (66 per
cent), Computer Studies (58 per cent) and Chemistry (51 per cent). In all other science and
related subjects girls were in a minority. For example only 4,990 girls took LC Physics
compared with 14,681 boys.

However, despite being numerically under-represented overall in some science and
technology subjects at Leaving Certificate, research shows that girls out-perform boys in
achieving higher grades A, Band C. The proportions for each grade attained in the subject
groups can be seen in Table 11, Appendix A.
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Uhpublished CAO figures show that 45 per c~nt of ~~osetaki'lg. honours .1~veL~,~ths in 1999
were girls and of (xxx 85 p.er cent) of these girls achieved grade y.or a?0v, compa,red ~o 81
percent of boys (see Table 2.9). 1 " . ~j I

Table 2.9 N~inbersTaking Honours Maths by Grade Act1i~v8danJ Gender

8C?YS-
652
557
568
715
746
760
750

.570
466
313
263
137
30

6,527

..

% of Total
.:% getting Grade C or above

55%
81%

Source:. Unpublished CAO information 1999, .

;.N . .: t",~ . ,;'" .,~.<:rJ" ,

Relating Leaving Certificate ach!~vement to career and subject choice Indicates. there are no
, academic criteria that lead girls ,to continue. to specialise In science (particularly the life
. sciences)but not In engineering.IAccordingto the Points Commissionthe science cluster

incorporates 34 different courses, of which 29 of the courses had a points rating between 350
'and 450 points. Only three of the courses had a ratlng'over 450ahd ol)e"course offered a
place to all qualified applicants. In the engineering cluster that Includes all courses in
engineering and computer science there are 54 courses and 35 of these had a,points rating
between 350 and 450 points, while 6 had a points rating above 450 and 4 were.rated below
300. Furthermore the most common subject requirement for engineering is less stringent t~an
for science with most colleges require a 'C' In higher-level mathematics. . . "

2.9 EUComparisons .
Table 2.10 below shows the number of persons employed as technicians by' gender in 1998
for each EU country, with'comparative Information for 1997; Technicians are defined as those
employed in "technician" arn:t"'8Ssociatedprofessional" occupations. '

;', )~
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..
.

'

.
..-.
.

.
',,"'''',

Grade-
A1
A2
81

!F ",82
'" ,83

C1
. . C2,

. '. . C3

I

-
::.. ;:D1

. ...."'D2

\

,. D31 '.;; 'u
..-,... 'E ;,

, - F
Total

". ...

,.
'GIrls I .

.,Total. ......, ...
" , .21 .,'" 1,073

'472'- t, 1,029
584 1,152
686 1,401
690 1,436
669 1,429
582 1,332
473 -1,043
308. ,- , .,. .' ',774
214 ')i..' , ,527'
166<, '''''<,' '1 . 429'
78 .I 215
17 .47

'5,360 I 11 ,887

45% ... , 100%
.'. 850/0-."

., " l'
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TJlble2~1p Employm~nt as Technlclal1s-*by GenderJnEU..;Cpuntrle.s 1S97..and19,98
., - -.

,r, i. 'Mate Female Total
_"'Count,,, >1997 1998. 1997 1998 1997" 1998

~I;l:ff5-': . . uJ;~1.3 .-. >." . 48.'7 - 100.
(Belgium '-;65.3 64.0 34.7 36.0 100,r 100
J)enmark 'J 42.1 43.5 i. 57..9 56.3 100 100
j3ermany "~'42.8 42.4 57.2 57.6 100 100
Gr,eece 57.9 54.7 42.6 45.3 100 100
Spain _ 62.8 63.4 37.2 36.6 100 100
t:rance 49.9 49.2 50.1 50.8 100 100
ireland 69.2 - 30.8 - 100
Italy 66.8 65.3 33.2 34.6 100 100

,J.,uxembourg i 59.3 56.3 40.7 43.8100 100
Netherlands ~50.4 50;9 .' 49.6 49.1 100,!. 100
~ustria .53.3 53.0' 46.7 47.0 100 100
~Portugal .' ~49.2 52.4~. 50.8 47.6 100 . 100

. '.Finland _ 42.2 43.9 \. .~ _ !i8.1 56.1 100 100
(Sweden ~_54.4 53.5 45.7 46.3 100 100
-UK' ... 55.2 54.1 44.8 45.9 100 100

.Source: EurostatLabourForceSurvey(1997L98) , ,!' ",
~ Tech~1ans (I~COQ88),:- M~JorGroup 3: Physical aOdEnglneering Science Associate Professionals' covering:
31 Physical and Engineering Science Associate 'Professionals

~ 3~1, .Physlcaland~ngirJeeringScle!\CeTechnlcl~ns. ',~ . ,. i '. ,

'312 ,J! 'ColT)puter Associate Professionals . . .\. .
'313' .Opticaland EleetronlcEqurpmentOperators .1

_, '314 --;Shlpand'hJrcraft controllers and Technicians
315 Safetyand a~,ity Igs~~ .
Table 2.10 shows that 'technician'employmentbrokedown, on average, 50 per cent male
and 50 per cent female across the EU in 1997. Figures for Irelandand the EU are not
availablefor1998.- - '.( .,) I' 0 f ,~

J. However, 'COmparing the 1997 country figures it is -apparent. that 'Irelandhadnthe lowest
percentage.of1emale tec,hniclansat 30.8 per cent of.the total, compared. to an EU average of

,I 48.7;per q~ht.Only Belgium,-Spain and .Italy.had a female percentage value of under 40 per
cept,. whereas'thls figure increased to 57 per 'cent in Germany and 58 -per cent !n Finland.
These statistics would,indicate that Ireland is well below the EU average in female technician
.employmentJand..was at the .bottom of the table in'1997,'the latest ,year for which comparative
dataisavailable. .r J '. I ;' , .', - ,. ,

. These ,figures are':~some contradicted by data .produced' by Eurostat on employment ~f
-. scientists and'engineers by-gender.-acrosstheEU for 1999.,as;jJlustratedin Table2:11.

J ,I'! ,.. jI f,'":', l ~.~ : ~ ~ r ' \1 t' ~.l
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Table 2.11 Dls1ril::iutlonof People Employedas Scientists and Engineersln 1999

1

"
Gender % ,,' ,-

Count' ~' ., Female ' '"'.:Male Totaf %
EU 15 31.2 f~68.8 ". 100
Belgium 47.8. ;52.2 tu J100
Denmark 24.8 75.2 "(1100.
Germany 21.0 79.0 i -n 100
Greece 29.0 -' . ,,71.0 '~f100
Spain 37.3 62.7 'ljh100~
France 23.8 76.2 ' ~ TOO
Ireland 51.0 49.0 100
~ ~~ m7 ~~

. Luxembourg 20.1 79.9 100
Netherlands 31.2 68.8 100
Austria 29.0 71.0 100
Portugal 43.8 .'56:2 . -' '10er-
Finland; 50.9', , ;~49.1 --"100.

,Sweden t. '40.5 ,,' 59.5 I,."100
UK ',' " ,,'" _ ~.' ~ 37.L ~...~\ _ "'62.9 ."'. )'00"

Exceptionsto the referenceperiod- Elf 1998, IRL: 1997~ ' -.;.. '".. f1,,',. ""
"Source: Eurostat2000'" Statistics on Science alid Technology In Eu'rope 1985-1999. . 1

Table 2.11 places Ireland well above the average in terms ."of,the percentage. of females
employed as scientists and engineers, at 51 per'cent, compared. tQan EU-averageof 31 per
cent, with Germany at 21 per cent. It is difficultto interpret these results. However,Otheymay
reflect the relativelyhigh proportion of women scientistS in'lreland:::' .r' j ,.,. i" .

,.' nr
",

Key Findings r: I "
J '.

'. ,,-,

',Ananalysis of the number.,of women"withSET third level qualifIcationsIndicatesthat, by
1996, science was.approachinga positionof equal participationby rpenand women,at 46
per cent, wome~rwerebecomlrigan increasingproportionof those holdingcomputerscience
qualificationsat 37 per cent, whileonly7 per cent.Dfthose holdingengineertngqualifications

.were women~This trend of IncreasingfemaleparticipationIn the sciences Is'continuing,as
evidentin the nUlJlberof more recent science graduates and post graduates tha,tare women
and inthe numbersofwomencurrentlystudyingscience. " ~; ~j ~ , ·

The variation that Is evident within SET qualiflcationsrand'in higher:levet e,ducatiort;between
the sciences, engineering and computer sciences, is'repl.lcated within1he labour:market. In
1996, women constituted 40 per cent of those In 'Scientific' occupations, 20 per cent of those
in 'Technical Engineering' occupations', anCl37 per cent of Computer Software occupations In
1996. .--

3. The potentialpoolof womenwithengineeringqualificationswho.either leftthe labourmarket
(838)or were employedoutside SET (378),is smallrelativeto forecast demand and to the
numberof men insimilarsituations.Howevera higherproportionof such men are likelyto be
over55 years of age.

2.11 Conclusions

The analysis of the availablestatistics providesa very importantbackgroundagainst which
futuredecisionsaimed at increasingwomen'sparticipationInSEToccupations,particularlyIn
areas ofskillshortages, can be framed.
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TJ'~a~j!ul~ ingicate~th~t.~1r~~egies~imed at:increas~ng,tt;Jenumber pf wqmen in t~~.!abour
force wittTengineerJngt"qualifications,an area where significant increased demand is forecast,
should foc;:us.primarily'on:.'

a)' encouraging more women to study engineering at third level.
~~"~ "'., 1-"\. ..( 'I

, li;,~1 "cb)'i~'~ b e~pI9r~'VJh~t.he.rI1,'Yp.ulqb~ P9ssibletp conv~rt .wqmengraduates from other
:-:=-: \'t! ,,0 0 .91~plph.n~s IlJtg,eflg!l1~enng. ", ii ,',

,"'I ... "':" ",.. '-:'

In th~ area,o! scientific qualifications the findings indicate that women currently constitute 50
per cent of science gra.duate~and ~tugents. Strategies in this area should be addressed at:

h.: , -
a) e~ploring reasons why a significant proportion of female scientists are no longer

" . ~workingwithin SET ,occupation~ i,nindustry and at agdressiQgways of encouraging
~ ~~; .such..womento-rem~lnJn sllch occ,upations. '_ .-, ........--.

"~Il'fl:~" 'lie "'.:'t\'~r., , ,.., f"""'I.tJ:h ,. 't i ,.

, b),,:" ' . !:mc~yraglngwomer) In the 35 + age group,to remain withi,yre-enter the SET sectors.
~ l~ lb~;..i'" c("'" :" :,~'I~ I . .: ~.,., ) ... . 'f"'- .'

Jnthe ar,eao! cC}mputersoftware where significant skill Sl19rtagesexisHhe findings would
.indica,e;that~~asures are.,re.qulredto:, ....

.
a)' supportwomen in this sector to up-skilVobtalnqualificationsthat will allow them to

\: .progress to so.ftwar~ ~nglneerjng and syst~ms, lJIanager levels.
If~'t '.~ .r.~ ~, C' .. ~ ,. 1::)" ". ... '... t" ~,} n

,b) encour~ge.moremen andwO:meOitoente.r-edu~ationalprogrammes aimed at careers
in this sector either through initial qualifications or conversion up:~killing/reskilling
courses.

"'0''') . '
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3. Revie~ of Literatu~eon Women in'Sciencel.Engineeri,ng~a~.dTech~ology
Occupations . , . .. . ~ ,-" ." . \.. ~I

3.1 Introduction

Section 2 of the report analysed statistical data sources ih'orderto establish-the Irish,'situation
in relation to the demand and supply of women in science;'engineerfng and technology (SET)
occupations, in the context of forecast skill shortages in the SET industry. The literature
review, that follows, explores availablEnesearch in ordert to' try and Identify the' factors that
lead to the type of vertical and horizontal segregation pattern of SETemplbymenffound in the
Irish situation. This review of the literature reflects the orientation and preoccupation of
research to date. The material manifests certain biases: reflecting a 1970s and 1980s interest
in levels of women in SET, particularly in education; a stronger body of knowledge on US
experience rather than EU or Ireland; a preoccupation with science rather than
engineering/computer science; only very limited material on women's experience and
employment in SET; and a strong emphasis on academic, rather than industrial, career
patterns for women with SET qualifications. This is reiterated by the statement by the
Commission of the' European Communities (1999:7) that statlstiCs on whatbeeomes of
women scientists once they embark on their scientific.career :and move into the job market
are, unfortunately, very inadequate". -

;.~,'j'~ .l~: ( ".",;!"I

Despite this uneven coverage, a wide body of knowledge 'can be drawn from national and
international sources to provide a useful backdrop to this study -not least.in placing the issue
of women's participation in SET occupations Increasingly within the labour market arena. As

", Lane (1999: 1) states: "'"

"Increasing attention has been drawn to the problems faced by women in science,
engineering and technology (SET). Womenare unequallyrepresentedin scienceand their
carf#3rprogression is not comparable to their male colleagues. The growing Interest In this
topic may partly be because of the growing awareness of the huge untapped economic
potential that women represent".

This section of the report therefore focuses on Identifying factors that might account for the
occupational patterns found in the statistical analysis In Section. 2.

The section is structured as follows:

a} An analysis of factors influencing women's participation in SET employment; and

b} An analysis of factors influencing Wal)1en'sparticipation in higher education.

3.2

3.2.1

Women in SET Employment
Introduction

Following a short overview of.the-key trends emerging from the Intemationalliterature, the key
findings are presented under the following headings:

a} Factors influencing women's participation in SET;

b} Work and Family Roles; and

c} Organisational Issues.

23
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3.2.2 Il'!tem.atlonalOverview

Internationally, the prevailing literature sugge~ts that women scientists have been found to be
at a'disadvantage in the workplace and to have a more difficult time finding employment than

. ,t~\[; 1JI~lec:;ounterpans (UNCS:W..1995). This pattern has important implicationsfor the
~p~~~ersand earning po.t~ntlaLotYiQrnen..workingin SET occupations.
~ f :"L i '--1 n '1.' - t:':'J ,0 -;.~

A$tudy In tl1EtMassachusettsInstitute of Te~hnologyrevealed that women were:
.. f!. ( t.

"...invisible, excluded from a.voice in their departments and from positions of any real power.
This marginaJisation had occurred as the women progressed through their careers at MIT,
making their jobs increasingly difficult and less satisfying... Their most common concern was
the extraordinary difficulty of combining family and work". (MIT, 1999)

r-AIl .int~r.esting finding of.Jhi$ study was that each generation of young women in MIT,
Incl~ding those who are 110~~seniorfaculty, began their.career believing that the problem of

I gender'7discrimination.had been solv.edby the previous generation,only to discover that
,. gender inequality was still-a problem (MIT, 19Q.9),:

.'t:~' ,.::._ '- ,. "

A s$udy,.by the Committee on Women in Science and Engineering (CWSE, 1994) of the US
National Research Council, claimed that women chose careers in life, behavioural and social
sciences mainly within academe or government. The report went on to outline the main
barriers for women working in such occupations within industry:

One of the consequences of the employment environment outlined above is that more women
than men have been found to leave the SET sectors and/or the labour market. In a seven

.year longitudinal study in the US covering the period up to the early nineties, it was estimated
th~t,,~~men_are twice as likelyto leaveoccupationsrelatedto scienceand engineeringfor

." occup.~tions1!1otherfields"andfifteentimes morelikelyto leavethe labourforce altogether"
,. (~reston, 1994). Marriedwomenwithchildrenwerefoundto havethe highestexit ratesfrom

scienceand engineering(27.4 per cent) compared with married .men with children (10.0 per
cel1t). The four main reasons for leaving SET posts in the US during the 1990s were found to
be: high skill-depreciation rates; changes in labour market conditions that lower wages; family
circumstances; and occupational mismatches. The study also showed that it was younger
rather than older women who were more likely to exit (Preston. 1994). Regrettably no similar
longitudinal research has been conducted into women's SET employment in Ireland/EU.

.Research conducted in the US compared women 'Stayers', who remained in SET for their
careers, as opposed to 'Changers' who left SET during their postgraduate years or early

" 'workif!gca~eer,and 'Leavers' who exited at graduation. Women In the group of 'Stayers' were
,more likely to have received encouragement by both their college teachers and their parents,
especially their mothers, to pursue a career in SET. This group were least likely to have
encountered conflict reconciling their current occupation with family needs. The impact of
family support/encouragement is echoed by focus group participants, in Section 4.

:: t.
. ,.
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. recruitment and hiring.practices;

. workplaceenviro"ment;

. paternalism;

. allegationsof reversediscrimination;

. sexual-harassment; .'

. different standards;
" . stylesof communication;

. perceptions.of the roleof women;. retentiol1; -'
,,"

opportunities foi' advancment (CWSE, 1994)..
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3.2.3 Factors InfluencingWomen's Representation in SET

_ Occupational Segregation wlthln'SET
'ir'

""

1: n.

f _

".

'( ,

"-' ....

Women's representation in the SET sector was examined in Section 2. This analysis showed
that women were under-represented In the professionaland managerial levels;"particularly in
the engineering and computer software area. This is a pattern known as vertical segrega~ion", .1

whereby men predominate at the higher echelons. Within engineering the" level of, female
representation remains very low. These patterns are evident across many societies.
Similarly to Ireland, there has been a rise in women's entry t6 all scieoce:based disciplines in
the US, except physics and engineering where the number of women reached a plateau at c.
15 per cent ove'rthe last decade (Campbell, 1996).

The issue of occupational segregation was examined in Ireland in a st4dy undertaken in
Ireland in the 1980s in the electronics industry (Wlckliam and Murray 1987). It showed that
women represented 53 per cent of all staff but only 3 per cent of managers, 16 per cent of
professionals, 6 per cent of technicians and 30 per cent of supervisory staff. A'more recent

, study of equal opportunities in the dairy industry (Carroll, 1996) showed- that wO,m'en
accounte<;lfor 25 per cent of scientific and techn.ologicaJemployment and 37 per cent,.of,thase
working -in researchand development~Once,thisproportionIs desegregated-bygrace it is
,evident that women:,:' .,r', I " ,\,1 I "

.; 'I " .'_- 'b:'

"are not making the jump from purely technical work into management, -whether senior or
junior. The figures of 1.72per cent (senior management), 8.47 per cent (middlemanagement)
and 18.75 per cent in junior management, combined with the 8.13 per c;ent of
scientificltechnological employment in supervisory grades contrast with those of 43.64 per
cent of women in technical gradesn (Carroll, 1996).

.. . ':,)1

This patternof occupationalsegregationis foundthroughoutIrish Industryand services,.A
recentstudy by the ESRI(2000)compiledvariousInform~tionon the pistributionof menand
women employmentby occupationover time. A summaryof their findings is presentedIn
Table3.1.

Table 3.1 Percentage of WomenIn Occupa~lonslisted 1984,1993and 1997

% of Women

'..

1984-
7
72
20
48.
11

1997-
5
80
28
53
27

1993-
7

78
27
51
19

Engineering and Related trades
Clerical Workers
Proprietor and Managers
Professional and Technical
Administrative, Executive and
Managerial _

Total % of women across all occupations 31- 36 38
Source:ESRI,2000 (fromtabOi'ForceandQuarterlyNationalHouseholdSurveys)

- .

.'
Table 3.1 shows a highly segregated labour force both vertically and horizontally. It does
show however that over time some progress Is being achieved at administrative, executive
and managerial level and at proprietor and manager level. It also indicates the increasing
proportion of women at the professiona~and technicallevel~ reflecting our findings for SET in
Section 2. However the categories used by the ESRI in this analysis are very broad.

Career Planning " I'-iCY-' v'

I I "I' '. " t ~,-" J,~ '{Hrrtti~

Available literature indicates that gender differences in career aspirations and expectations
may still influence the representation of women in SET. According to Collin (1998), men think
in terms of a career plan whereas women tend to go from one task to another according to
what seems important at the time. Men in SET are also perceived as more competitiveJn-the-
workplace than their female peers (Byrne, 1993). Collin (1998) argues that the -most
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sLiccessfulwomen in science and technology are those who have ,adopted a 'male approach'
'to career;planning i.e. 'Y(hoconduct career,planningas:though-it wars a.business undertaking.
These are'the' people .who:know what invitationsto .accept, which fields of research are most
pr?!~able and promising, what the researclfcan lead.to in=t~rmsof publications.

Progression 'and RecognitIon
. L," (.; "f"

.,..., I!, (,EVidences4ggests'that therepresentatioh'ofwomen in SET occupations tends to diminish at
each ..level':of the' oCcupationa:!ladder (Cronin and Roger, 1999). It is well recognised,
particularly in the United States,. tha'!, post-doctoral appointments are special since they
"bridge the 'gap between the Ph.D. and employment" (CWSE, 1994). The need for an
increased supply 'of' post graduate researchers in the science and technology area was
highlighted in the Export Group on future skill needs (Forfas 2000); hence it is worth
examining the experience of such'female/male graduates.in an international context.

,1,.1-. _ . .rf", '...~,.-' "''' ".:, ..,.
le,~.f"":"':;' ..;..J .;, 'I "" ,.f t T .

Peer\:revlew,is used to assess grant.proposals' and"m~nuscriptsjsubmitted'for publication in
scientific journals and for assessment ofgrantappiications. The use of colleague review has

, beenjustifiedby the viewthat fellowresearchersare bestplacedto assessthe performance
and future prospects of researchers iri'their relevant fields of expertise. For example, it is an
~s_ser:i.tlalpart of the'selection process for national grants e.g. from Enterprise Ireland as well
as' t~9s'~from ~p anc:rQther~sourc~s..:~e2~rjtfil1dlngsfrom studies abroad Indicate that such
a,ssessors have difficulties in detaching<ttiemselves from the object of study, i.e. fellow

. ,scientists" ~nd t~at Joey,.areinclinep to f1)akegender-biase~ decisions (Wenne~As~nd Wold,
1998). Thls'study showed that women had to present 2.6 times more papers In a Journalof
certain prestige in order to obtain the same score for 'scientific competence' from reviewers
as a male candidate with the same scientific output.This could be an Issue not only in relation
to the advancement of Irish women in SET but also in relation'to accessing key research
funding for research assistance'anp equipment.." -, (' ,

3.2.4' WorkancJ F~iT.Illy.ls~Oes ..J

F-~i ::)' J;i. 3 , .

111tis,generally,recog'niz,ed that womenten,dtohave.differentworkingpatternsfrommen and
, are more 'likely to take'breaks from';employment.'In the UK the averagewoman loses
. £.140,000,ofUfe,timeearningsas a result of becoming a mother (Women's 'Unit, 2000) and the

effects of motherhood on employment prospects are well documented. Support for women in
the I,abourforce who are also mothers, Including the greater availability of flexible working
hours, generous maternity leave and childcare facilities, are increasing. However, US
research suggests that ta~ing uR flexible work options still results in. a disadvantage for
women, in the form of a 'flexi-glass' ceiling (Weedon, 2000). New rese~rch techniques,
findings and technologies accumulate during a leave of absence. Although women 'in all
careers,face similaf problems following a leave of absence, the situation is especially critical

, In~SETdisciplineswhere 'researchand technologymay changeradicallyeachyear (Matyas,
1985a). '. -," . , ' ,

Women continue to hold primary responsibility for the maintenance and development of the
home, and for childcare (The Industrial Society, 2000). The Industrial Society found that
women who choose to remain at home to care' for young children face serious obstacles
when they attempt to re-enter their careers. Employers see them as retaining prime
rEtsponsibilityfor their children. Women contribute an average-of 35 hours of housework a
week, whereas men are estimated to do an average of five-hours. In a survey carried out in
the UK, mothers were found to be more likely than father~ to be responsible for childcare and

;''GPapPointments, ever1"ln'nouseholds where both parehtsWorked'full time and the women
eEl:rn~dslightlymore'thB.ntheir partners (The Industrial'Society; 2000).

In a r.~c~nt stucfYo.fthe,leffects of new motherhood in an .Irish' competitive private sector IT
organlsatl!?n,36 per c_entof the women questioned expressed the need for more flexible work
gackages .to smooth the return to work in line with their new responsibUitl~s(ISIS Research
!3roup, 1999). Half of the sample recorded difficulty In accessing childcare and out of those
Who did not record difficulty, two-thirds had older children, indicating that childcare
arrangements may be a particular prob,lem for first time mothers. Several of the women
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surveyed indicated that the pressures of balancing career and new motherhood were too
difficult to sustain on a full time basis, and were planning to withdraw ,from the workplace.
Wenneras and Wold, (1998) cite family responsibilities as .the main reason for the excessively
high drop-off rate of women from the SET career ladder;

3.2.5 Organisational Issues

"Once gender imbalances have been established, It Is difficult for organls3tlonsto alter the
prevailing (mostly male) culture. Female scientists often find themselves carrying out tasks

,,': .,;'set for them by other people (Collin, 1998). Accdrding. to Collln, marglnalisatlon can take
i 1. .,.' place even within researchteams. Collin also argues that men.seem happier to take on

managerial roles for peri-scientific tasks of an administrative or economic nature.

The gender imbalance at management level has also been found to contribute to
discrimination between the sexes when it comes to determining scientific objectives or setting
limits to the application of scientific and technological techniques (Collin, 1998).

3.2.6 Summary ..
. J ,

The literature re~lew has highlighted~r range offac,tors aff~tlng<Women's particlp~tiorf in SET
occupations within industry. The under-representation of. Women' can be attributed to:. .

a)

b)

c)
< .

Particular difficulties women in SET occupations face in obtaining recognition for their
contribution;

An unsupportive workplace environment;

Difficulties in reconciling work and family commitments.

j,

These factors have been found to lead to a situation whereby's higher proportion of women
than men tend to leave employment altogether, or exit from the SET sector to seek
employment In more conducive environments e.g. teaching~ The findings would Indicate that
supports.to encourage a higher level of retention of women in SET occupations In industry are
therefore required, in addition to measures that would encourage greater recruitment of
women into particular occupations within the SET sector. .

3.3 Women's Participation In Higher Education
3.3.1 Introduction

~

The pattern of participation of women in SET employment is heavily Influ,enced by their
experience within the educational ~ector.

As Byrne states: .--
"There is considerable field evidence from Universities' that the women. who do
manage to make it through to graduation when they are...beiow critical mass level,
are either exceptionally gifted, unusually motivated and hardworking and, uSl.:lally,
very middle-class." (Byrne, 1993, p. 185)

This section examines key factors influencing the participation of women/girls at different
educational levels in SET courses, under,the.followingheadings:

Factors influencingwomen's experience of SET,at 3rdlevel
Factors influencingwomen's ch9ic~ qf s,udies.at 3rdle.vel;,

"
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3.3.2 Fact()rs Infl",encina Women's Experience of SET at Third Level

The Learning Environment
",

Sexismjncpmmunication styles a,s represented by non-verbal behaviour and teaching
" approac~es,creates a 'chillyclimate'in,theclassroomand in highereducationin general

(Halla'ndSandler, 1984). In mixedsex groups, men tend to talk more than womendo and
also exert more controlover the topic of conversation(Kramarae,1988). Kramaraeargues
that menalso interruptwomenmorefrequentlythan womeninterruptmen;male lecturerscall
on men more often, nod and gesture more in response to men's questions, wait longerfor
men to answerthan women,and ask menmorechallengingquestions.

These problemstend to be greater in engineeringand technologycourses. This is because
women are still in a small minority,there are few female lecturers,and male lecturersare
unfamiliarwithworkingwithwomen. It is argued that this contributesto the loweringof
female,students' self-esteem,self-confidenceand career aspirations(Kramarae,1988). No
comparableresearch intothistopichas been undertaken,to date, in Ireland.. ,
In the newer field of Information technology, MahOny and Van Toen (1990) believe that
particular types of computing "are unattractive to women. They argue that within academic
researct\ computing has become characterised by a reliance on mathematical formalism.
Areas such as ArtificialIntelligence, formal methods and computer vision, are given priority.
However, more creative approaches, which approximate art-based skills, are more likelyto
meet the real needs of organisations:

"Thepreferencefor workingin hard areassometimesacts as a way of displayingtechnical
machismoin a way in Whichmany women do not want to participate as it specifically
underminestheirowngenderidentity."(Mahony& VanToen, 1990:321).

The current growth In Irish e-buslness points to a rising demand for more diverse
IT/businessltechnicalskills and reiterates the need for creative and technology/creative
approaches to business needs (ExpertGroup,2000b). This could providemore attractive
fieldsforwomenthan 'pure'engineering/computerscience careers. _,

Communication Styles

Byme (1993) argued that primary and secondary schooling produces students that use
different styles of communication, according to their male or female sex. According to
research, men create and validate language and meaning in science and technology
(Kramarae, 1988). Therefore, Kramarae (1998) argues that women and men find it difficult to

i' communicatein a mixedlearningenvironmentin university.He foundthat mentendto relate
to other men as equals around technology. When men have' interests in some common
technical area, they exchange Information, In a common language, to share ideas and
knowledge. When men and women communicate'however, the information flow is more one-
sided Le. men may explain a technological matter to women, but they do not discuss it with
them (Kramarae, 1988). As the educational process in SET fields is heavily dependent on
learning from fellow students, this communication problem could be a real barrier for women
succeeding in a mostly male environment. It can also be said that language and
communication continue to be barriers to women in SET at industry level (Kramarae, 1988).
These findings were reinforced by the studies by Cronin et a!. (1999) in Scottish universities.
These findings highlight the importance of creating a critical mass of female students in each

.'t'; SET area if a more gender - neutral approach to learning is to evolve.

'1

Rational Career Choices

The predominance of a 'male orientated culture' alone cannot account for the gender
differences found in participation in different courses. Medicine has long possessed a male
culture and yet gradually women have successfully increased their participation rates (Clegg
and Trayhurn, 1999). In terms of financial reward and prestige, science and engineering have
fallen behind other elite professional careers to which women have been eager to secure
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entrance (Siann, 1997). Siann (1997) argues that men and women are'making hlQhly ratio~al
career choices based on the long-term decline of certain industries. He also states that
women's participation increases where computing is combined with other subjects such as
business, and when it is combined with languages, women form the majority. Women are not
only being pragmatic in relation to the rewards a career offers, but areaJ~o _m~kingpositive
choices about requiring jobs that allow for the applicatiol) of soci~1skills 'and interpersonal
contact. - ( -

3.3.3
. :;'t. ~-. t)\ "

Factors AffectingWomens' Choice of SETStudies at TtllrdLevel I

F

Sex-Role Stereotyping
- ~

Sex-role stereotyping has been well documented as a major reason for girl's avoidance of
certain SET careers (Hannan et ai, 1983, Vockell and Lobonc, 1981, Broverman et al., 1972).
Engineering was found to be particularly avoided because girls were afraid that they would be
considered unfeminine if they enter this f.ield,(Brush, 1991). In a 1999 study by the Equal
Opportunities Commission In Northern Ireland, it was found that the 'masculinisation' of
science Is created by the perQ~p~ion.sofpoth boys.:;andgirls (EOC~:1999)(), Boysmakestrong
claims that scLenceis.a boy's subject, and girls, although-they do not see science as a male
domaiO) conteryd f!1at"some ~spects of ,science are ~n:lore suited to boys' Interests and
experiences, . ~i r ,." , I' '0;. ;

>J .' r }'

Lack of Female Role Models

Remlck and Miller noted the lack of female role models In scientific careers (1978). For most
girls their first role model Is their science or technology teacher. Female scientists surveyed
by Remick and Miller (1978) reported that the encouragement of a teacher was the deciding

.' factor in their choice of career. The existence of positive role models was Identified as
important among focus group,member~ (Section 4).

Exposure to Computer Skills
.... 't,.. t

"

Unlike other disciplines where higher levels of male participation go back hundreds of years,
computing is one that is less than three decades old. However there is already evidence of a
growing gender differentiation in access to computers and in the perceptions of computing as
user-friendly (Byrne, 1993). According to Byrne, parents:still buy computers more readily for
their sons than for their daughters, and sons also dominate computer u~e In the home. Byme
also argues that, at school, boys get territorial priority for hands-on work on scarce computer
resources. Girls arrive at tertiary level witl:1less computer skills than.boys..Boys are also less
willing to work co-operatively on computer than girls, which is essential unless everyone has
access to there own micro-computer (McCaffrey and Underwood, 1990). ,,0

experience at Secondary Leve/......

Further back In the education~1 system, there are m~oy educatlonal..aOd societal factors
affecting girls' Rarticipatron In SET courses of study at third leveL Ireland.Is unique In having
little or no science taught at primary level (JOC, 2000). Science was first introduced to the
Irish primary curriculum In 1900, but was eliminated in 1934 to' make room for compulsory
Irish. However, Science has been in the primary c.urriculum,since 1971.; '-\Tbeprocess of
reintroducing a science element to primary education was proposed in-1990. bUt it will be
2002 at the earliest before such a programme is in.place: Even with theJntroduction of this
programme, some pupils will only be exposed to the minimum requirement of one hour of
scienceperweek. ~ ..;) V-';'~' ~

One in every three Irish secondary$Chools does not offer the full.range..of.;scieI1cesubjects,
and a recent survey also found tlJat 65 per cent of sch()ols reported that they.have Insufficient
science equipment. It is also far more di.fficulttoobtain high pOintsin the Leaving Certificate In
Physics and Chemistry than in, any oth~r subjects. These factors have contributed to the
declining number of both mal~al)d fematesjudents choosing these'subjects (JOC.2000).

-
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3.4 Conclusions "

, r

The literature review provides some clues as to the key factors-that might influence women's
particlpatipn in ~ET occupations. Unfortunately much of this .literature refers. back t04he

, "~' . '19.808 irtcf'ctarly 1990s. ' Researchin"this area'has:'yetto' catch'up~with the~recenttrend of
, t, "'equal If not"mote'Women'than"meR;gniering4hescience'fieids"at third level.

r, t)~ ~bi 2~':!Zi 0:" j.~f' , ". t~-1~ " ~:~,] :.f :':~r :0.f. ! ...T' fr. . <;

,','X,O.L 'JOTniflnding'sof rthe'research hbwever-can';still' na~e'particular relevance a~r-theengineering
rl'" 'I a:ie~C\Yhere~wome'nremaln:sigliificantly'un'der-represented, and, wher#a male culture and

related expectations is still the norm. Because ot' the relative 'newness' of the computer
software field there- is still time to learn from the experience of older sciences and to work
'consclously~to ensure that academic 'and-'Wof~climates are welcoming and supportive of
women applicants. Evidence from 2ndlevel successes, highlights the fact that it is not lack of
academic ability or confidence to venture"lnto historically male areas (e.g. medicine) that

JUlirrifts-wO'men's progression into' SET dccu~ations; .:rherefpre"more'broad~based societal,
/..- "'~~~ues~1i1e')lkeTyto1>'e op~~a~ingfasqrrip~rtanflracto~it~nf~u~r:lCing ~ne's'e':choi~es'and must be

" "" ,~?r~:~S~d:i'~uc~Jact~rs'l~cl~de: ;' .":... :1':~.~ < ,> J'

I: . 8C::t~1~' P8rSlstenfsex role stereotyping-'i~ qertaln -occ'upations'and thus ..tht(~~ed to address
.~'"r' '\..ilJis ~hroughgood'career guidance'and raIsed public awareness,'" ! <

._,.~ '.Th~difficulties !hat girls!women ~x.e..eri~,nceinenterjng apredomlnantly.male !earning
l ,. environment - in relation' both to peers and teachers and thu~ the importance of

'mc;>vingtowards 'a more 'gender balanced' sit':l!ltion in the'se area!3..' '
f The n~edto provide support for women with SEJ"qual.ificatioris that wil, allow them to

. progres'swithlntt)eir SETc'areers wril~ also balanci/')g"familY/wqrkresponsibilities.
. The :need to 'sell" the englneering and compute'r software profession~' ~s worthwhile

a.n.~challenging career opt/ohs to young wom~n with the qu-allfications' 'tosucce,ed in

th~s~;~Etas. .. ' " .. , .'

\,
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Qualitative Analysis of Women and SET Issues : ":.h )". ::':"0;
.. ,~

Introduction '''\ .,,-.' _ i Of '..":: ,. I" '," . , " ".',.\ ').".~:,

.- ;.. . , ,J;r" ,~.. L!.;~:. ~,~;~ 'J.I (,,,. :''''~~!t''~J'' '''''. "I\t '.

This Section reports on the outcome of two focus group meetings held with women'with'SET
qualifications and on a number of o,ne..to-one' interviews,,~eld ,with a! range of"key
stakeholders. These inputs were used to assess the extent to which the issues identified in
the literaturereview ar~ ,reflectedIn the views ~f key stakeholders in Ireland.,(Se~i~ppendix B
for a list of those interviewed.) In,particular we ,soughtto exploreJhe ,extent to which the
issues identifiedstill.pertainedinIrelandtoday. _ "':.! '., .. h,':'.'. ,.' I t, I.t.., ". _.1..'" .,J. U >.Ji:,...

'1" .. , ,. . ',1' )"c-..,

The objective in holding focus group.sess!ons was to seek the voice, views and experience of
women with SET qualifications. The discussions broke into two parts - the first related to
validatingor otherwise,.the findingsand conclusionspresented in the .literaturereview.in
Section 3. This was importantbecause, apart fromstudies into the secondary educational
system, there is relativelylittlepublishedresearch on women's experience at college level
and in SET employmentwithinIrishcompanies,particularlyof a recent nature. The second. .:',' J ~,.. ,Jo

part of the discussion was ,to seek proposals for action, based on participants" own
experiencethat could be use,d to help formulate measures to increB:sethe representation of
women in SET. These views were in'corporatedintothe review of m~asures in Chapter 6"i:'1

.~. -1 ,. 1 ~..,; !.; , ' '. 1 .

.,. _,,',' <q:~~ ".~ ,'~ , ~'_:,,- ,It' "...1( .~,~--~,'~ 3 .J..'tO

An invitationwas issued by email to,'member~iof WITS asking for v9lur,iteerswho would be
interested in participating in a focus group, including women who,had opted for careers
outside SET or who had left the labour market. Through using the"network's database 27
women indicated their willingness 'to attend a' focus group ~ession. Of these, 18 were able to
attend one of the'two sessions. (See Appendix C for a list.ofw6men that attended the focus
groupmeetings). '. ,. . .' . ":... . ~':.' " . _';

} , ,:~.1 ~ t., ..'1' I 'i./ fi»
. r. f ";, ":tJ

The first Focus Groupcomprised10 women,whohave,beenworkinginthe SETfieldand this
session took place on 16 October2000. The second Focus Groupcomprised9 participants
whose careers had progressed to a situation wherein they were using their SET qualification
in areas such as: academe, asset management, marketing consultancy. The purpose of
holding the second session was to examine what had been the 'push' and 'pull' factors that
led them into careers outside SET industrial employment. The second Focus Group was held
on 23 October 2000.

.~,
. , .

Section 4.2 sets out the insights gained from one-to-one interviews conducted with
representatives of industry, unions, employers, women's groups and other relevant
organisations. This is followed in Section 4.3 by an outline of the key issues emerging in the
focus group sessions. It should be noted that while the views of the women participating in
the focus group meetings cannot"be seen to be representative in a statistical sense, they do
provide a clear indication of some of the key issues involved in the recruitment, progression
and retention of women within the SET industry in Ireland today.

Section 4.4 concludes with a summary of the issues raised by the key stakeholders and focus
group participants. . .___,,,-

Views from One-to-One Key Informant Interviews

Seventeen interviews were held with key informants with an interest and/or expertise in
issues relating to skills shortages/women and SET. The interviewees ranged from civil
servants, to representatives from employer bodies, trade unions, women's groups and other
parties. ' "

. ,.
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" A summary of these interviews is presented under thelo1lowing headings:

. t ., ..
Skill Shortages
Reasons f<;>runder-representation-of womeR in SET occupations covering:

" 1'-."

,.

. j €Jr' ,",-,y..."c" ..' '~eer aspirations/expectations;
1", ".~~. ' :;'1.~>. ~Career/familyconflict; .

-I f.'''': .,' . ,. ; ,":Corporate cultures ,in SET;
'. .; Male models of management;

Women returners;
Sectoral variation.

Some interviewees provided further information on key people/organisations/groups who
should be intervi~wed and on references, reportsc:a11dinternal documentation relevant to the
study.,,., .-" -. ~

4.2.1 Skills Shortages
'-~ '::'"

> Therewas'generalagreementthafSEr posts are becomingincreasinglydifficultto fill; staff
turnover is increasing and retention of female SET employees is an area of particular

'concern. There is evidence of more intensive recruitment from abroad into IT companies
(e.g. from India, Eastern Europe), though not from the EU. It is seen to be becoming difficult

, ,to attrC!-ctEUnationalsdueto accommodationcostsand inf)ation... 11 r.~ .; It.. (

Demand' for graduate chemical engineers and chemists is rising and companies cannot rely
on 'recruiting the same calibre of graduates as in previous years. It was noted by several
interviewees thatwhile women were entering third level in considerable numbers, this was not
translating into employment in industry since there were fewer women in many areas required
by employers, e.g. engineering. There was a perception that women who enter the industry
~pend some time and 'tend to leave'. One intervie~ee noted that in the R & D field women

-:farescarce ana it is'''rare to' encounter 'a woman' aged 40 years or older. Women take 'other
. routes', either they do not enter industry 'or enter at the' bottom of the ladder e.g. as
"'technlcians.~;; ,.c' ..., . " .',I

. -,J' ....

A:~.2' ...Reasol"!s for Women's Under-Representation in SET
-to (

Female Under-representation in SET Courses

"

. , .. .

) In\ervieweesreferredto tbe patternseen to be commonin most OECDcountries,whereby
.", girls .\raditionally tend to study lower level physics and maths and that this situation has not
. ,improY13d significantly: "It takes a determined student to attempt ,these [SET] subjects at

" hon'oursin the Leaving Certificate". Part of.~hereason fQrwomen not applying for posts in the
, 11: sectorwas thought to be due to experiencesin.the secondaryschools,whichcarry into
third level.

t;"(

, ,

I,

Although it was acknowledged that girls now have better options to enter what were
'traditionally male' areas, this is seen to depend on their knowledge about the future job
market, e.g. in fast growth areas like software engineerir:lg. The general view, supported by
.the evidence in Section 2, it was that women are well represel1ted in science, at least through
to graduat~ .level.,.The shortfall in engineering/computer science graduates is seen to relate

. 'J ' tQ some extent to a. maths 'turn,-off', often reinforced by the-lack of encouragement for girls
within schools and the,irhome environment~. Even though the gender gap may be narrowing,
it was stressed by interviewees that engineering is not attracting enough women and there
are few role models. Areas such as biology and chemistry ,continue to attract women while
physics and engineering are avoided -due to a "hard hat standing in the rain" image and also

J due to. the fact that there are no~ enough high calibre science teachers in girls' schools
, 'i." , ." ,!:qQ.mpare,dWi~h,boy's schools.

.',

l
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Career AsplrationslExpectations

Based on experience and observationof SET employment, a number of interviewees claimed
that women look for different things in their career and may !lot be as 'driven' as men. The
observed behaviour of women 'opting out' and 'having a life' were cited as being very
important by both male and female interviewees. According to one interviewee, ,the first
problem women face is in relation to politics and bureaucracy: "women are not political
animals...their motivation is to do a job they like doing, not for the money or status" while
"men will climb to the top and knuckledown, even when they don't like it".

Career/Family Conflict

While women are demonstrably entering science and computer science careers, it was
confirmed that there is still an absenceof women at senior management level. In one major IT
company this was attributed to the fact men can concentrate almost exclusively on the pursuit
of their career whereas:

. fewer women are availableor apply for the' posts; .

women's biological clock is activated precisely at promotion time when the hard
slog is required; r < '., .

women who are marriedlhave chi'ldr~n seek flexibility to enable them to combine
work and family life.

.

.

It was ciaimed that men are more competitive and seek better remuneration in academe and
" , , industry while women have a greater tendencies to enter departments such as Quality

~, '..' ;Assurance where work is more structured and predictable or opt in at a the level of laboratory
,,"; .\; If technician. Another conclusion was that )tou can't have it all [if you are a woman]".
t I:~, v,.;'" ;.', c. ~ .

l'~'~.t>t~~.,Corporate Cultures In SET' . .

,.

"

"

r:;\ f

("

,~ "

...!,~ ,'" f' t1

~ ,~ There was general agreement amo'ng interviewees th~~ ,it is ,more difficult for women to enter
and succeed in traditional industries where ,a male culture dominates. As one interviewee
stated: women engineers 'have a tough time', due in large part to their small numbers. This
would not be the case to such an extent in science based industries e.g. pharmaceuticals,
and was not evident in the IT sector where women and men are both better represented, at
least at the lower levels. Several individuals singled out areas of manufacturing as very time
demanding e.g. production in which ''for a woman having kids is out of the question". It is
necessary to be 'on-call' (including at home and in the night time) virtually around the clock
where continuous shifts are worked, hence there is a lifestyle problem for men and women.

, 'Men are more likely to accept these arrangements and demands. This makes it difficult to
;1 introduce effective change unless men 'buy in'. Also where flexible work arrangements are

-' available it was observed that 'men are not queuing uP!. The long hours culture in SET was
referred to as a deterrent. Similarly the laboratory environment was perceived as being a
potentially isolating workplace in which the 'token woman' could be marginalisedlexcluded if
she remained in a small minority.

.,,-,..

Other areas of SET are seen to be more appealing to women like Quality Assurance (QA)
and the pharmaceuticals sector, drawing mainly upon female science graduates and offering
working conditions that are more appealing to women than engineering environments. Within
the food industry, women are believed to be "the dominant ones in new product
development" as well as QA, at least in the under 30 year age group. Another distinction
pointed out by one interviewee is in relation to men's and women's different roles in SET -
menas managersandwomenasdoers(e.g.laboratorytechnicians). .

, Male Models of Management
'\ ,)

Management attitudes were viewed critically by several interviewees; particUlarly in relation to
their lack of awareness of the need for a balanced gender contribution in the business. One
interviewee mentioned that organisations have been unable to change and accommodate
women as an integral part of the SET workforce, reflecting a traditional and mechanistic
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4.2.3

~

4.3

4.3.1

model of work, or as stated by one interviewee, "women refuse to 'shoehom' their way into a
structure that does not fit them". Hence the shift towards flexibility that will be required to
retain valuable staff - men and women. Companies need to recognise the gains from 'outside
of wprk time' activitiesrnot least in relation to the retention of valued staff and health/stress
issues'at work.

Women Returners

The issue of women retumers was raised, especially for SET professionals who had exited
mainly for family reasons. Re-entry can be difficult for these women since their areas of work
will have changed: They 'lose track'. Currently there is no easy way that re-entrants can 'top
up' their skills and this will pose an increasing challenge for managers and organisations as
more and more positions prov~ difficult to fill.

Sectora' Variations

According to one interviewee, new IT companies arecu'rrently recruiting equal number of
males and females and women have been more successful in accessing management posts
in these companies (e.g. Lotus, Microsoft;- Hewlett Packard) than in traditional food
sector/engineering companies. There was a consensus that manufacturing is still perceived
as a 'male domain'. Women \yho are not~bly succeeding in business are doing so within key
growth niches like training, HR, healthcare. Altematively they set up their own businesses in
newer areas such as agri-business and environmental protection. In this way, well-qualified
women can experience autonomy in their work and establish their own pattems of working
time/place to best suit their personal and professional needs.,.I' ." I

:(

Summary

Key informants emphasised increasing skill shortages in tandem with a continuing pattem of
lower levels of recruitment and retention of women in some SET sectors (e.g. engineering).
The views expressed by the stakeholders also reflect some of the key findings in the literature
review. The main factors influencing women's relatively lower participation, retention and
progression wit~in the SET section are perceived to /:>e: .'

.
" .

.Continuing negative perception by women of certain sectors, particularly
engineering;
Women's career plans being less single-minded than men;
Continuing perception of a predominantly male culture and unattractive working
environment in engineering and industrial production (long hours, isolation);
Difficulties experience women in updating their skills after a period of absence
from the workforce particularly in the research area; and
Women choosing aspects of SET employment where they can best balance
caree~/lifechoices e.g. laboratory work, self-employment.\.

"

.

.

.

.

Focus Groups Views

Profile of Focus Group Dlscussants

Among the 19 women who attended the focu's group sessions, 17 completed and retumed a
fs~ort,questi~nna!re se~'l1g out t,heirpers~nal anq.professional details (education/employment
,and number of children etc.). A summary of these is outlined below:I . - - - - .',... ~~._~ . :.

.~' .::y, c'
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I :.' ' .'~ Table 4.1 Profile of Focus Group Dlscussants
, J 1;'

Focus Group Participants
"- . f . "1 . '

Highest Degree/Diploma Attained
Doctorate co; ., ,... 'g

Masters . , ! 3" "
, Degree 4

Diploma 1

.,

o( .)1t~.

'j.)1' n.

Average Working Hours
< 25 hours
25-40 hours
41-50 hours:

1
3. ~

10L

;:
,.. i :\N

" .' .. "'~.........

. , .:'I! ,,-. I ~ \.1., r:.:-,' , r
Current Employment .

'Consultant . ~.; .- , '

. Senior Anaiyst' ~.
. ProfessorlLecturer ,H

Career Break[ChiefTechniciahf
EngineeringInspector
FreelanceJournalist
Deputy Director Lab
Corporate Development. Executive

,'",

. ..
5
2
4

-1
1
l'
1

.~. .1

~~. ..~\..'
j.n;}l't

.,.

'"

"' 'f.

.,r" 11.~~.. ~~ ~
, '

€PLJ i I~I

r~ ", ~{ .;' ~1\
,.

.'1 "..

;l" "

lo, \' : .'\ '" .-., - - .,...,. .

Duration of Cur.ren,~Employ'm.e~t-..,-~.I.; ,to

< One Year'" . 1'.\
1-5Years
6-10Years
> 10years , . ','

N,umber of Children

.None
1 Child
2 Children
3 Children,
Average Number of Children: 1.05

..~~ i p-

~gI

1
4
3 -

.;;,'lJ.. .:
#'1:...

, }.... ,......

As this table shows, the focus group -participantswere highly qualified. Eleven of them were
workingfull-time,includingfouras academics;three were self-employed as 'consultants. Of
the eight womenwho were mothers,one was workingpart-time"anotherwas ona career
break, two were academics;one was a softwareconsultantworking from her home; one.-
workedina Statelaboratoryandonly twoworkedinthe privatesector.
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i= 4.3.2, Validatlons of Statements Emerging from the Literature Review
... ~~ r;1 :.." \," _" '

The focus' groups provided an opportunity to test the validity of statements that arose from the
': literature review in Section 3. The statements and level of agreement with them-are set out

'"'elow " ". , r ,'" ",,' ,,' "
~.u _' .-. 8/' ; , .. 0

~ ~ :1,:.'"~ t :.. ~. .1 f t

,.it
'-' )"

'IT.~ " Table 4.2 Validation of Statements Emerging from the Literature Review
s Jrt ~' ',: .:;. I' _ . (,

Statement %
Agree

Agree Disagree Neitherl
Don't
Know

-..

Women are under-represented in SET type
employment:

,,'" ;,Female Graduates fromSET type courses
('ot"' are:.,. '1'.~' I

a); More likely to opt out of their specialist fieldp
... , thanmen; '-
'. b);.' Tobe engagedinlowerlevelsof

employment;
, c) To earn lower salaries than' their male - .
1; counterparts graduatingat the same time "

frori/the same faculties; .

,;

The pattern for women is still one of
perceived limited prospects and

,: ,achievement, when compared with men's
higher status and better remunerated

'representation in higher level SET posts:

I ~\Jhe corporate climate in most organisations
, t is often less than supportive of women,

hence inhibiting them from progressing or
re,maining in the company:

. ,', ,
) f ItJ

.-More women than men leave the SET

,sec!ors 'and I or the labour market:
'1 '. .,

'Taking up flexible work options can result in .
,a disadvantage for women in the form of a
.t'flexi-glass' ceiling:

.,

't ,1;1<- ',' Women {even those who work full-time) tend ,.,
, 'I .1 i '~to hold primary 'responsibility for the; ,

" t.; ; '!maintenance ~nd development of the home,
and for childcare:

14 1 2 82

53

88

71

71

82

.'

71

88

....

82

9 5 1

1

3

v.
15 1

12 2.,

, 12 2 3

~J ) t,

There was a' strong agreement that women are under-represented at managerial levels and
over-represented in lower levels of SET employment; and that opting for flexible work
arrangements can be a career disadvantage for women in SET. The majority of participants

36

l

14 1 2

. 12 2 3

15
I' ..1

o 2

14 ", I 1"
'. ,.,!- 'f'

Women tend to be under-represented I the 16 0 1 94

professional and managerial levels in all
areas of SET:

There may also be gender differences in the 14 1 2 82
career aspirations and expectations of men
and women working in the SET field:

.\
,Women are more often found teaching 8 3 6 47
Science & Technplogy than practising
Science.. Te9nology: JJ
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agreed that: women are generally under-represented in' SET; corporate climates are often
less than supportive of women; women hold primary responsibility for household maintenance
and childcare; and there may be differences in the career aspirations and expectations of
women and men in SET. There was also support for statements that: women 'earn lower
salaries than their male counterparts; and that more women leave SET sectors and/or the
labour market. Support dropped to just over half of the participants in relation to: more
women opt out of the specialist fields than men; and women are more likely to be found
teaching rather than practising SET. Thus the views of the focus group participants provide
support for the views of the key informants and the findings from the literature review.

4.3.3 Factors Influencing Women's Entry/Retention In SET

Female Representation in SET Education

Most of the women who participated in the focus groups saw themselves as 'atypical'
compared with their male peers at school, college and in employment. The general
consensus from the focus group sessions was that the "die was cast' within the secondary
school system, well before entry to the labour market" reinforced byparerjtal,and soc::ietal
expectations of girls' career paths, which differ fundamentally from those of boys. \'" :

r-

- ,
Some focus group participants mentioned that their love of maths or excitement with the world
of science had developed at an early age in contradiction to the international,lyreported 'fear
of maths' syndrome. However, it was claimed that generally the problems with maths at
primary level work their way through into college level science. The consensus view among
participants was that primary level mathematics is "the key",to change. Children need more
encouragement and support at an early age to feel more numerically confident, thereby
confirming the conclusion of the JOC Report on 'Science and Technology' (2000). It,was
noted by one group that there has been a drop'in the standard of maths at third level working
back to second and primary school levels. In the latter, ~aths i~ being sque~zed out by other
subjects. They concluded that if maths is 'lost' at primary level, childr~'1will be unable to catch
up.

-,'
Withinsecondaryschools,it wasclaimedthat "mostgirlsdon't knowwhata careerin SETis- '

engineering especially". Unlike languages with a marked oral component and incentive to
improve (e.g. by attending the Gaeltacht), with science the equivalent Is the laboratory. It was
recognised that the facilities/safety provisions are not always available particularly in all-girls
schools and also that some teachers may not be able to demonstrate the experimental
component of the curriculum. ','

The current third level curricula, particularly in r~latlon to engineering courses, were seen as
less than balanced, with a strong emphasis on purely technical subjects. It was felt that there
is the need for complementary 'soft' transferable (e.g: communication) skills to balance the
overload of technical skills.

CareerAspirations / ~pectations... ...
'. ~

Lack of information on possible SET jobs was identified as a key' barrier prior to, and
following, graduation. In science there is no well-defined career path. It was claimed that men
are 'better at creating their own careers' and can always invoke the 'old boy network' in
academe ranging from official 'patronage' to unofficial mentoring.

,t~1

It was confirmed that a science career route through university'isfun of practical difficulties -,'

hard postgraduate studies leading to post-Doctoral research,' all involviriglong hours. In
science a postgraduate qualification is essential to accessintj1'jobs with' good potential for
career advancement. This 'long haul' in science was seen as "a very anti-woman career
path", especially for couples where both involyed in science careers: " ' ' ,, , -

" -,;-. .'
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Corporate Cultures In SET.to' ~

As was,noted by several women, work experience depends-a lot-on1he organisation a woman
,enters.a,ndthe support that it provides. Focus-group--pm1icipantsagreed that withinthe world
of work,w0!11en,tend to ,be judge.d on 'what theyhave--dene", -whilemen tend to be judged on
tbeir potential or 'what tbeY.o-wllldo'.-P-ariicjp.ants.-addedthat there is "always the perception
that a woman willhave a babyl". The participants also concurred with the statement, noted in
gender and management literature, that "women have to work harder to get to the same
level/to achieve the same" (e.g. in promotion). It was noted that women tend to stay on and
are more reluctant to move to alternative employment and gain experience. Participants
agreed that this could be-because 'fitting.in' all over again, is too daunting a prospect, hence
they play safe and do not branch out.

Isolationemerged as an issue at both the--educational.and employmentlevels where an
absence of other women withintheir course programmeor section/departmentof a SET
comp'anyis a drawback. Beingthe 'sole woman'can be.Jferylonely.' 10,;". ..J I,'

, Male Role Models
I

.

Focus group participants pointed out the lack of relevant role models of high profilewomen in
the public arena. There was agreement that family members who had acted as non-official
mentors, through inculcating curiosity ~n.d a positive 'we knew you could do it' attitude in
younger family members were of great importance in motivating girls. Indeed, six out of ten
participants of the first f,ocus group had a role modeVfamilymember who had specifically

.,encouragedthemto breakthe mouldand take up st~diesin 9ET. ' ,
~

While it was generally acknowledged that women are well represented in some of the
sciences,as was noted in Section2, it was also pointedout that a clear and generally
negativemessage continuesto be transmittedto femalestudents when'they see onlymale
staffas.lecturers,professorsand technicalsupportstaff,even inmicrobiology/geneticswhere
f~lT!fl1estudents and,postgraduates predominate:.tf . , i",~ .: ,

. "f . ~

C,oncluslons ,I
.

The focus group disqussions provided additional insights into the issues and barriers that still
impede the progress of Irish women in SET careers and industries. The comments portray a
less than welcoming domain particularly in the SET labour market. It is evident, particularly
fromthe womenwhogained SETqualifications,thatthey regardedthis as a 'challenge',often
spurred by the encouragement of a family member. However, it was also evident from the
profile'ofwomen who attended the focus groups that a sizeable proportion had opted for more
autonomous work situations in academic life and as consultants. Their impressions of and
experiencesin SETindustrywere similarto those presented in the literature review in Section
3 and illustrate some of 1he reasons for .the low representation of women (particularly in
enginee'ring) in Section 2.

..

Even leaving aside the gender issue of this study, there was general agreement that the
image of SET was not a very positive -one, particularly among young school-leavers. Most
interviewees, and focus group members, were concerned about the need for re-imaging SET
professions not only in the interests of women, but to attract theftighest calibre applicants to
third level education and SET careers.

Following these in-depthreviews of the issues and barriers for women in SET, the focus
group participants were asked to outline the measures they saw as appropriate in addressing
these issues. The results of these have been incorporated into the measures outlined in
Chapter 6.

Overall the focus group participants and the key informants provided strong validations of the
findings identified in the literature review:
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Skill Shortages

" :1

I;.)' <, ~;~

." ; ~...'r ,IJ'"

. The interviews reinforced the view that there is an acute and growing problem in
relation to SET skill shortages and that the issues and barriers acting against
women's recruitment and retention in SET must be tackled if these shortages are
to be overcome; .:::. '

-, . i

> : . Career Aspirations / Expectations
~\ I ..~ .J\:..:\

Education

~ .. ';.J 1...-,

"

. Some gender differences were recognise'(jas existing in reiatiol'i to the career
aspirations and expectations of women and men entering SET employment, with
variations across the three sectors;

· Focus group members confirmed the importance of 2ndlevel education, especially
in maths, and the impact of the family and role models in encouraging/dissuading
girls from taking up SET studies at third level;' ,

Discussants were also critical of the third I,ev~rcurriculum particuiarly'in' relation to
engineering courses where the introduction oh'oft skills to'balance the overload of
tec~nical skills was seen to be required; ,,' .. 'I

.

. The 'long haul' <;Jurationof science careers, requiring considerable investment jn
degree/postgraduate qualifications, was deemed to create particular difficulties for

women trying to balance work and family responsibiliti~s., ,

,
..:..:..,.~."... , Retention of ~o~en

0,

. Members of the fOcus groUp~trefe~ie~,to'<theirexperienc~s In'indJstry and 'also
described their shift into more autonomous forms of working e.g. in consultancy
and academe, suggesting that SET industries are not providing the kind to
corporate culture, flexibility and motivation that would encourage more women'to
enter/remain; ,

Organisational Culture

· The absence of female role models at both the educational and'employment level
was seen to mitigate against women choosing SET careers and
enteril}.g£C~.Q1ainingwithin SET industries.

Measures aimed at addressing these iss,:!es,arising from the literature, interviews, focus
group discussions and survey of SET companies, are reviewed in Section 6.

Role Models

~..

,-'

,

· The predominant organisational culture in SET industries was seen to create
particular difficulties for women, e.g. long hours culture.
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r ..5. , ~~rvey of Irish SET ~olTlpanies

5.1 Survey Objectives
~...';.~. .., ;;- ":",:. ': .74 ,-1,

" .:~ ""l'1 The objectives of this element of the research were to investigate the level of SET skill
o J shortages experienced in Irish companies; to ascertain the degree to which employers

"'0" 0' C\rconsider that strategies aimed at increasing the representation"of women in SET posts could
contribute, at least in part, to alleviatingthose shortages; and to identifythe types of
measures, and related policies,that have been tried or could be considered, aimed at
encouragingwomento enter/remaininSEToccupationsin Irishindustry.To this end a postal
s~rv9YofSET~mployerswas'undertakento examine: '',: .

-..

SET employment, trends by gender, includingvacancies;
recruitment methods and problems experienced in attracting/retaining SET staff;
strategies to (ittractand retain women in SET posts;
availability of flexible working, leave arrangements and childcC!,resupports;
.staff development opportunities; .
adoption of eql,lality/sexualharassment policies;
specific measures to recruit/retainwomen in SET and their likelyimpact;
new policy initiativesrequired to encou(age greater participation of women in SET
posts.

., ..-
r;" ' ~ ·.

" I.

.
..;

Survey Methodology

. ~

The survey was conducted between September and November 2000. A full list of SET
~companies was obtained. from the Forfas database comprising companies in the following
Sectors: Food, Drinkand Tobacco; ChemicalslPharmaceuticals; Engineering; Textiles; ITand
Internationally Traded Services and Other Manufacturing. Given the small number of large
companies (employing 500 or more employees) and 'the limited number of medium

.companies (employing'between 100 and 499 employees) all of these firms were selected for
'. inclusion in the sample. Given the large number of small companies a sample of lD per cent
t. of such companies was selected. An intensive follow-up,targeted at medium/large 'companies

where the greatest proportion of employment is concentrated, was carried out to raise the
resl?~nse rate. r

, !

The number of companies surveyed is set out below, according to sector and size.

" .
A detailed questionnaire (Appendix D) was sent out in September 2000 to 992 companies,
accompanied with an individually hand signed letter on headed 'Goodbody Economic
Consultants' note Ipaper, addressed, where known by Forfas, to the named Human
ResourcesfTraining Manager of the company. This letter set out the objectives of the survey
an<;turged the recipients to respond by completing and returning the questionnaire, using a

40

,.; Table 5.1 Sample and Response Rates by Sector

Sector Sample Size No. Repondets % Response

Food, Drinkand Tobacco 190 22 12%

Chemicals/Pharmaceuticals 169 29 17%

.Engineering 348 33 9%

Textiles 47 5 11%
'i

Other Manufacturing 62 22 35%

(.'IT"and InternationallyTraded Services 176 22 13%

TOTAL 992 133 13%
....
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FREEPOST return envelope. Companies were also given the option of completing fhe
questionnaire on a dedicated web site.

Given the initially low response rate, an intensive follow-up"was' conciucte(tby~tel~p~o~e,
including where possible email messaging of companies with a questionnaire attachment and

,iAc: " www site locationand/or mailed re-issueof the questionnaire.By end-Novemberfollowing
'If=',- intensefollow-up,111 companieshad returnedthe questionnaireby post and 22 usingthe

I Internet.In all, 133companiesreturnedthe questionnairegivinga responserate 13per cent,
,c which is acceptable fora postal survey.' :!, ; :'", t .' "

"

5.3

5.3.1

, '
..r~'

.. ~!

.'J .

Table 5.2 Survey Respondents by Company Size " , ,

Number of Companies %of Total
Companies In

the Sample

Large Companies
, Medium Companies
Small Companies
TOTAL

20
87
.26 '

." 133

.'~..

37%

· 14%
· 8%
.. :13%.

J i< .I " . (' I. ...J:r.

The high response rate of 37 per cent for'large corrfpanies was pa'rticularly satisfactory as it
covers 19 per cent of TOTAL employment in these sectors (in firms employing 10 or more).
The questionnaires, which had been mailed to Human ResourcelTraining Managers, were
completed by a range of personnel, including chief executives, operations managers and
accountants, as set out in Table 5.3. ~ ~

r. f ."0,

....

'"

Table 5.3 Job Titleof Company,Respondents
Numberof Respondents

~ ,.I~.

Chief Executive/Company Secretary 1

HRMlTraining/Personnel Manager/Administrator
*Operations Manager

,'. Financial Controller/Accountant
Sales/Marketing Manager
Quality Manager
MIS Manager
Other
TOTAL

Profile of SET Companies

Ownership

-'-"Yable SA Nationality of Company "~, " ."

Number of Companies % of Total

Irish Owned Private Company
Irish Owned Public Company
Subsidiary of Overseas Company
International Franchise in Ireland

", .Other/Non-response
TOTAL

43
17
66
2
S

"133-

32%
13%
50%
2%

.;,'. 'C' 3 %
.:..,- 100 %

-

,.~ ~" fj~_, ';:: ~.~. '::_"'-. ~t "-

Overall the proportion of Irish...pubUQand,private conipanies (incll;Jdil;gsemi-state and co-
operatives) was 45 per cent compared-with-'52 per cent foreign owned and 3 per.cent non-

, responses to this question. t..- '

, ..~,:,..

,'.;. 1....
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....:.l

". Jtr .

% of Total
....

,.,. 9%
62%

"12%
8%
2%
2%
1%
4%

100%

.. ...,."

13
83
16
11
2
2
1

.. 5
133
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.,-1_',. TI:.. t,!'- ~vt~ ~;;, (.'f':", '-, , ,~ ~

',' ~.3~2.. l;I~se,1irch 'ancJDevelopment"
'~.I--'.~. ~ I,.. -..1... fl.. I e' "_ _. ,.. ~

...:.. j'"' t~, ::h-,: rt:~ " ~F' "t ~'~ ': ,r, 1,; i ,,,"' ~' .~'_~ i.,. .

~~"~5~, HI ~i'.Res~0';19~~,(~~re s'sked ;to,,~s~4~et~~~109ati?n of any research and development (R &:~)
- " functions" carned out by their company: In Ireland/EU and/or N9A-EU.~S&teBtY~Rlne~

~()mpanies (59 per cent) had an R & D function in Ireland, of which 44 were Irish
.';" ""'" ,,,~pUblic/p~iy~tecqmpanies ~nd a further 32 ~ere. oy~r~eas cpl1Jpanies.A total 9f 31 companies

, ~(23.p'~r,cent) nad an R &.D function in!he EU;'incl9.Qingi12 Irish owned and 19 non-Irish
companies. Of the 35 companies 26 per cent with an R & D function in Non-EU locations only
'3_were Irish and the remaining 32 were foreign owned.

.'

5.4 SET Employment in Companies
\.. ..,. .~\~ ;;'f~;, :;:..' ~;.: '.;'J# ~. "1.. .. . 1, , ..' '.'

;\. .~. 'i ...;~r;~,"-r"".- tf~. ,[-, .. ;;.",:" [ ; . i. ~..-~. ~,.,... i .~f . 1\#;" ,Ji ~I (

S !i~,'~'" ek~I11,ploymentby o.ccupatl.onal L~yel t ,,~" ,.~-- ",; .r .;~

\ t'9jn~..~d {i '~,~ _ ,; . f ,i.r .'~ : -,: ,I~ :, w ~.. >..~,' ::" .',

", 'f w<:I"ln .order,tog8;,uge the po~ential.co!1tri!?u~ion9f :women to total SET employment in Irish
industry, the questionnaire sought to establi~h tre current percentage of jobs held by women

'and men, according to the FAs/ESRI categories used in their surveys of companies. The
'results are'set out in Table 5.5. Hitherto, ~ucJ1dCl~ahave not beer collected with a gender
breakdown. The Table shows that women "held less than one-quarter of SET jobs in

, ,respondent..,companies. , ,. .
G t". ..' l- I .~..; ;: ~. "'. ~~' -; ,~'~,"\ ,;; .,-'... .

TableS.S Numbers'Employedln SET by Occupations and Gender (n = 105)1

,As the earlier Sections of this report have shown, women tend to be well"represented among
" _I ..':'j, ~s9ie"!fegra~uate;;..Tpis is.r,ef.l~ctegipthe!rr~presentation,!n corppal1,iessuryeye~ with46 per
':- '" cent oLprofessionalsci~n.tist posts and 39 per cef1rO~,scienpe technician 'posts held by
:~; ~:' 1',:~r'pJ:11~n jn't~e re\spondent'corrp~9jes:' The~urvey i,ndi~,~ted~h~t!female"scienceprofessionals

, tena to,be' concentrated in rnedll.im-sizedcompani,es.F~malElscience techniciansare also
~m~illly.'loc~te~ il1'l11edjumllargecompanies 'with'two medium size'd companies accounting for
39per cent of the women employed inthis category.

~- !.

Amongst. engineers, women's representation falls, mirroring their low participation in
engineering"at third I~veland in the lab~ur market generally, with 13 per cent of professional
jobs and 1~ per 'cent of engineeringte~hn!cianposts held by women. Female engineering

':pr9fEls.sionals were' distributed mC>rE~yvidely across small/mediurr!. followed by large
. ,'compa~i.es'.One' large'company' employe9 48 'per' cent of ,women employed as engineering
'~'pr~fessionals~',T!'Iere;were fewel vvomen~ngClgEldas. engineering' technicians in small

,-,: companies: The' major concentration was in'12 medium and 5 large companies, with three
large c9l11pa~ies accounting for 71, per cen.t of all female engineering technicians.

~ ~. ,

1 ,The n value is the number ofrespondents that answered the specific question. However, the
percentages 'used in the Tables refer to 'the percentage which the number in each table represent of the
total potential respondents i,e. 133, (Readers can calculate the equivalent percentage for respondents
only, based on the 'n' value in each table),

42

.t" '.......'A -, _ ,>f. '_,. ,.
.; .,;\ r ,

.. >' Total No. of Women % of Women
'lie Managers/Proprietors

'
"

740 127 17%
Engineering Professionals 663 88 13%
EngineeriJ:rg'Technicians 684 105 15%

I Scienc Professionals 121 "55 45%
Science Technicians , 186 72,' 39%
Compute Professionals 653 203 .' 31 %
Compu!er Technicians

,
271 "84 . 31 %

SupervIsors in SET 302 114 38%
Other ( 824 .166 20%!
TOTAL' 4

IJ"

4,444 '1,014 " 23%
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Among computer related occupations, the representation of women is intermediate, with 31
per cent of technical and computer professional posts held by women. One large IT company
respondent employed 64 per cent of the women' in' this category. Female computer
technicians were also more likely to be concentrated in medium and large companies an.done
medium company accounted for 42 per cent of all the women engaged as engineering
technicians. '.

Compared with women's 17 per cent representation in SET managerial posts, Y;,6menheld'38
per cent of supervisory posts. These women were mainly located in. medium and large
companies with 48 per cent in one large company. . :; . .'

Across all the companies that responded to this question it is evident that wome~s
representation in SET occupational categories is very variable and in some posts extremely
low. Some caution should be exercised in extrapolating from this table since the number of
companies providing information on SET employees (105) was small. However, the
employment pattern found in the survey does broadly reflect that found in industry as a whole
using the 1996 census of population data (see Section 2), with women well represented in
science occupations, reasonably well represented in computer occupations and least well
represented in engineering occupations. .

C -Jjf.

,ebne.} ,- .
~: 5.4.2 . Vacancies & Recruitment of SET Staff.

I~:;:
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Further information was sought from respondents on their current SET vacancies. Table 5.6
illustrates the specific number of respondent companies with vacan~ies by occupational level.

Table 5.6 Current SET Vacancies (n = 105)
Number % of To~alEmployment*

£ :.

'". .,

Mangers/Proprietors (n = 25)
Engineering professionals (n = 28). Engineering technicians (n = 20)

~ Scienceprofessionals(n = 4)
, Science technicians (n = 10)

Computer professionals (n = 12)
Computer technicians (n = 13)
.Supervisors in SET (n = 10)
Other (n = 11)

_'*Total refers to total in Table 5.5

58
76
76
13
14

150
20
19
82

8%
11~%
11 o/~ '
11 %
8%

23 %
7%
6%

10%

~. -)

')r'~ ' ~

. The table shows that most vacancies were for computer professionals, followed by 'other'.posts, engineering professionals and technicians. Most SET vacancies (e.g. for science
) lprofessionals/technicians) accqunt for between 8 arid 12 per cent of total employment. The

. I .~I.major exception is in relation to vacancies for comput~r professionals, which' repr~sent 23 per
- cent of total employment in that category among the companies that responded:, This study

indicates the acute-skill-shortages in this area.
. .

Respondents were asked to state the total number of SET staff recruited in the last year.
Among the 88 companies that had engaged new staff, the total number recruited was 2,299.
Respondents were asked to state the educational levels that were required by applicants to fill
those posts. As Table 5.7 shows, 47 per cent of all SET recruitment in these 88 companies
was of graduates with no postgraduate qualifications while a further 5 per cent held a,
postgraduate qualification. In the case of 324 recruits no educational levels were specified.. I.;'
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~~- ""' " Table 5.7 Recent Recruitment,of'SET StaffbycEducatlonal Qualifications (n =88)
. -, ,IJ 1 ~;-:",iir1':~i ,,:,1,' "_;i'~' I;"~, 'No...£.ompanles . 'i, No. Recruited % of Total

'0,";",'" ",.. t'. ;'" Recruited

h .t,; '(.':) 'C'ertificate'; ,"Iq;)!?!""," 'i:i. (".\ ,.'

9<;a.~: ' <'Dip!orTia~.i'1~i~;~("N >--'\-' ~ :'" ' ':
,Undergraduate Degree
Postgraduate Degree
,Educational level not specified
TOTAL
~i

J.h,ecompaniesrecruitingpostgra~uateswere locatedmainlyin Engineering,comparedwith
i smaller numbers in the .Chemical sector 'and fewer in IT/services. Two-thirds of respondent
companies recruiting postgraduates were medium-sized,.,While one third were smalVlarge.
Among com.panies recruiting graduates the same pattern occurs with most recruitment being

I.in Engineering,. followed by the Chemical, IT and Food, Drink and Tobacco sectors. Nearly
- . ,-' three-quarters of respondent companies that had recruited graduates were medium sized. At

,. " diploma leve), there was .a 'more' even distribution of Engineering, Chemicals, IT and
Foo,dlDrink/Tobaccocompanies." ,"

A"' ot ;,
c" ..

5.4.3 Difficulties In Recruitment, Retention and Promotion of SET Staff

,,,f~ II'

Companies were asked if they were currently experiencing difficulties in the recruitment,
retention or promotion of SET staff. In total, 56 respondent companies or 42 per cent of the
respondents stated that they had problems in SET recruitment. Thirty~eightor 29 per cent had
experienced difficulties in relation to retaining staff. In contrast only 8 companies (6%) had
experienced difficulties in relation to the promotion of SET staff. The respondents stated the
categories of SET staff for which vacancies were most difficult to fill (up to a maximum of
three). The results are displayed inTable 5.8.
1f..;~\"1~:ir~~T , ~~. l~o! J' r) . ;~t' 'o' \.~ .1. I ~'.~"';(".~~~. ~ i/~

',1"I.'J'{Table5.8Vacancles by'Occupatlon that are Difficult to Fill (n =74) "

.. 11" No'. of Mentions ,r

Engineering Professionals
. \ 'b .Engineering Technicians

I,',. ()~:)4Cbinp'uter Professionals .;/;, '· · M
'". i

/P
'.

11Jf'f '::?":II.!\ . anagers ropnetors.,.r 'f....
.,' ,I' ,', (Com'puterTechnipians "t J'"

,.' >' Science Professionals
Other
Science Technicians
Supervisors in SET

h

Among large companies, the posts most difficult to fill were engineering professional,
managers, computer professionals and engineering technician/scienceprofessional.For
medium companies the responses were more_diverse: engineering professional, engineering
technician, computer professional, managers, 'science professionals, computer technicians
and supervisors (in"descending order of demand). In small companies the main demand was
for computer professionals and engineering technicians.

A sectoral breakdown of companies suggests that in Engineering/Electronics companies the
maill demand is for engineering professionals and technicians followed by computer
professionals and technicians. In the Chemical sector the main demand is for engineering
professionals followed by science professional, engineering technician and to a lesser extentt' -. ~
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27' f:)' -270 12%
50, -' ",'" , I 1501,' 22%

69;.::' ';..I:i.'_ h, "1093 47%
27 111 5%
13 324 14%
88 2,299 100 %

Degreeof Difficulty. ,'h "

1st 2nd ard Total Mentions
,

18 14 4 36
16 '10 1 27
16 ., 6 ,..\ ,. 22

9' 4 2 15
4 7 3 14
6 3 3 12
2 2 3 7

5 5
3V - 1 4

,1
'1
1
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5.4.5

5.4.6

Table 5.9 Recruitment Methods usedIn filling,SET Vacancies (ri =-106)", ',.w
" » . 'Nos~ Using - .. .'.% of. !otatCompanles

~; ,1' _ I ).! il,l. ",;J\.;:' "Ji, ~;.._'~ Cf'c;. 7'~'!1,/':-t :"',..n.i~I+ir.,;

?,~inB( :""; :. <'';<~OT\Ah1G'!IO~~ -<Private Agencies , . 75 . .. 56 ro ~
Adverts in National/LocalPapers 73 55 %
Personal Contacts' - 't,... " . . "!- 65. ~ ," j;". '<» , " 49 %1~ ,,\,;'
Internet Web Sites(s) 39 29 '%
Graduate Milk Round..~., ..29. ';:. \ " ,~, '22 %;
Adverts inTrade/Specialist Journals t 22 . .' " ". I." '~17%
State Agencies (e.g. FAS)' ~. . h"", ,',.22." '. ' . .; ", 'C.c, . ~'>, _"'17 %!
OtherMethod " ,_ l.r 8'..,:' .y' '.'t;.,j'''~.6.%+-.
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science technician. In ITcompanies the demand is predominantly for computer professionals
and computer technicians. In Food/Drinkffobaccothe demand is more widelyspread across:
managers, engi,neeritlgtechnicians, science professionals and technicians, computer
technicians and engineering professionals, - J

:.:J r 'I' _ ...~' ~-: I .1

Overall, the survey shows that respondeQtcompaniesare experiencingmost difficultiesin
recruitingengineer.ingprofessionals/techniciansand computerprofessionalsjand10a lesser
extentmanagersandscienceprofessionals. . 'i' ~.~' ?,', ;7 ,', ",jff,tJ' . 1,-:' .,~~

-" ..- :~~ ~(j ct'.(!T!J;(rg;.;.t'~~ -
1 1. V~~. "t"'. t~:,:,!.._~'3R~crultment Methods

.,.', ; ' '" .

The preferred methods of recruitment for SET vacancies were found to be private recruitment
agencies, newspaper advertisements, followed by personal contacts. Other methoClsincluded
the use of the Internet and graduate 'milk rounds' followed by state agencies/adverts in
trade/specialist journals.

,,' .:.

'. ;' H ,1 ,-~ .

Location 'of Recruitment
" . 'j:'vb1i .;,.1. ,r ' ti;:)H' :~,~' ,() .;r~11l {jf}tB~'

f- .;: '-~,(i"') j t!. 't ',.' t~tU ~rl;' )~U~&l ,;.:~ti! ,i~b-U1~

Seventy-nine per cent of SET staff were recruited from within Ireland in the last year, while 26
per cent of companies had.recruited in t~e.EU,and\14 per centfi'om'.Non-EU countries.. 1 ~ , . , ';J ~~ ;' "i ..' '.. .. r~ t ... }~.

KeyFactors In Recruitment - . .. . - ..
" \

Respondents were asked to rate the most important factors in recruitment and retention. The
ratings for these factors are outlined in Table 5.10, along with the percentage of'companies
that had assigned a rating of 4 or 5 to each factor.

. I1 ~~ . '-:, r:I:C ,! H1J

The most important factor for respondent companies in relation to ,SET recruitment',wasfound
to be the availability of applicants with the right skills. This factor;"was rated highJY-across all
sectors. After that the key factors were 'applicants with the right experience'" -'qaalifications'
and 'career progression'. The importal)ce of applicants with -the;.right qualifications and/or
experience was less important in Food/Drinkffobacco and the IT sector than the Textile,
Chemical, 'Other' and Engineering sectors. Career progression opportunities .were rated' as
the most important factor-br-companies in the Chemical, 'Other' and~Food/Drink/Tob!icco
sectors.It was lessimportantin Engineeringand IT. I", ,,,;:''~:\o .'

.. ,t, ~I

" ,. '.1: .
... to.
.....

d'

.,', . '1 '~:;';~ .. 0! b"~-~'" ,...,

f..5,..; ~ ~)i:"r ': .:!.I..!.'--: ),.-
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, ''',',~.':;iTable 5~10 Importance of Listed Factors In Filling SET Vacancies (n = 113)
~ ,T;n ,3f;"..,. ~fil.!-'~}j ~_i 'Rating (5= very Important to'1 = unimportant)
J,' ...,VI.."'

.

. G ..,-
. .

...'..t'
.
. 'If, ...

.
1. ..,;.' 1 .~: .

. .

... - .-.,
:> ~ - ' I",)- -\.t "', -, . , , ;q;.".1',.').1" '",,' " . ~ . .

'r ".'!" . 1'\\ 'I:: '1.'i\~~1 '_, "c ,'.' . Avera g e Ratingt , ,'" , r , '_'i~' ". " ,-

Availability of applicants with the right skills (N =113) 4.14
r~d: ;) .'EAyai.l~bilityof applicai1ts~with the right eXPE!rience(N =112) 3.71
jI.. 'i'II!OAvailabi!ity of applicants'witti' right qualifications (N ='112) 3.61

Career progression (N =111) 3.58
'Wagelevels(N::=112)" , 3.31
Conditipns,ofemploy'ment (N=112) 3.31
Competitionfrom other employers (N=110) 3.12
LonghoUrs(N=109) . 2.56

':C~i!~9arefaqllities(N == 108) -. ,) . ; 2.18
"::nOther* "..1: ',<"',., \ ~ ,_. 2.56

"',....
:.11.

r

.\ "":,, t I ... ~ . .. .

.'. '. :. 'Other'factors mentionedby26 percentof respondents,referredto:plantlocation;workinghours,I.e.shiftwork
,'\. '.~'1'$tJbasis (houls dldn't'suit applicants Who'were also part~time farmers); compensation and benefits package; ability to

't . ""adapt to the culture withinthe organisation; 'sexy' technology'essential; flexiblehours to beat traffic;small teams
preferred; training opportunities;reward structurelbenefits; company reputation and product produced; leamlng
potential; and 'childcare facilitiesbecoming an increasing factor'.

% rating 4 or 5
71 %
54%
53%
53%
44%
44%
31 %
15%
11 %
6%

"
.,

.of , . !'" ~ - , '6~ ,._." r ~.._~

Wage levels, along with conditions of employment and competition, were rated lower than
J. these factors. Companies in the .'oth~r' category rated wages much higher than in the other

SET sectors and conditions of employment were most important in textiles and chemical
companies. Childcare facilities were not rated highly as a .factor in recruitment in any sector.
i .'" - - ..1; ,,- \ - . : ";.. . ~-t ""ji tj J_ - -::-. -.. -" ": -. 1

\.) ,:.,;, ;tl( :.~~,. ~ ~ ; t..- ."!~.., 'f ,'::, " I.'" 't. I"'" I 't

. 5.~,7\, .Key Factors In Retention of Staff.,

.

"'1 ~ I it' '1 '~~ '{ ,'.;,= :.. .i : ' I -i .;' t. J

,,,c, It was als() important to caphlr~ the relative imp,ortanceof certain factors,that could influence
i.:Af~ y..,ItheJretel1tic;>nof SETstaff.Tl)e 'ratingsfor thesefactors.areoutlinedin Table5.11,alongwith

th.e.perceflt~ge of companies that had assigned a rating of 4 or 5 to each factor. Wage levels
are seen; to' be an important factor, followed by career progression and conditions of

- employment. CO!"p'etitio~from other employers ~as perceived as a less important factor.
r . i~ J{) - ~':; of"- ': ~~... .. '" .,~ -i' ',"." .. ; .;

Table 5.11 Importance of Listed Factors In Retaining SET Staff (n =106)

,'''' Rating (5 =very important to 1 = unimportant)

" , . Average R,ating
t.. ::.':::.-::!:0'''\: ' %rating 4 or 5

Wage levels (n = 105)
Career-progression (n= 103)

~! ') 'Conditions'ot'emploYment '(n =103)'
Competition from other employers (n = 99)
Long hours (n = 101)
Childcare facilities (n = 102)

3.90
3.69

, "3:46'
3.53
2.53
1.92

59%
50%
46%
41 %
11 %
5%

5.4.8 Tr~nds In SET Skill,Shortages~~ ", .. >". '...

'. n ' Resp'ondE!nts"'were asked.to statE!.whether they considered that the extent of SET .skill'
to ", . .J J " ," "'t" . _ . ~ . I I .

'.. ,:.,' ~shortages.was decre9-sing,staticor increasing.Twelveper centof all respondentsstatedth(;lt
~ ", . ". they were decreasing, A 1 per cent thatskill shortages were static and 32 per cent tha~they. . .!J ;. ..' " '.- ,'" '<>. A 1. I~ ',_. ."" _ J' ,"

\) .:> .were In9rea~lng.~. .. J : ! I..:, '"~
(. ~.,,]I r for,'- '-ih .;.It";.: I'.

..- -:." ., or ~.h,: -::r,'*",

5.4.9 Recruitment Patterns by Gender .

,'Informationw~~also sought on whetherthere had been an/discernible rise in U1enumber of
'women or me'itapplying for, or'recruited into, SET posts over the last 12 months. In relation to
applications, 17 per cent of respondent companies had experienced an increase in

I
I
I
t

I
]

L
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applications from men and 27 per cent from women. While sixteen per cent had experienced
an increase in the numbers of, men recruited, this compared with 23 per cent that had
recruited more women into SET posts in the last twelve months. This indicates that, at least in
a proportion of companies, more women are coming forward at the application stage and

i: ,) morewomenhavebeentakenon by theseSETcompanies.
\,

..
A rise in female applicants for SET posts was noted by more ~han one-quarter of the
companies comprising: Engineering, FoodlDrinkfTobacco, Chemicals/IT and other (in
descending order). Among the 23 per cent of companies that had recruited more women into
SET posts the distribution was: Engineering, Foocl/DrinkfTobacco, Chemicals, IT and other
(in descending order).

The reasons given for the rise in female applicants and recruits were that more women were
available for work in general and that, through investment in education, there are more
women with the qualifications for the posts available. The availability and increased
recognition by employers of postgraduate technical conversion courses were seen to have
been important factors. It was also considered that women are increasingly recognising that

'there are better opportunities available and that they have the ability to handle the duties
involved.

5.5 Strategies to Attract/Retain Women in SET Posts

.'

l.
"

Strategies to Attract/Retain Women In SET Posts
: '- .

Respondents were asked if the company/plant had used any specific strategies to attract and
retain women in SET posts. The responses received from respondent companies are set out
below. The findings demonstrate that only a small proportion of the SET company
respondents have utilised such strategies to date to attract and retain women in SET. Where
such strategies had been introduced respondents were asked to rate the effectiveness of
such strategies on a 5 point scale: 1 = ineffective and 5 = highly effective. The three most
commonly used strategies apply to women already within the company. (Table 5.12)

Table 5.12 Strategies Used to Attract /Retain Women in SET Occupations- Internal
(n= 98)

In-Company Training offered to Women to enable them to compete for higher level
SET posts

Used by22 per cent of Companies Effectiveness rating (n = 37) 2.75

Work Experience for Women to enable them to compete for higher, level SET Posts

Used by 17 per cent of Companies Effectiveness rating (n = 35) 2.71
.-'~

Transfer of Women currently employed hr Non-SET posts into SET posts

Used by 14 per cent of Companies Effectiveness rating (n = 35) 2.76

22 per cent of all respondent companies offered in-company training to women to enable
them to compete for higher-level posts. The highest ratings of 4/5 for this strategy were in
ChemicaVEngineering and IT companies. Medium-sized companies accounted for two-thirds
(66-68%) of the respondents that found these strategies to be effective, which is only
marginally higher than their representation in--tRe-s~(65%).

This was followed by 17 per centotrespondentcompanies that are providing opportunities for
women to obtain work experience to enable them to compete for higher-level SET posts. This
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strategy was more commonly used in ,Food/DrinkfTobacco sector, followed by-Engineering
'andChemicals. '

- ''''i ...

" 1 '.:- :"

Fourtee!1per ce,ntof responoent companies were operating a policy of the transfer of women
frofJ1,Qon-SETintc?SE[ posts. ,Use and effectiveness of this strategy was more evident in
ChemicalslEngineering followed by Food/DrinkfTobacco and IT companies.
i. ~:I'.. ')!f;~rt ". - !''': ,. ~ " .

. _. "'"'. -,r'4i V"--' to. -1" 1"1'" t.

Other strategies that were used by respondent companies related to recruitment from outside
the company. As shown in Table 5.13 the most important source being women in similar
org~ni~ation.s/sectors, followed by targeted recruitment of 'women returners' and graduates
from universities and Institutes of Technology. While the effectiveness rating was moderate
(2.3) for attracting women from similar SET employment and graduates, it was lowest for
external recruitment of women who had exited the labour market.

Table 5.13 Strategies Used by Respondent Companle~p A~ract /Retaln WomenIn
SET Occupations -External en = 98)

Actively Seeking and Attracting Women from Similar Organisations or Industries,
, '

Usedby (11) percentCompanies Effectivenessrating(n = 25) 2.32

,,
1

I" ~' .; ~.

Targeted Recruitment of Womenvia UnlversltiesllTs

Used by (10);per cent Companies Effectiveness rating (n = 27) 2.33
... t ,~. "0;' . .

,

Targeted Recruitment of SET Qualified and/or Experienced Women who have been
out of the Labour Market

Used by (10) per cent Companies Effectiveness rating (n = 22) 1.66
i"

5.5.2 Availability of f7lexlbleWorking and Leave Arrangements

Respondents were asked what, If any, flexible work options/leave arrangements and childcare
facilities are available to SET ~taff in their company/plant:The results from the 48 companies

(36 pe~cent) Jhat responded to this qi:Jestionare shown in Table 5.14.

, Table 5.14' Availability of Flexible Work Options for SET Staff (n = 48)

No. of Mentions % In which available
"

< ~ -.

Part-time working
F,le~itil:ne .,
Job-sharing
Special shifts
Flexiplace (e.g. teleworklng)
Term-time working

39
33
12
11
8
3

29%
25%

9%
8%
6%
2%

11..-;j

I~
I
I

-;0'

"

Taking the results together, this table indicates that some form of flexible work options have
being tried in a' minimum of 36 per cent of all respondent SET companies. Of the possible
flexible working options listed, the most commonly available is part-time working (29 per cent)
,and flexitime (25 per cent). Companies that have made part-time working available were fairly
evenly distribute~, in IT, Chemical, Engineering and Fo<;>d/DrinkfTobaccocompanies. Thirty
per cent of medium and large companies and 27 per cent of small companies offered part-
,time working. Flexitime was more prevalent in medium companies in the IT sector followed by
Engine~ring afld Chemical companies.

.r
Respond~nts were al~o'asked to indicate what forms of leave arrangements they provide for
SET st~ff~Nearly two-thirds of all the respondent companies offered some option.

I

J

'.
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The most commonly available arrangement is for emergency leave (57 pefc'erit),'"eXtraunpaid
maternity leave (44 per cent), paternity leave (36 per cent), extra unpaidrparentcil leave (21
per cent) and career breaks (8 per cent). Paternity leave was offered in 44 per cent of medium
sized companies mainly in the Chemical; IT and Engineering sectors~Extra unpaid maternity
leave was also more commonly available in the medium .sized companies' distributed across. '," d'. ' .04." .'. '.,....._

the Chemical, Engineering, IT and Food sectors. Career breakS were mainly available to staff
in medium sized companies and in each of the Engineering, followed by the Chemical, Food,

..IT and Textile sectors. ' ,.:,. ,': :"" ~ ;",11<''. )., . ,
.~: . i1t(~~.:. ~; ,." ': '~'!~~~A\ ;; ,;;.g~,~,,;. . .'_.

Table 5.15 Availability of Leave Arrangements for SET.Stalnn =,86)". .. .'

No. of Mentions.

Emergency leave
Extra maternity leave (unpaid)
Paternity leave
Extra parental leave (unpaid)

"-Career breaks,." H,),'.: "1"
. Extra maternity leave (paid)
Sabbaticai leave
Extra parental leave (paid) 1

. ~ . ~ ~. tJ_.~.r:;:," t'.:." ';~" ..:'ifJ~iU"::2:~,A ~';.. ""'~'1.t:'r
None of the respondert companies rep,orted having..a,yompany ba,s,ed,.cr~C~4e,..~ubsidised
local area creche or financial assistance for childcare.' Only one company stated that they
provided support for childcare described as a "childcare facility currently being put in place".

. ~ ~~l ~2 . 'r '," '1 ~ ~"1: tC1. b~ ~c: ~1

5.5.3 Staff Development Opportunities .:1,',.,', ","id.~I r.,.~. '} ..,
" .:.. ". r:n:'j!."t..,iJ-"",,..i .~~ ;...r..w':': ":;.;.-''1t'1;1~O'~':c ')"~d' "

Information was sought On the'forms' of 'support-avaiUible "to SEIsfciff.undeftaking further
education, training and/or development. In total; 81 per cent of the respondent companies
indicated that they encouraged staff in' a' OnE~'of a'number 'of 'differentways.'The detailed
responses are set out in Table 5.16 below.

!to, t ;'.,'"

Available to:
Table 5.16 Development Support for SET Staff (n ~ 107)' ,

Men Women
No. of cos. (%) 'No:,of cos. (%)

:"'{. . ~'. 1~-:.~.. ',~,;' i...:. ".

(77%) 98 (74%)
(76%) 96 (72%)
(67%) 84 (63%)
(59%). 73' . "'(55%)
(44%) 56, ,. '(42%)~
(19%) 22 ',' ')(17%>':
(15%) 17;1 , '(13%)~
(2%) ",i ' .3')\ "B (2%)"

103
101
89
78
59
25
20

3

Payment/Refund of Fees
Time off for Examinations
In-Company Training
Time off for Study

Personal Development Progral1J.m~s
Mentoring Programmes
Networking
Other

Providing staff with assistance to pursue further qualifications/personal development is clearly
a priority in a substantial riumber of resp'oridenfcompanies.Prograrrnnes.such as"mentoring
or networking were less common, though used in 15-Z0 per cent oHliifcompanies surveyed.
Other supports available were: payment of membership of prQfessional (nstitufes; international,
assignment (e.g. US); specific job related training courses; teamblJiidJ,n.g.etc;., .' .1" ,." ." ",

. ; . - " ~<. Off"'" ~.' ;:~(q.~f'" ,_" r, ~~~~:-~J:rinf" ~_i"1+M_a.1> 1~~ '\1./..j f\. f

Section 5.5 indicates that targeted actions arefbeing fakenDy~._a'riumb~f'of c'o~p~nies '\'0
attract/retain SET staff, some of which are geridef::specifrc:+(fri-companyf1traifling/ work
experience strategies), while othel:::i-=af6tJorFgender::based:,staffgeyelopmentand ,career

.-adwncement' measures). Some, ';;sach--$-='-1I1e"~vailabilitY}of14~ca~eerib'reaks/part-time
working/flexitime, indicate -CL.growing_'acknowledgement '~ofJthel1iimportance of specific
measures aimed at retainin~taff. '
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5.6 Adoption of Equality/SexualHarassment Policies

... ..;,.,;

5.7

. A total of 28 per cenlof the respondent companies had adopted a formallystated and agreed
. Equality/DiversityPolicy and 59 per cent had adopted a policy to combat sexual

harassmentlbullying at work.This signifies a high level of commitment by those companies to
promoting equal opportunities and to an even greater extent to eradicating harassment and
bUllying'at work. Among th~ initiativesthat had been taken to support gender equality were:
EqualOpportunityemployers,Harassmentpolicy,DiversityProgramme,NewOpportunityfor
Women programme, 'Case Management Team and Management Education.

_ t : ~.

Many-employer companies stressed their commitment to non-discriminatory work practices
even when there was no specific policy in place, by statements such as that "all positions
withinthe organisation are non-gender biased", "allapplications considered on merir and "we
ensure that female and male members of staff are pa.!9..,~!Jallydepending on their skills and
'experi~nce". Oth~rs mentioned that their managers are aware of EU and Irish laws in this

, area~I.': .to ,.\: -',

Two companies were developing a policyand three other companies explained why they felt
. no need to introducean Equality/Diversitypolicysince" the companydoes not discriminate

, .on any grounds" and "no formal policy,but excellent equality culture".One respondent
"mentioned that "women are hot available'for the [SET]roles (they do not apply)".

Measures to Address SET Skill Shortages by RecruitinglRetaining Women

In response to SET skillshortages, respondents were asked, from a given list, what strategies
they would consider adopting in .the future to specifically help to recruiVretain female SET
staff. The responses to these possible strategies are set out in Table 5.17.

The findings indicate that there is a reasonably strong level of support for the adoption of
specific str~tegies to assist in recruiting/retaining women in SET. Of the strategies listed,
targeted recruitment was the most popular strategy, indicated by 38 per cent of respondent
cOrnpanies,followed by the creation of career paths for women in SET (25 per cent) and the
availability of training specifically for women in SET (22 per cent). The key sectors supporting
targete~ recruitment, career paths, training and upgrading were Engineering/Electronics,
ChemfC'alsand Food/Drink and Tobacco. Other strategies, such as the provision of childcare,
were considered less attractive by respondent companies:

I l i

Strategy
Table 5.17 Potential Strategies (n = 63)

No. of Companiesper cent of Total

Targeted recruitment of women into SET posts
Creation of career paths for women in SET posts
Training specifically offered to women in SET posts
Upgrading of predominantly female SET posts
Provision of childcare facilities

51
33
29
22
13

38%
25%
22%
17%
10%

When asked about the potential impact of such strategies on the alleviation of current skill
shortages, '20 per cent of respondents indicated that such strategies would have a significant
"impact,33 per cent 'some impact', 17 per cent 'little or none'.

er- ,!.

Among the respondents who considered that such strategies could contribute significantly,
the individual reasons cited were that it would create "a larger pool of people to choose from",
"help to rectify current gender imbalance" and "encourage a more diverse workforce". Others
stressed that they operated a "gender blind" approach where only qualifications were
important, while others referred to positive attributes that they saw in women employees
whom they believed to be: "as capable as anyone to undertake roles", "more loyal employees"
and representing "a huge pool of knowledge available after the children have grown up".
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Some emphasised a pragmatic solution to skill shortages by attracting women back, opening
up the market place and providing key staff with retraining. l "

','lIlIi

,.
These responses suggest an awareness of the positive potential of encouraging additional
female SET staff as a means of addressing skill shortages, and contributing to greater
diversity in the workplace.

, ,_, '')(J,1-

Among the companies that believed such strategies could "contribute to SOmeextenf' there
was a strong message that additional supports.woulp need to be put in place, if th.estrategies
were to work. Three of these respondents referred to the need for childcare supports to entice
back SET professionals. Another mentioned that women who have been out of the workplace
for long periods "would need to build up their confidence to understand that they can be a
benefit to the company". Another respondent stated that the government would need to make
it financially viable for women to stay/return to the workforce.

Other companies stated that the majority of applicants for SET posts were male, that the
nature of their current work environment was "not attractive to female applicants...the work

, environment needs to be changed to attract more female applicants" or that there were not
enough female graduates with the necessary background/skills.

; ... , ,;. .~;

r1These responses indicate a view that, for strat~gies"t6 work, there must be"complementary
, measures e.g. in relation to confidence building, childca~e,' and changes' ,in' the working

environment. ' ; , .. , .
For companies who believed that such strategies,could contribute only "a little".to alleviating
SET skill shortages, many emphasised that there was a lack of women SET graduate
applicants. Others again referred to the male dominated industries in,which tlJey worked, the
fact that turnover was low, there were no problems retail1ingstaff, or that the problem was in
the company's geographical location. Others ~tressed that they recruited the best people for

," the job regardless of their sex or that they practised "total equality".
.: " '/ ;;.

...

;::.~:8,""'New Policy Initiatives to'lncrease the, Repre,s,entat,ionof Womep in SE!

~~'. " ..., .' In relation to whether, new policy initiatives were requir~d to encourage greater participation
v'~' ,v.~ Lt: pywomen in SET sector, nearly half 47 per cent of the,respondents sought supporting action
, ~ " I ~: at government level and 35 per cent at EU level. Respondents were asked to describe the

!" , policy initiatives they would like to see implemented. The responses in diminishing order of
importance were childcare (17 responses), education (14 responses), taxation (9 responses),
family friendly employment (6 responses), encouragement of women into SET (5 responses)
and government incentives to employers (4 responses). .'-'

; ho.

Respondents that suggested changes in the educational system to support greater
participation of women in SET occupation made the following. comments: "greater
participation is needed from females in engineering/technical courses at Universify/3rd level"
and noted the need for "an initiative to develop the way engineering is taught at 2nd level to
encourage more partil?ipation". A number of respondents stressed that more effort was

'needed at primary level to introduce science as a subject and to' promote a technical career
path at Leaving Certificate, with more promotion of SET subjects in secondary schools. The
role of teachers was also mentioned: "Secondary Career Teachers/Officers are weak on the
deployment of Science students" thus the need. to "recruit a high standard of
science/technology teachers in girls schools to enthuse and encourage the study of science
and technology". Other respondents referred to the need for "an Awareness Programme
through 2nd/3rd level institutions of what is available and necessary for such ,.career" and
better career information and subject options in girl only schools. Other comments relating to
education were the need for free education to be available for tho~e studying part-time or at
night - men as well as women; grant aid for further education; and extension.of programmes
similarto-IBEC's 'Business and Education Links Programme'.
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n.5.,~~ "S~u(!lm~ry, ~t~ey Pp;nts Emerging from the Survey
.,'~',!' ~'. "J'\: ,,~.r,..> ""f'~- 'ritJ~ " ... "I"

, The key findings emerging fromthe survey show that in respondent companies:
I! ~... ~I

"

Women's level and type of representation in SET respondent companies is similar to
that found in Industry generally (as described in Section 2). Women's representation
was lowest' as engineering professionals, engineering technicians, and SET

~i , .:, &1m'cmagers/proprietors,' followed by computing professionals and computer
,< techhicians:Womenwerebetterrepresentedas scienceprofessionalsand science

technicians. .

.

. "Skill shortages in 'SET are perceived to be most acute among engineering
professionalsand technicians, and among computer professionals. Relativelyfew
companies had reported any recruitment/retention problems with science
professionals/technicians.This complements;he . findings of the Exper:t Group on
future skillneeds. I . .t f' hJ\- ..!~.~ '-'I ~

tIJ. ~,J...

. The responses indicate' that a number a number of companies are already
experiencingdifficultieswithSETstaff recruitment,particularlyamong engineersand
computerprofessionals.Thisalso accordswiththe viewsofthe ExpertGroup.~-. -

. The three key factors in relationto recruitmentof SET staff were found to be:
availabilityof applicantswiththe rightskills,experienceand qualificationsand career
progression. Retention of SET staff was seen to be a less critical issue than
recruitm~ntfor respondentcompanies.

Morethan one-thirdof the companiessurveyedalreadyoffer'flexibleworkingoptions,
mainlythrough part-timeworkingljob-sharingand flexitime.Emergency leave was
most"common leave arrangement available, followedby extra-unpaid matemity leave,
paternity leave and career breaks. No companies reported having a company based
creche, subsidised local area creche, or provided financial assistance for childcare. A
total pf 37 companies had adopted an Equality/Diversity Policy compared with78 that
had adopted a policy to combat sexual harassment/bullying at work.... . .

A 'number of respondent companies had already adopted strategies specifically to.recruit/retain women in SET ,occupations. The most common strategy was to offer in-
company training, followed by work experience opportunities and the transfer of
women from non-SET into SET posts. The transfer of women from non-SET to SET
posts, and in-company training strategies received the highest effectiveness ratings
by companies. To date, targeted recruitment of either female graduates or potential
women returners who were out of the labour market, have been used by only one-
t~nth of the respondent companies, with limited perceived effectiveness to date.

. .

"

.

. In terms of potential future measures, targeted recruitment of women was seen to be
the most appealing Dotential strategy for attracting/retaining women into SET posts
(38 per cent of companies), followed by the creation of previously non-existent career
paths for women in SET, and the availability of training for women in SET. In terms of
the potential impact of these strategies in alleviating current skill shortages, nearly
half the respondents saw such interventions as making a positive contribution.

.' Nearly half of the respondents believe that new complementary policy initiatives are
required at government level and over one-third at EU level. The type of policy
'Initiatives referred to were: childcare supports/subvention, educational reform from
primary to tertiary levels, tax concessions, family-friendly arrangements for
employees, encouragement of women into SET, Government incentives to
employers.,

I

v ,-..
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· Respondent companies considered that the governmEmtneeded to play a~key role:in
the implementation of these initiatives, a stance that reinforces the views of)he Expert
Group. " ", I pr, 't-~ 1; . d

;. I,r..

~lfl.11t

f

5.10J. '.. Conclusions
.t .; ',;

,.
\ . " ... . ~ . ,:

. The findings clearly indicate ~hata significant,~l1)inorityof SET ,cQmpanieshave considered,
tried or would be amenable .to thea~9ption of specific gender.-related,measures aimed at
addressing skill shortages in SET occupations. ,.\'.. 'it" ' ,,'r)

Respondent companies anticipate that the bulk of SET skill s~ortages will, occur among
engineering and computer science -professionals and technicians, as was forecast by the
Expert Group.

l
I

The survey also indicates that such employers believe that complementary supportive
measures are required by government to encourage good practice in this area. These

, measures are discussed further in Section ,Six., ,;' ,~ '-"" i "t
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'.6. . Review 'of Measures.and Initiatives to Increase the Representation of_
. WC?m~n;.,inSET:Occupati~'ns

~ '0 "'" . .,-,' '(:' ~;..;ifBlg1-'fk f!Lf '1-,

6.1 Introduction.ol "f:..
, \ :

The earlier Sections of this report have indicated that there are significant differences in the
participation rate of women and men in SET careers and related occupations and that these
vary ~~9cm:lingto sector (Science, Engineering and Computer Science) and occupational

- .level. In accessing third level SET courses, there is continuing evidence of a preference for
Science over Engineering/Computer science by girls. This does nqt appear to be accounted

.for ,by,poor Leaving Certifiqate examination p~rformarjce.While traditionally girls were-Iess-
likely'to have sfudied higher level Leaving Certificate' (LC)'mathematics, this pattern is not
evident in 1999. As shown in Section 2, unpublished CAO'd~ta indicate that female school

" Jeavers accountedfor4:5per cent of those takingLChigherlevelmathematics,and of these
, '. , 83 'per cent'got'grade' C or above, comparedto',81'per cent' of boys. This pointsto the

influence of other wider soci~tal factors influencinggirls"career choices.
."1\ ""J.. d -:", . - ..

bQce' girls 91lterthird ievel ~ET studies, the ,liter~turesuggests that there are aspects of the
learning environment", curriculum,teaching ,and communication methods that tend not to

t~~tivat~girlsto ppt forS~ET~aree~s,~~speci~liyin i,ndList!y,a~er graduatiQn. .
" ('; ji. t r" . ," _ ~'( . . ~ . -it '.t,4' t ". ." 1

- Asstatedabove women's' representation in the SET labour market in 1996 has been found to
vary by sector and level of occupation, with computer operators (92% female), laboratory
technicians (54% female), natural scientists (46% female), chemists (39% female), followed
,by "biol?gical scientists (34% female). Women.'s: participation in computer software
'occupations and particularly in engineering occupatio'1s'was found to be lower. A sizeable
number of women holding science and engineering qualifications in 1996 were found not to
be in the labour force. .
,"' ,~ ~t '1~~tC:r~'1 ~I ~"~t;);.flt; j 1 j "'" I "1 :
"'" .,J' '. "'.... '"'" .

. .,.Evidence from other parts of .the study, particularly through,Jhe fo,gus groups discussions,
, . " 'iQte'r~!ews',find the s4rVeyof' companies,point to a number,of barri~rs currently limiting

,wome~:s.~dvancei:neht,withinSET.employment. These can be attributed tp:'different career;
, expbctatioiTs,.,inhospit~bleorganisational cultures, as well as to tl:1eproblems ass'ociatedwith

rec.onciling work"'aRd.family life. Lower female retention has been also attributed to the
,corporate ,cl;l!t~re~prevailing'-in" ,SET companies - of, long hours, lack of female role
'models/melJ!pring and a' climate that I)otonly does not recognise and value women's

. '+ . '92~fri~~~ioQ,~q.~~lIyb~t.may also be postile tow~rds their :\Dt~ an9advahcement.
.,,~,\ . , . j .. ( .' '!. ~

In this;Secti<;mof the study we review the type and range of measures that have been tried,
aimed at encouraging the greater participation of women in SET occupations while in.Section
7, we draw these findings together with our own conclusions to present a series, of
recommendations aimed at addressing SET skill shortages through actions aimed at
encouraging greater participation of women in SET careers.

,f

t ,'. "

6.2 Approach to Review of Measures

The findings outlined in earlier,Sections point to the need for measures at different levels
with.in"compal1ies~to' encourage 'greater recruitment and retention of women in SET' and to
ensure that the corporate' culture valLies the diverse contributions and skills of all their

"'''''wori<force', The oresearch -has'indicated that 'direct' interventions at company level are
.':J', ~r'equiredrelatingto:.\.,;: IJ r;l\.,' ,

.i r~i1"-")~... It:':""" ,:

'c.

..~u~, =! $, ~ ~,:?,~~'"./t~

Ik.! ., .3:}0~'11:.",
~., ~/ ',: 'H... Y). f..?

. :Encouraging Recruitment of Women into SET Occupations-J " _ _ '.

· Ensuring the Retention of Women in SET Occupations
"Ensuring' a corporate Culture that is conducive to the recruitment and retention of
Women in SET occupations. " , . - - ,!, .

;\: ~.... /.' I
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In addition to these direct measures, 'Indirect'actions aimed at broader cUltural,sectoral and
institutional issues are required to provide support, information and monitoring of women's
representation in SET. Such indirect actions are required relating to:

. RecruitmenVRetention Policy Measures
Targeting Women Returners
SETPromotionandMonitoring,

.
-)'\ .

-'ii

The 'direct' measures relate to initiatives aimed at 'increasing the recruitment, retention and
promotion of a women that have been tested in SET companies. The 'indirect' measures
relate to the type of actions that social partners and government have tried in order to support
SET companies and women returners, as well as to address longer-term -issues relating to
SET education and awareness raising.

.\, , Section6.3outlinesthe methodologyusedto identifyappropriatemeasuresarid the rationale
. for including certain company 'cases'.' : ' J

\ '. ~. J I'

While scientifically evaluated research on the effectiveness of each of these measures is
, desirable, such evidence is scant to non-existent. In the' absence of form'ally evaluated
\. f research on specific measures, the effectiveness of'the ,measures presented InSections 6.4

and 6.5 have been assessed in terms of the extent to which they have continued to be used,
adapted and/or extended by companies. Hence the measures are assessed in terms of:

, I ,

.,.t

HaVethey been tried?
Have they been replicated/extended?
Have they been found to contribute to'meeting business needs as wellas to
raisingwomen'sparticipation!nSET? '(It ;tJ_. '

Fuller information on the company-based initiatives is available in Appendix E.

.

..~fH_,'..
.)~:~'. .)1

,d';"

go:! '- Section 6.5 goes on to address the accompanying 'iridirect' measures that have been
introduced either more generally in relation to supporting the greater p~rticipation of women in
the labour force in Ireland, or more particularly in ,relation to SET employment in other
countries. '

;: ,"
I'

Overall the research findings point to the need for an integrated holistiC:,approach"with a focus
on employment but also recognising the need for complementary interventions In education,
as well as support by Government and the Social Partners for Initiatives at the individual
company level.

6.3")' '" Methodology
j;

In examining measOFesaimed at raising the level of women's representation In SET
employment and contributing to alleviating SET skills shortages the consultants drew upon:

. recent reports on SET skills needs (Section 1);

. statistics on the pattern of women's employment in SET (Section 2)

. a review of literature on women's representation in SET (Section 3);

. interviews with key informants (Section 4); .

. focusgroupssessionswithwomenwhohaveSET,qualifications(Section~.);and

. a survey of companies in SET sectors to ascertain their views onwhat J1;'Ieasures
could best be introduced to meet the study objectives (Section 5).

., ';, .: - <:I

In seeking practical and implementable measures that would meet the objecti'{,esof the study,
it was important to provide indicative examples of good practice' fror:n experience in Irish
companies as well as documented initiatives in the EU where availcibre.These examples of
company experience (Appendix E) were identified by interviewees, focus groups, Steering
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Groupmembers,and_tromthe availableIrish literature,includingEU projects. In considering, '\
,cases for inclusion, it-was important to .achieve a balance of experience among employers of
women in SET in private/state-companies, high/low technology and indigenous/multinational
cQJTlpanies,and-to-encoIIIJ.lC1~Sinitiatives that were not driven solely by the availability of EU
(e.g.:NOWltEONABDOIAMP::r),project funding.

.~ . , Th~ underlyingemphasisin Section6 is to supplementthe proposalsand recommendations
Q.fthe Expert group .in relation.to SET skill shortages by outlining a range of gender specific
.measures that have been tried to encourage a higher representation of women in SET
employment. Many of these measures have been tried to date with the objective of achieving
greater gender equality. Whilst it would be preferable to review measures that have not only
been adopted but evaluated scientifically, such ideal and academically rigorous examples do
not generally exist. Some of the measures considered are innovative and thus have received
funding through EU pilot programmes, while others have become a hallmark of 'good practice'
.in.companies seeking to promote equality of opportunity between men and women.

.f " .~"' J. -.

The case companies illustrated here should be regarded as demonstrating how and where
.such measures could work successfullyin Irish SET companies and thus contributeto '
businessneeds. .'

ff .

6.4 'Direct' Measures Aimed' at Attracting and Retaining Women in SET

6.4.1 Recruitment Practices

Targeted Recruitment Into SET

Companies that seek to fill existing and future SET skill shortages have recognised the need
to pursue active recruitment into those posts, drawing upon internal and external sources of
labour and skills. A relatively small number of Irish companies recognise that this requires
specific affirmative actions to ensure that women and men have equal opportunities in
recruitment, selection and promotion, particularly in SET. Such affirmative action measures
have beenused as a tool to ensurethat all qualifiedSET internaland/orexternalapplicants .. -i

have equalaccessand opportunityto competebasedon abilityand merit.Affirmativeaction I

, measures, envisaged and supported under the Employment Equality Act 1998, encourage
"female (or male if they are under-represel)ted) applicants, targeted 'recruitment, offer training

and/or work experience opportunities for those groups who are under-represented (in this
. .. case WOmeninSET posts): ' '

, ,

The survey and interviews conducted for this study demonstrate that there is still some
-.confusion ov~r the term positive action1 (which is legal) as distinct from the term positive
.~discr:im.ination(which is illegal). Further action could be. taken by the Equality Authority to
'educate SET employers about this important distinction and 'how they could adopt measures,
similar to those outlined in the company cases in Appendix E, to improve efficiency and
competitiyeness in their companies.

In Aer Rianta (Case One) affirmative action took the form of targeted recruitment to attract
more women to enter occupations where they are currently under represented. Hewlett
Pac~kard(Case Two) has run two Back-to-Work Programmes to encourage women into the
company: Other affirmative action measures have been supported under the EU
NOW/ADA~T and LEONARDO programmes. Three of Ireland's largest food companies

"(Case'"(hr~e) - Golden Vale Plc., Green Core ~roup Plc., and Kerry Group Plc. that
'participated in a project called the WITS Food Industry NOW Project, sought to maximise the
potential; Q,(their female profes$ional SET recruits through a Management Development
[r~iningprogra~lTIe:(including coursework and a mentoring scheme) for women and through

I.

It"

1 Positive action Is legal and allows intervention to raise the representation of a group e.g. men or
women,_ who have hitherto been under-represented in an occupation/post. It is distinct from the term
positive discrir;nination, which is illegal, whereby an employer seeks single-sex recruitment or the setting
of quotas tor the numbers of each sex.
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increasing awareness of equality issues within the three companies. In all there were 50
female participants, of whom at least half were engaged as scientists and technologists.

The aims of the recruitment and other measures introduced by Aer Rianta (Case 1) were:
better deployment of human resources using the fullest pool of staff with the required
competencies; to demonstrate to other employers the benefits of investing in their female
staff; and to establish a corporate culture in which employees can expect to be valued and
developed to their fullest potential. The experience of Aer Rianta demonstrates that pro active
recruitment measures are appropriate in achieving a higher representation of women by
targeting women into posts where previously there had been few, or even none. F:urther
measures were subsequently introduced to improve the ratio of women in management and
to create career paths for women in secretarial posts.

Generally these programmes have been found to be successful in terms of increasing the
recruitment of women into SET employment and in assisting companies to maximise the
utilisation of available human resources in support of business objectives.

6.4.2 Retention Practices

For women already in SET employment the major emphasis is on measures aimed at
retention and/or up-skilling of staff. Such measures have included:

. Mentoring Programmes
Support for Participation of Women in Education and Training
Promoting Work/life Balance through:
Flexible Working and
Leave Arrangements
Childcare
Other Working Practices.

.

.

~I

n: .

ep" : .; .,II-i.,

ett.! ,;' ~entorlng CareerDevelopment Programmes

~("'U

~( I'" .'

..

.-. J.
-.j ~
";,.~-

1"" .HII'DI

I
I

'i!1I

ill

'~ "
, ,Formal mentoring programmes aimed at preparing women for senior positions are important

since in many workplaces informal mentoring is the norm. A mentor is a sponsor, enabler and
more senior or leadership figure that acts as a role model. It is well recognised that women
lack mentors and that they also need to learn how to act as mentors. Such programmes
targeted at women worked well in Aer Rianta on a pilot basis. Further mentoring in Aer Rianta
will involve women and men male and female mentors and mentees. This measure has also
been used in the - WITS Food Industry NOW Project (Case 3) and was found to have
contributed to "significant personal and career development for the participants". The use of
mentoring also "enabled senior mangers to observe the skills of participants and to
understand the issues facing them".

Pa~/clpatlon of Women In Education and Training

Some women in SET companies do not hold the formal qualifications necessary to apply for
SET posts. Companies,- such as LOTU~, offer inducements such as sponsored places on
conversion courses linked to universities (part-time diploma/degree/postgraduate
qualifications). Amdahl has a long tradition of creating and advertising career pathways within
the company with opportunities to upgrade/(re)train (e.g. from operatives to technician; and
technician to professionals). Other companies, including Bausch and Lombe offer internships
and bursaries to support full and part-time studies in third level institutions and accelerated
access to third level programmes These type of in-company or external education/training
courses can be targeted at specific groups including women under-represented among SET
employees at specific grades/occupations.

'Targeted education and training measures were used in -the WITS Food Industry NOW
-'--Project (Case 3) aimed at training managers in the concepts and applications of

equality/diversity in the workplace. Others mechanisms aimed at inducing the greater uptake
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of third level places, particularly targeted at women were: to offer sponsorship for mature
students; pre-university study courses linking companies and Universities/Institutes of
Technology. ,

" .
I "

Some companies have focused on forging links with Universities/Institutes of Technology.
Using this approach, companies have succeeded in delivering customised courses/modules
that fit the needs of industry and simultaneously accommodate the development needs of
staff in SET. One such example is shown in the WITS Food Industry NOW Project (Case 3) in
their "Diploma in Management - a development opportunity for women working in the Irish
food industry, supported under the EU NOW (New Opportunities for Women) Programme.
The consortium that devised the programme stressed that international research showed that
learning the skills and techniques of management could be accelerated for women in single
sex programmes, that women working in non-traditional areas can benefit from the
opportunity to network with other women, and that it is EU policy to support women's access

" ",' fo 'managementanddecisionmakingpositions. ." ..
. . ~,

Hewlett Packard (Case Two) is currently developing a joint Information Technology Certificate
,Programme with Athlone Institute of Technology. It is envisaged that this will involve some

~, distance learning whereby the students involved will utilise the company's laboratory facilities
" instead of those at Athlone Institute of Technology. The company has also run a continuing

education programme to fund employees wl1O.pursueformally recognised qualifications, from
certificate through to Master's degrees. The main Programmes: NOW, SURP (Continuing
Education Programme) allow for funding of programmes where employees wish to undertake

", a formally recognised qualification. In 1999, 22 per cent of their Ink-Jet Business Staff
")~undertook.formal education, funded by Hewlett Packard. Of these, 60 per cent took

Certificate level, 20 per cent Diploma, 12 per cent Degree and 8 per cent Masters level
Education. These courses chosen broke down as 38 per cent in TechnicaVEngineering, 19
per cent in IT, 38 per cent in Business areas and 5 per cent in the area of Quality Assurance.
There are no gender specific data available for course participation.

-
, The SET employers surveyed in this study indicated there is a recognition that measures such

~. as financiaVothefsupports for continuing education (e.g. payment of fees, study time); training
programmes (single sex or mixed); formally devised joint programmes with Universities/
Institutes of Technology leading to a formal qualification, can contribute to meeting skill
requirements; improving lifelong learning and can work in an Irish context. Such measures
"have been piloted, replicated and institutionalised as 'good practice' in a limited number of
companies to date, as a way of meeting the company's business objectives. The payback for
companies can be significant but no research has been undertaken to systematically assess

,tile effectiveness and return on investment to companies arising from these measures.

Promoting Work/life Balance through Flexible Working and Leave Arrangements
(

De~and for. flexible working arrangements to accommodate a more diverse range of
empl~yees' were initially sought by the Employment Equality Agency. In 1996 the Agency
argued that such initiatives bring potential benefits to industry in term of:

i

. Recruiting quality employees; ,

Retaining effective employees;
MQtivatingstaff to higher levels of productivity;
Reducing levels of employee stress;
Reducing levels of sick leave/absenteeism;
Improving the company's reputation/image; and
Improving co-operation between socials partners.

.

.

.

.

I.. t3. .., I,

.

.0
v\ f..~i~ ,,#.., J"; . J t

" ,p , The,sp~c~ic working time measures currently being applied in industry cover the following:
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"

Working Time Arrangements
Job-sharing

Flexitime
Flexiplace

Part-time working
Term-time working

In Aer Rianta (Case One) job-sharing, flexitime, teleworking have all been successfully
introduced. Hewlett Packard seek 'An environment that encourages employees and
managers to work together to achieve common company objectives for business success,
while creating opportunities for balancing work with other life activities'. In practice, the
company offers a range of flexible work options: flexible workweek, flexible start times,
working from home, time in lieu, part-time working/job-sharing and shift options. LOTUS and
Aer Rianta have also introduced home-based or teleworking to facilitate requests from staff
for such arrangements.

. , The response of companies to this. study suggests that there is support for the
i'~ "r, :::introduction/extension of this measure in SET sectors. All of the companies that had
.' ,introduced 'family friendly' measures have retained them, and in many companies they have

been extended. In Hewlett Packard options aimed at promoting harmony between work and
family life have increased and improved, as needs have changed. Each year, as part of
Hewlett Packard's Business Initiatives, 'Work Life Harmony' is allocated to a Senior Manager
to sponsor. This Manager then works with a team of people to review current strategies and
propose any changes that are required due to new legislation, changing needs of employees
and the changing demands of their business.

The Programme for Prosperity and Fairness (2000) committed the social partners to a flexible
working arrangement promotion campaign. Though not confined to SET employment, a day
(1 March 2001) was assigned nationally to further family friendly arrangements within all
.companies, and to assist them to think imaginatively about what flexible options they could
.offer to their employees.

,
The range of leave options that companies have introduced to facilitate existing and future
staff included:

Leave Arrangements

Career Breaks
MaternityLeave-
Paternity Leave
Adoption Leave
Parental Leave

Compassionate/Bereavement Leave
Emergency Leave
Eldercare Leave

Care for People with Disabilities
Sabbatical Leave

The following arrangements are available to staff in Aer Rianta (Case One): Career Breaks,
Anticipatory Leave, Maternity Leave and Paternity Leave. In Hewlett Packard (Case Two)

'. personal leave of absence for 6 weeks to 12 months is available toe.deal with domestic
personal issues; in addition to bereavement leave, community service leave, paternity leave,
special personal leave, force majeure leave"pi:D-~lltal~Ieave,adoptive leave are also available.

Based on the experience of companies- such as Aer Rianta and others outside SET
(Humphreys 2001), including the~lrish-:-ei\tit-SePJice(Humphreys, Drew and Murpl:1y1999), the
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re~earch indicates that in order to maximize the benefits and minimise-any costs to industry,
f. ~"i.' .. _ . ' '. ';to',,.,--,.:-, . ,,'_ '"1"',1,:;. I ; ~

flexible work practices need to: ' . '"

I" , , ...'r-be'promotedfqil'(j ~s'edbY'ITIimagersa~ well as,staff;
,_",' "~~r" beJ.nt~o~uced al)d m.(;inaged by trained HR/Personnel Department staff;
, '" ;:.'be aovertised widely in staff newsletters, brochures, and leaflets;

. be supported with information e.g. calculations of take home pay when job-sharing
<' k _ ',r! ., ~h" .etc.,~nd,estaQlished'networks for employees on emplQyment breaks to 'Stay in

" " "UhT ouch'; "'" t'" '

,.' stress the benefits from such practices to employers (lower turnover and

re~~uitme.l1t,costs) and employees (lower stress and higher productivity);

" No quantifiable evidence is available to assess the outcomeslbenefits from these actions
within Irish companies. International experience however, indicates the type of benefits that
can'arise. Glaxco Wellcome R &'0' actively sought to minimise the 'loss of experienced female
scientists through a range of positive actions, including encouraging female candidates,
'ensuring a 'gender check' in selection, and providing childcare supports and flexible working.

, By introducing these measures, the company considers that they have reduced unwanted
, ' '{'staff loss and have increased the percentage of women returning after maternity leave from

, 040 per cent in' 1988 to almost 90 per cent in 1994. In addition, women's representation
od:ainOngstsenior staff managers and research managers has increased from 19 per cent to 28

per cent between 1990 and 1994 (OTI/Opportunity 2000). " "

ill'"

"'; t (.;
"

.01

Childeare

'Aer Rianta (Case One) was the first company in Ireland to open a nursery for its employees.
In addition, the company runs summer camps for 3 weeks for,children aged 3-8 years. Other
companies, including Telecom Eireann (and in the non-SET sector, Universities, Bank of
Ireland) have followed this lead in response to demand for company-based childcare from
their employees.
~~ .,,' ~;_:.~ , i ~ .~ ~ ..; "'", ~ \ :

Yet other companies have adopted different approaches in response to the preferences of
" ;their own employees. HewlettPackard (Case two) have an arrangement with a local creche to
i,hold places for the children of their employees. In a survey conducted among the company's

, ' ,;",staff,they found that most employees preferred to seek childcare close to their own homes as
,:'sopposed to their workplace. Other employers advertise for childcare places in women's
,\. homes to encourage women to enter or remain in their company.

I..

;:,,'J ' jiAlong with 'Family Friendly' policies, childcare was identified as "a cornerstone of future social
and economic progress" by the Programme for Prosperity and Fairness (2000: 6). The
demand for affordable childcare was reiterated in the focus group discussions, interviews and

(among some survey respondents. There is going evidence that Irish companies are:recognising the need for childcare support to parents through measures such as: sharing
; centre-based childcare facilities'with 'other local employers; buying places in existing childcare

service; helping to establish a group of local family daycarers (childminders); providing
business expertise to help local childcare services improve their quality (e.g. budgeting,
personnel policies); creating lists of reliable services available locally and lobbying

i government for subsidies towards childcare. To date no formal evaluation of such measures
has/could be und~rtaken since most are still in the early or pilot phase.

Other Worlcing Practices
....

, Ap~rtfrom the measures outline above a number of additional forms of action have been
! ~secfby employers: . ,,'
~ ,
~;"r1 ,8

.
")C~: ":.Jr ~
-:oy.,:£. 1~li;-'iN

'\ ,

Promoting "quality' part-time employment opportunities e.g. at management level;
Provision of career guidance/planning to SET and other staff;
Supporting combinations of flexible working arrangements e.g. career breaks,

,,'followed byjob~sharing on return to employment; phased retirement through part-time
employment;tmixed place'working (home/workplace);

,
11!.'
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Flexible long-term and short-term leave arrangements for carers (of children~,the elderly
or of peoplewith a disability/illness); }. I

Recruitment to shorter working hours (e.g. 30-32 per week) for new recrujts and
.phased in, over a period of time, for existing employees; .,; . - . ('10., .
Tax/social welfare advice on the implications for individualan~ dual earners of adoption
of these options. .

"t!l '

.

.

A key success factor in these measures relates to the' emphasis on thii economic benefits of
such initiatives to the employer. Apart from advertising flexible working time and leave
arrangements, the results of these initiatives indicate that potential SET staff need to be
convinced that well defined career paths exist and that the company is prepared to invest in
training/education/development to promote women and men into existing and future posts.
This requires a commitment by the company to valuing the staff that avail of such forms of
flexible working to eliminate an negative associations with the 'invisible glass ceiling'.

6.4.3 Corporate Culture
. . .. ..'_.:::: ,"'-. \. r

A number of contributQrs to the,study. in focus groups. interviews and ,in.the survey of SET
employers, pointed to aspects of corporate culture in some SET sectors/companies.that could

~ be alienating to women employees. This is. particularly the case in engineering where
women's representation is lowest. and also in functional areas across SET. such as
production. Hence a number of companies have introduced measures to address this issue.
These include:

. Demonstrated Management Commitment to Equality/Diversity in the workplace

. Managing Diversity -, .1:

. Networking

. Equality Audit/Reviews
'. '1{,' t ;;.r:J

Demonstrated Management Commitment to EqualltylOlverslty In the workplace
-;: J..;,;. ''-J

A number of companies have recognised the vital importance of senior management
commitment to the potential success of any measures that might be introduced. This

-approach has been emphasised by the social partners and leading companies: An example of
this approach can be found in Aer Rianta's stated commitment to achieving equality in a
range of areas with a programme of measures (see Case One, Appendix E). aimed at
redressing the gender imbalance that existed at management and professional level. Another
example can be seen in LOTUS Development Ireland where a similar commitment was
signalled in the 'Operating Principles' that underlie the company's core values:

,-'

LOTUS Operating Principles'

" Commit to excellence

Insist on integrity
. "'7f8afpeople fairly; Value Diversity ~

Communicate openly, honestly, and directly
Listen with an open mind; Learn from everything

Take responsibility; Lead by example
Respect, trust, and encourage others

Encourage risk taking
Establish purpose before action

Work as a team
Have fun.

l'. "

'"

't "'. __ J,' ~a:: r , ,.,..t .
Such approacheshave the advantageof der1)onstratingthatcQmpan!esare seriousabout
valuing their employees and that they have, or are open to, puttir:tQin place mechanisms -
polices, procedures and practices - to ensure equality. Th~ value of this approach was
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-recognised inthe WITS Food Industry,NQW Project (Case.3) in which no prior EO/Diversity

policies existed. AsstlOwn in theSUFV9Y-in-Section 5, 28 per cent of the SET companies

8J5', -,;surveyed .hac;!,adoP!f3~Lsoql§folJTl,of equality policy wrile others are considering or preparing

v11:m p::! todqso.,1f1,.", . ';!"':;!r.-~ ,~-'':"1i)~'I' \!;'J YI, .

r-~c:x'1:-/r~ 1.,",0'"'..~,J"..~ ..:"~r'Cr g'/&. 0) ~;l',1!1 .: '( ~ ,.,;ip.if

y "f<\.~ /I!IanaglngDlverslw':" :1,"':; . . '0'

l "'f :..\ 1f ~;" "..."1 ',t ;r ;: ~ .'; ") ~ ! w#:: '.

I 1\:,""~,,,,,Creating ~\ya(eness alT!0ng staff of gender difference can .be important in helping companies
.: .to enforce merit-based p~actice. ,Diversity programmes have been successfully introduced into

Irish companies e.g. Hewlett Packard and in Lotus with their Fair Play Programme. Such
programmes help companies to adjust to differingemployee /leeds and to value differences
among the SET workforce.

Based on the qualitative-findingsof this study, there 'are perceived benefits to be derived from
adapting and extending management styles, particul~ulyin technical fields where managers
have not been exposed to 'soft' or 'people management' skills during their education/career in
SET. Research, development and pilotingfor the MIDASProject (Case Four) showed that a

, range of keycompetenciesare requiredto manage diversityat seniormanagementlevel.The
I. competencymodelthat evolvedJromthis study puts,a balanced emphasis on demonstrated
, .leadership;' .str~tegic vision; change management; people 'management; developing self and

}, :"others; commitment to 'diversity'and the bl;lsiness; managing relationships and knowledge of
.diversity.Among SET professionals, tech[1ical"competence is 'assumed, given the education
.and w<?rkexperience specifications for such posts. However there would appear to be a gap

olln relation to management skills. This gap was specificallyaddressed in relation to women in
SET in the food industry (Case Three) where general managerial needs were emphasised.,.

Networking

Networkingamong women in SET is seen as one of the most effective methods of supporting
women in employment. As stated.at the Women in_Science qonference in Brussels 1999,
'networks of women help, support and empower members in their careers'. They also help
inform,encourageand motivategirlsand youngwome"to choose scientificsubjects. These
internal and external networks can provide databases of role lTIodelsand mentors for
individualsand organisationsthat require them. In Ireland Women intoTechnologyand
Science (WITS)was established to encouragemOrewomen into SET and to provide a
Sf.jpportnetwork through which memberswould have a frameworkfor interactionand as

i't:!.members of which they could attend public lectures/seminarsand conferences.Similar
I,activjties 'areprovidedbynetworksoutsid~IrelandincludingtheUKbased:

tJ:'lJ ,\Jf~; \.!

,;, :ii.. -<"" '.1' .,AWISE Association for Women in Science and Engineering
.;fliT .F))\~, , ~"EWSF Edinburgh Women's Science Forum

~'~!..,., WES Women's Engineering Society :-

. WiC Women into Computing
'1 _. '.WISE Women into Science and Engineering

. Women Chemists' Committee of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

SET 'networks can contribute to reducing the isolation felt by some women in SET
employment. They can also encourage women to participate in decision-making processes
and in influencing scientific institutions and their corporate cultures. In addition, 'networked'
women in SET posts have collectively campaigned to ensure that women have access to,

'3"51 returnto-arid progresswithin scientificcareers,for exampleby lobbyingtheir employersfor
..:.i'it>.onofamily friendly 'policies. Finally across the' EU women in SET have lobbied both nationally and

il)ternationally and taken part in policy debates, involving both genders, in order to improve
the gender balance in SET research and research policy, as well as the position of women in
science and science policy generally. The importance of networks is also acknowledged by
the European Commission by an initiative in 1999 to establish links with Europe's existing
networks of women scientists. The objectives were to enhance their participation in the 5th
Framework Programme and to provide women sdientists with information and opportunities to
contribute to scientific research.

I
,lUll

liP.'
I
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Equality Audit/Reviews .-..'

One mechanism for assessing and monitoring companies is due to be eXtended into private
sector companies by the government, through the Equality Authority, "using Equality
Review/Audits. Such audits provide the opportunity to have gender equality data al')alysed
impartially by an independent reviewer/auditor and for advice and support to be given on
issues aimed at rectifying gender imbalances and improving policies, procedures and
practices in relation to achieving equality. The use of Equality Review/Audits can supplement
internal auditing, monitoring and review of all gende(::relatedstatistics. AerRianta-developed
an Equal Opportunities monitoring system in 1995. - .

Indirect Measures Aimed at Attracting and Retaining Women in SET
Occupations.

..., :....

.,6.5.:I,.lntroductlon "',.; ,Cj'.. i ' .i,)~f}" .' .~' iA.;'

!.!1'~:;(1':'Inc;lirect'measures are supporting measures,. int}'od~ced at se~torar' o~,govemlrt~n~~1~i~~el
..L . ,aimed 'at augmenting, promoting and encOlJragingthe adoption of 'good practice' within

, ,...~.. r' individual companies. These are dealt with in terms of supports for: recruitment/retention; for
\". ", I women' returners to SET and the labour market; and for promoting a more positive
.' environmentfor SET. In this Sectionof report,we reviewthe useof suchmeasuresto date.,. :-" ..

6.5.2 Recruitment/Retention Policy Measures

{,Ir""O'i',J:
,q::.~C:- (!-~

" . 'tf

",

..'

The type of measures that have been tried to date have been in the following areas:
I ~..

. Encouraging Women into'SET Employment'
Childcare ,;;t
Second Chance Entrants- ,; .

Promotion of Flexible Family Friendly Work Arrangements

.

.

.

.Encouraging Women into SET Employment

During the 1990s a number of UK companies made a concerted effort to promote'women, in
industry through the Opportunity 2000 initiative. With the support of the UK Department of
Trade and Industry, SET companies. such as Rank Xerox, GlaxcoWellcome, Unilever and
Esso UK actively encouraged women.Into higher level positions in management with a view to
improving business competitiveness through the talent and skills of their workforce. This
involved encouraging women in to science, engineering and technology occupations.

In addition to emphasising an attractive work environment and career prospects, govemments
(e.g. Germany) have adopted policies aimed at providing funding to younger/older women
who would not otherwise have been able to select/transfer/progress in SET careers. The
stlccess of such financial measures (mainly aimed at women into. Academe) has been
demonstrated through the Daphne Jackson Programme in the UK and HISPII and HISPIII
programmes since 1990 in Germany (see below).

.' "

The IEI and WITS, together with schools, have successfully piloted a day (7/4/01) to 'Take
.your Daughters to Work' under the STEPs Initiati'(e to promote SET careers among girls.

",,:Imaginative modes of communication that could be developed in this a~eainclu,de:

". . ". ;,-...

,,'

.. -Media:campaigns .
Open days
Exhibitions .

Advertisements/media launches
Web sites l · "'. F

:1 ,-'-.' ....

(. '.. '- .
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aimed at women's magazines, portraying positive and diverse role models, stressing the
positive aspects of SET car,e~rs and utilising WITS material on women's achievements in. ~ . .
SEJ_.~ .,..?' '"j I ~tlr(' )"

Chlldcare
... ,

As the survey of companies in Section five shows, SET employers have to date not
,! '> i,ntroduced rpeasures to prQvide workplace creches or financial assistance for private/locally

," bas~d creches. However, a small number of respondents to the survey, along with focus
group 9iscussants and interviewe~s sought a broader range of childcare supports from their

,SE.T.~mployees. Government policy, through the National Childcare Strategy (2000), has
sougl1t to expand childcare provision within the formal economy, by offering financial
induqements .and tax concessions to childcare providers, rather than paying subsidies to
users or allowing childcare JObe tax deductible. Further support will be available under the
National Development Plan to encourage additional childcare facilities through a new Capital
Grant Scheme available to independent childcare service providers. In its budget of

; December2001, the Govemment allocated additional r.esources,for child benefit to all
. iP~.r~l)t.s. ," e ..
t';~ 4" .~ ':'~ !

Sec~:mp9hance Entrants
~" ;"

Given the deficit in women's representation-in SET and recent demographic changes in
Ireland, there will be a continuing reduction in the number of school-leavers seeking third level

''''I' '", )Lplaces. One growing source of additional undergraduate students is through targeting 'second
" ! 't.~ chance' entrants inc;:luding women. Many of these require pre-entry bridging courses to

'I .~facilitate their entry in to SET,.programmes. According to Scottish experience (Cronin et a!.
'1,' 1999), wQmen are more Iik~ly to''Complete such courses and are more likely toproceed to

, L I, !;kunive~sitythan men. It was/ecognised-that§tudentsWhosucceededon thesecourseswere
, .;-, ge~erally highly ,motivated" but that female 'students were more likely to opt for courses

, ,I~ading to health scien~es qr primary teaching in preference to science. Further inducements,
such as bu~saries,!rnight be possible ,to target women into engineering and computer science
specifically. . ~

. ,,.

t;'romotion ~f Flexible Family Friendly Work Arrangements

Since 1~8~, Irish Governments have supported 'work sharing' and leave arrangements in the
"I < "", civil and public service, initiallyas a job sheddingmeasure(Drew 1990). Flexibleworking

,arrangements are now recognised,as a way of retaining staff particularly now that recruitment
IL is becomingmoredifficultand the poolof potentialand actualapplicantsis falling.While the

", GovernmentJ:lasbeenmore successfulin prom~ting'family friendly' measuresin the public
sphere, the response from. private industry has ,been much slower. From the survey
responses there is a signal that companies would welcome support - to motivate and/or
reward employers who promote 'work/life balance' through flexible Y{orking and leave
arrangements.

14-,.;:,.1..,

The Irish Government has already given its support for such measures by making provision
for the promotion of family friendly arrangements under the PPF aimed at encouraging
employers to provide family/friendly working conditions, particularly for employees with caring
responsibilities (male and female).,Since companies recognise that there could be a 'cost' in
making available flexitime, part~time~ob-sharingarrangements, term time working and other
fa~ily frielldly !nitiatives, support by government and the social partners is considered critical
if higher leyels of adoption across SET companies is to be achieved.

l

6.5.3 Targeting Women Returners
l'

'.': v'Women who have left the labour market totally for ~ome period of time, often for family-
related r~as0!1srepresent a significant pool of SET skills (most notably in science) in Ireland,

.,according ,toJhe C~nsus data pres~nted if'l Section 2. A number of measures in this area have
.. 'Jal.~o b.~er:ttested in'lreland~and/or internationally. These include:
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. Recruitmentof womenreturnersintoSETcareers I r ~t)," . ~j

Establishment of a Women Returners Network c., '!- ", 'J

Continuing education opportunities for women returners with SET qualifications
Financial supports for qualified women returners.

.

.

.

Recruitment of Women Returners into SETCareers
, ,

Employers can exert a strong influence on potential 100 seekers by%stressirigttfe range of.working conditions that will appeal to them. The survey of SET compa~ies~'lri'Section 5'
"r" showed that only 10 per cerit of employers had targeted recruitment'at wom'eri~Who..hadbeen

outside the labour market. For wome'nwho have had only limited or fragmented attachment to
employment, some form of transition may be essential. FAs -have recognised this.:need and
responded by running 'Return to Work' courses targeted at women, for several decades. The
FAs Employment Fair in 2001 is an example of such a promotional measure to attract older
persons, including women returners back into the labour market.

The Case of Hewlett Packard demonstrates the effective'ness of back-to~worK'1nitiativesin
. that this measure has been used for two programmes of company recruitmerlt"andihvestmemt
in new staff. Depending upon the qualifications held or acquiredl.,these programmes. include
confidence building and career planning in addition to technicaILJp-skilling'and updating. fJ '>-

. .

Establishment of a Women Fieturners Network' ri ~l~;;...j~:'i. ii.r; "t' .li( fJ

.\ L. ':-' _:'~ ~. b ..1,.... ,, . , '.
." j , . ,Key supports have been found to be needed by women returnen:ftO assist them in accessing
..' . '~;"information about job prospects and working arrangements in'Companies.To assisfwomen in

.accessing employment and companies seeking female labour; ther'Women"Returners'
. t',t "Network (WRN) operates in the UKj in association with"the GROW Trust. Since '1992 they
'c,': ""have established a database that helps employers to become 'family'friendly'. In addition this

database assists'"individuals to answer questions relatihg tol wo'rk'aridftrainhi'goptions. Access
-; to the database by potential' women returners is via a telephone'h'elpllne andl'a]so via the

. "WRN website:httD://wWw.women-returners.co.(Jk;' No suclir'network'for"returriersexistsin
Ireland. " ,

"

Continuing Education Opportunities for Women Returners With SET Qualifications

.,

The Expert Group identified a range of skill shortages and forecast demand for people with
higher-level SET qualifications through to post-doctoral level. Fot Women' returners to
contribute to meeting these skill/qualification' demands, supports are'reqiJired for women who
might take time off to study for Degree/DiplomalMasters and/or Doctoral qualifications. Such
supports are available to staff in companies such as LOTUS, including company (or joint
sponsorship)in the formofgrants/reducedrateloans , .. "), .. J ;~...

Financial Supports for Women'Returners

A positive action measure tQ help women returners into scientific careers was successfUlly
-" ..., ..t> .' .'.' -~.'.' -'1" .' .' ,_ or

established in the UK through the Dorothy Hodgkin Fellowship Progr'amme/~Though"riot
restricted to women, the programme encourages women to>appl-y-ano' has~proved every
significant for women scientists. The fellowships offer a salary for fotJr years, research
expenses grant, alongside part or full-time appointments and some funds for 'family support'
(such as short term childcare) as well as career' advice, .mentorihg ':andnetworking
opportunities. Also in the UK, the Daphne Jackson Programme assists women' seeking to
return to a scientific career and is regarded highly as an intervention 'supporting women
(ETAN 2000, DTI/Opportunity 2000 1995). ' , < «' _

1.:' . " ,\mo\tl; gfl!,c;I':"'h.l t.';.d
A similar initiative was introduced in 1990 in Germany under the HS!:,II Progr~r:nme(now
replaced by HSPIII for 1996~2000)'.The'objectivewas tci design'promotion"pr6d~dures -(for
doctoral level studiesrto suit women's needs;; to provide' systema~1r:1foiri1ation and to
develop specific measures for Women'scientists' (such, as-th05e'lJiurTrotiiTif::'re-~ntry).The
intention was to raise the number of women available'--at,doCtOrallavel to 'that" pertaining
among women graduates - c.40 per cent. In the long-tet:m--tbe_programmehoped to ensure
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that there would b.ea sufticientlylarge number of women candidates for-academic.chairs that
became vacant in the 1990s. ~ln'1998, more than 10,000 women scientists Teceived1undiny
under the programme and the "hi1tialeffects on appointments can now--be~seen"L~ETAN2000:
129). There are no more detailed statistics published on this,initiativ&.

The' HSPIII programme also provides performance related parameters and has abandoned
.age lin:'its,introduced of flexibleworkinghours, childcare supplements to fellowships, as well
,as.mpasurestq~upport the re-entrypf women into science after a family phase, and contract
fellowships, for example to women on parental leave. The HSPIII Programme is seen as the
mo~t i~p~rtant.rnainstreaming action to implement equality in..science (ETAN2000). While
filling~cad~mic,~ETchairs by ensuringa better gender balance is not the objectiveof this
stydy,theprinciplebehindthe HSPProgrammesis an interestingonethatcould be replicated
in Irelandto meet higher levelskill shortages(requiringMasters;Doctoralor Post-Doctoral
qualificationsin SETJields),identifiedby theExpertGroup.t__ 1\..,.. .

ii' it '''~I ,

6.5.4 SET Promotion and Monitoring
~",...-

.171addition to measures aimed at targeting women returners into SET careers, other actions
aimed at promoting S.ET occupations to girls and women have been introduced. These
interventions are dealt with under the following ,headings:,

; L t
---."

Awareness Raising
Data gathering/monitoring
Representation in SET Decision-Making
Industry/Education Measures
Implementing ETAN
Encouraging Girls into Engineering/Computerscience.

-"". .
..

'" ...
Awareness Raising

The recent launch of the national media campaigns involving the Institute of Engineers Ireland,
and the Department ,of Education and Science is an example of a joint initiative between the
government and a professional 'institution. It provides a model for similar campaigns and joint
efforts to'attract more girls into'computing and physics. It is too early at the present time tq
assess'thesUcce~s of this measure'in Ireland. ,~

t, , ' . '

Data gathering/monitoring

"

The importance of collecting and monitoring SET statistics is recognised and promoted by the
European Commission. Several projects commenced in 2000, with support by the

" Commission aimed at mapping existing data on women in scientific employment in the EU'
~Memb~rStates and designing and collecting statistical indicators on women in science. In a
.Council ,Resolution of May 20 1999 Member States were invited to take action on gender
balanc,e,in SE! and to set up a national Steering Committee to monitor progress at national
level, in defining gender(ed) indicators and in the gendering of national statistics. Under the
Program for Prosperity and Fairness (PPF), a co-ordinated strategy involving the relevant
Government Departments, the Equality Authority and the Central Statistics Office is
deyeloping a system 'for the collection and dissemination of disaggregated statistics.on
women in the labour market.

..

Representation In SET Decision-Making
/ . .

.At EU level, ETAN (2000) has called for: a minimum of 30 per cent of both genders on EU key
committees and panels by 2002 and 40 per cent by 2005; gender bala'nce in nominations for
fELLscientific committees; an increased number of women at grades A1-A3in the Research
'Dir~ctorate-General; and funding available only for meetings where there are a sufficient
number of women speakers. Similar demands and commitments have been made in relation
to Irish government agencies/committees, seeking ~epresentationot lio less than 40 per cent
of either gender in the government nominees' on such bodies. To date the impact has been
extremely uneven and as with data relating to education and the labour market, greater

b ,..,
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monitoring of progress towards meeting declared EU and government policy in pursuing
genderbalancein SETdecisionmaking,is required. 0 - -: 1;"_

J , I' ~ ' \, " i

Industry/Education Measures .' .'

A major focus of the Expert Group was to extend and expand third'level courses to ensure
that a pool of science, engineering and computer science graauates would be' available to
meet demands for SET skills. As the Hewlett Packard and food" company cases show,
collaboration between industry and the education sector is an effectiv~ .way of up-skilling the
pool of existing employees, The government, through the Department of Education and
Science could proactively encourage this co-operation further by allocating further funding to
such programmes, with the requirement that not less than 40 per cent of either gender availed
of course uptake. In this way, specific skills needs could be addre~sed while ensuring that the
measure would reduce rather than contribute to the under representation ofwomen in SET. A
further measure could be to waive fees on graduate SET programmes provided that wo/men
were not less than 40 per cent of those taking such courses.

..Implementing ETAN ~ ;,.' \, -. .. I" . i , '.
.~ '"). . '" 'r I" ~ 'j

A key recommendation by the ETAN team (ETAN 2000) was. to mainstream gender.equality
into the Sixth Framework Action Programme and into Member State programmes that fund
science and technology. The report also seeks support for female arid male scientistsr 'one
time grants' to provide innovative funding for women, resources for' networks and other
initiatives. While the main focus of the ETAN report relates to women in academe the repo~
also places a strong emphasis on the need to: eliminate the gender pay gap, monitor and
review women's representation in industry, and provide financial incentives for the equality
agenda. \

"

Encouraging Girls Into EnglneerlngAT
. .. I .

Opportunity 2000, since its inception in 1991, sought to improve women's employment
opportunities. By 1995 it had 300 organisations signed up, representing 25 per cent of the UK
workforce. It extended its agenda beyond. employment to working' with, employers to
encourage girls into SET, by schooVindustry links, providing a mobile technology laboratory,
(the WISE Bus), sample engineering courses and conferences aimed at girls. Although driven
by industry, the Opportunity 2000 initiative represents a model that could be adapted for Irish
conditions with support from the Social Partners and Government..

Conclusions

This Section has sought to outline the range of measures that have beenintroduced to date
aimed at addressing SET skill. shortages and the under-representation of women in SET
posts. It has shown that the measures currently being applied are e>.ctremelydiverse, while
some are non-SET sector specific, others are pertinent to SET employers ~nly.

~ .' """

- . '. ~ '.. "': ( ~

In relation to active recruitment practices, there is evidence from the. survey and company
cases that proactive measures have been tried by some compan"iesand have 'been deemed
potentially useful by others. However, in order to effectively address SET skills shortages and
raise the level of women's participation a more concerted and SET - specific approach would
appear to be required.

Examples of targeted r:ecruitmentof women retumersarelimited,am,o.ng the SEJ"Rompanies\.
surveyed and from interviews conducted for the study. This suggests that employers may not
be fully aware of the size and educational calibre of the pool of women with.sEt 'qualifications
that have exited from the labour market. Support for affirmative action or'for.campaigns (such
as Opportunity 2000) to attract/retain women in SET have not yef been)rioo in an Irish
context. Specific supports for women returners into SET, such. 8sa. specific network, a
database of 'good practice' companies, 'second chance'_ educational programmesand

. ... .1 't ::"
,
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finan.9i~1supports for women continuing in education, do not as yet exist in Ireland, though
such -measmes-havebeen successfully introduc~d in other member states.

T~-e: ~ie~ indicates th~'. a wider range" otineasures aimed- at retention, rather than
recroit.rnent"have.been tested to date in Irish companies. As the survey of SET companies

-showed, there is evidence of commitment to the development of existing SET staff among
such 'c9mpanies. Measures to link into educational programmes at University/Institute of

-'(':,;Ir~,<?hnology'leyel,have beenlpiloted, e.g. under -EU supported, ,prograr;nmes. Examples of,
1~mily friendly practices ~re ~~ident; The PPF commitment to developing family friendly
practices supports such measures and signals that moves towards promoting work/life
balance .are likeiy to 'accelerate and be more widely adopted over the next 12-24 months.
Despite' the av~ilability of.tax incentives to childcareproviders, there is no indication that the

- majority of SET employers have actively ~ought to provide in-company childcare facilities,
thqugh the,e is a shift by some cOl11paniestowards establishing links with community-based
chiidca,re..most notably in the IT/electronics sectors. ..--
pth~r retention ,measures, including gender proofing of selection and promotion procedures
,and developing career planning and mentorirygprogrammes to assist staff in advancing within
companies and initiating changes in the corporate culture, have been tried in a small number
Qf cor,npanies. To disseminate the positive experiences of companies a 'good practice' model
is needed to assist other SET employers in the adoption/extension of these p'ractices and in
subsequent benchmarking and auditing. i.- - , ., "

; f ." , ~. ' . . .~, .
In' relation to promotion and monitoring of SET employment such measures are still at the

.initial or pilot stages in most EU States. It is envisaged that gendered SET statistics will be
'available in ttie future. Representation (at >30 per cent) of women on SET-related decision-
making bodies.is sought across the EU and has not yet been achieved in Ireland.'I ~ iI I' . '. ..f .

The~e~iue'positive examples of measures to promote industry/education linkages, including
the Accelerated Technician Programmes though most have not as yet beertgender specific.
A further recent joint initiative by the -Departmentof Education and Science and the Institute of
Engineers Ireland is aimed at raising the level of female enginee~,_ QY apdressing the
campaignat schoolgirls.. . _ .-

.. ".;0, . , . '..,,~;:)"'1'nr ft~ ).Iv'~ I"' 'u;, dCi.rrfl I .~. .

Overall the review of measuresnas indicated that a number of measures have been tested in
Ireland and elsewhere aimed at encouraging greater recruitment/retention of women into SET

~ I -, ,J'''' _ . ... . - , . ,- -." '. ,", - . ,". I ~ -.,. '.. ,".

'. '>'employment. However, it has also-revealed that spch actions t6 date have been limited in
scale ancfscope and have not as yet been formally evaluated. A concerted and co-ordinated
strategy aimed specifically at addressing skill shortages through targeted actions to increase
recruitment and retention of women into SET occupations has not yet been developed or

:': '(,. "irri'plem~nted in Ireland or indeed elsewher~: Drawing cin the-limited exper'ience of measures
::'~)" '> .,to 'date,'outlined In'~hissection of theniport, ana on the other findiJ1gsofthe study;,'we outline

i 1"" . . th8ke~telem'entsof s'iJcha strategy.inthe final sectionot-the'repo~'- Section7:°0-':
P:':~.':.,f~I;.t.;: a.,ngi,i~,; 1s1'i,;-'-l,f'!;'" .. :! 1" . ~p: ..,.! -.}fT\' \\1 '';.1 a.;.'~;.,,'" ~..n ')J1U ..\1),

l.>i.
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7. Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations
, ,

7.1 r . Introduction
,,'

The final section of the report pr~sents the overall findings, conclusions and
recommendations arising from the analysis. It reviews the context for the study; that of
increasing skill shortages and the growing policy focus on the adoption of specific initiatives
aimed at addressing such shortages. Section 7.2 presents the key findings of the report
covering forecast skill shortages, the pattern of women's employment in SET, the key factors
influencing women's participation in SET occupations, and an outline of the key measures
that have been examined, aimed at addressing women's under-representation in SET
occupations.

Section 7.3 presents the main conclusions arising from this analysis. In coming to the
conclusions the report draws upon the:-

statistical analysis of women's participation in SET occupations and related :educational
programmes (Section 2); ., ;'
review of national and international literature (Section 3);
views of key stakeholders and of women with SET qualifications (Section 4);
experience of SET employers (Section 5); ,

review of measures to address women's under-representation in SET (Section 6).

Having presented the main conclusions, Section 7.4 outlines our recommendations aimed at
developing a strategy and related actions for the recruitment, retention and promotion of
women in SET occupations. ' ,

r" ..'

7.2

7.2.1
Key Findings

The Potential Role of Women In Addressing SET Skill Shortages

Section 1 highlightedthe findings from the Expert Group that the most acute SET skill
shortagesare occurringamongengineering/computerprofessionalsand technicians. This
indicationof excess demandfor engineers/computerprofessionalsand technicalstaff has
beenreinforcedby thesurveyresponsespresentedinSection5.

The earlier Sections of this report have also highlighted the continuing, if slowly improving,
under-representation of women in SET sectors and occupations. Section ,2 specifically
showed the relatively high levels of women with science qualifications, compared with very
low and moderate levels of women with engineering and computer science qualifications
respectively. It also illustrated the degree of segregation in SET occupations where women
are more likely to be.employed as associate professionals (e.g. as technicians in science and
engineering and as IT programmers) than as professionals (engineers, software specialists or
managers). This pattern was also clearly discernible in the survey of SET companies. '

Section 2 also showed that there are a substantial number of well-qualified women, mainly
with science qualifications, who were not in the labour market in 1996 and who could be
potential returners to the SET sector.

In considering the type and applicability of measures required to address skill sho,rtages
through raising female representation, it is critical to consider each of the tl)ree sectors of SET
separately. It is in engineering that women form the lowest proportion of professionals and
technicians. This minority pattern is replicated among women holding engineering
qualifications and in the proportion of female undergraduate places in engineering. Since,tl)e
pool of women with engineering qualifications in non-SET employment is small, it is unlikely
that labour market related measures addressed at women alone could have a dramatic or
immediate impact on this sector. Rather, shortages in engineering point to the longer-term
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need to attract more-girls into engineering as a car.eer,...andto the need to ensure that women
- ~ H1who ,ha~estudied engineering can ,access the t~rms and conditions of employment that wit!

encourage them to remain within the SET sector. '," -,

These~constraintsdo not exist in science'where there are a substantial-nll1'11be'r-ot<WGmeWWffi1
science qualifications not in the labour m'arkei, plusan-additional=pool=Ofo:qualifiedwomen in

~D,on-SE;['emploYment. ,This potential labour supply far exc~eds the forecast demand for
'-Iscience"professionalsand technicians envisaged by the Expert Group. This points to the need
fo 'explore-the possibility of offering re/up-skilling opportunities to such women scientists in
areas of identified ~kill shortages in engineering and computer .sciences.

Skill demands in the computer software sector remain high. Employment patterns in Section
2 indicate -that a larger number of women than men do not hold third level qualifications.
However, the relatively high level of female participation on postgraduate computer science
degree courses, suggests ah awareness an~ willingness by women,to take up studies in this
area. This points to the potential to re-skilVup-skillwomen wlth.SE:r qualifications to fill likely
skill needs in the computer software area, and 'possibly also In engineering.

7.2.2 Key Factors Influencing Women's Participation In SET Occupations
- '

Having identified gender related differences in the .participation of women and men In SET,
Figure 7.1 presents a summary of the key factors found to influence the existing pattern of
women's participation in SET, drawing on all elements of the study. This highlights the need
for a comprehensive and coherent range of actions to address 'identified barriers to women's
participation in SET at all levels - educational, entry into employment, and retention and
progr~ssion"withjn employment.

..
"'

...
,~' ~

"

_..-01J> ';t I .",," .

..f!f ."J ."

\. ,";
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Figure 7.1 Summary of Key Factors Influencing Women's' Participation In SET
Occupations :

Access to Third level Education
",

\ ~ ~ .1.

Career Choice:on-going preference for science and computer-:science
overengineering;and ',,' ',. ",' -y) . '

.~ '''', ' " ' , . "H'

Culturat Sex role stereotYPing;lack of female role models.

Experience at Third level Education

Curriculum:Limitedor no emphasis in curriculumon 'soft · skills;
particularlyin engineering;

Communication Styles: Gender differences;

Expectations and Aspirations: Genderdifferences;a~d . j,):?~; 1 j~, . "

" ,1'

"

Learning Environment: Male oriented.
",

r'

Entry into Employment , '

Sectoral Differences: More women employed as sdentists'and COrTlputer
scientists than engineers and at technician/computer operator level than
as professionals. '.

Segregation in the Labour Market Women more likelyto be employed at
lower levels.

!
'

I

i
0\

, !

Progression In Employment

Career Progression:Nearly one-quarter of women withscience degrees
are employed as secondary teachers in 1996 (45 % in 1986)

Career Planning. Women may prioritisefavourable workingconditions
(flexibleworkingtime and leave arrangements)

, ,

Career expectations: Women withinSET may perceive a 'long haul' and
careers that often create difficulties fitted in with women's 'o1her'life
choices;

"
jl""
",

Potential Pool of Women Science Graduates: Mismatch'with~killsh,9rtag,~s.
hence up-skillingIconversion by education/accredited training into
computerscienceor specialisedengineeringniches;

Potential Pool of Women Engineers or Computer science professionals:
Thereis nopotentialpoolto fill forecastskill gaps; ,

,", ~ij! Work Practices: SET industry perceived to be a non-supportive workplace
environment with a lack of family friendly work practices; Howeyer the" , ,'. '

survey indicates a significant minority of SET companies,have f'exible '" '.1 .
working options, additional leave arrangements, and that a number,have " .
equality policies; and ~ ' .' :' ~.: .~::~, tj,.. \.i

I . _ :. ~"... $' ~"

Culture: Corporate culture is perceived to be hostile;=witlr-Iack-of . .r:" "
recognition of women's contribution; long.hours'culture..andlack of mentors, .'
and role models. ' ,
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Z.2~3. . !VIeqsur~~Te~ted.!o A~dress Vv~.n.:s p~rtlc~patlon In ~~.,... ,.;-;'; I &~ ~ ( \i,C..1 ~ ";':-~ k..:-' I~ ~. _~ ~G .; i~~.: j'tl it. . .; " .,..'

o.r ,. .~. '\y i ,... - ..' ::r, 7. ,.;. ," '... ,;... !-: .. {

.1 '.,~' ~ecti9n06 outlined tl:1.emeasures'that hav,e'been adopted,..m-r~-tBe-participation of women
;~f' . "'Eafldlor~atto promote equality of opportul1itybetween women-and~me&-JI:r=BF=Temployment. A
. Je 0 \"0tJ'ratjge"of.such'meas'ures have been tested, although not always.in Ireland. Neitl:1erhas their
- Cl, :"i.,impleMent;:ition been confined'to SET ,sectors; Ratner they. represent a range of actions that

',~e( "'I( ~~v~ rtli,e'p-Qtert!af'to>~uppo~ Yf.otylefl i~ c~~~~,i~utingf,toth~),al'~~i~~iorthe SET ski!! shortages.
..f."'i r .'. -)-C' ~ '. . ",

The type of measures t~at have been introduce,dto date are summarised below:

1. Targeted Recruitment of Women with SET qualifications

2. Targeted Retention Practices

Mentoring"Programmes,+ .' .
Support for Participation of Women in-SET Education and Training to up-

'skilVre-skill or undertake conversion courses.
Promoting Work/life Balance through:.' _

.\,.

(.. ....

..,

- Flexible Working and
f', ~ Leave Arrangements

- .Ghildcare
'. Other Working Practices.

. 3. Addressing Corporate Cultures to make companies more women friendly

. Demonstrated Management Commitment to Equality/Diversity in the workplace

. Managing Diversity
. . Networking

4. Supporting ~ectorar or Government L~vel Me~sures aimed at:

. Encobraging SET career choices for girls/women

. Support fo'rwork and family balance

.' , Targeting women returners :
"' ~ I 1>' '" 'j . "".. ( , .~I'

5. Non~genderspecific measures aimed at meeti~g'SET skill shortages

..

6. Promotion and monitoring of Women's Participation in SET Careers-including
measures aim,edat:

. Awareness Raising

. Data gathering/monitoring

. Representation in SET Decision-Making

. Industry/Education Measures

. Implementing ETAN

. Encouraging Girls into Engineering/Computer science.
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. ConversionCourses

. Employee up-skilling41' , .. Full-timeEducation

. Improved Completion Rates

. RecruitmentfromAbroad

. in-CompanyTraining

. AcceleratedLearningProgrammes

. Modularisation of Programmes
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Overall the review of measures indicated thilt anumber of ~'uch ~ea~~res h~ve ~beeri:t~s\ed

. i in Ireland.and elsewhere aimed.at encouragfng greater recruitment/ret~n~ionof women into
.1 SET employment. However, it has also revealed that such actions to date have. been limited

",~' 'in scale and ,scope and ,have not as yet been formally evaluated. A concerted and co-
. ~rdinated strategy aimed specifically at addressing skill shortages through targeted actions to

_" incfease recruitment and retention of women into SET, occupations has.not yet been
. developedor implementedin Irelandor in~eedelsewhere. ' '- I

I' ...'"!

. ... ~

These measures are summarised in Fig. 7.2.

. ,. ~.J.

.-'

.)r-,f; j .'

.'
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7.3 Overall Conclusions ,_. , ;..;i . '"

Th~:=availablestati~tics indicate a gendered pattern of employment and related qualifications
in tb~ SET;.sector.Women areClnd continue to be under-represented in the engineering area
at aUlevels.,Women have reached a numerical balance in science qualifications and are
accessing employment at all levels within the scientific area. In the Computer Software
industry a higher proportion of women than men do not have third level qualifications and
women are ~'nderrepresented at manager and computer analyst level. A significantnumber of
women with science degrees are not currently in SET employment or in the labour market.

This employment pattem has implications for the extent to which, and the specific way in
which, women with SET qualifications can address SET skill shortages. In relation to
engineering the statistics indicate that there is no current 'pool' of women with engineering
qualifications. Increasing women's. participation in engineering can only be achieved through
longer-term measures aimed at encouraging! supporting more"girls to pursue engineering
quali{jcationsat third level. There may also be some scope to convert/up-skill women with

~~:..other qualifications, including science, into engineers. However, this is likely to require
, considerablenegotiationwiththe IEIand tQhave a limitedimpactinvolumeterms inthe short
to medium term. '.

,...t ,
, " , .In relation.to the Computer Software area, existing measures aimed at encouraging men and

women to convert/up-skill leading to ,computer software qualifications could be used as a
basis for specifically targeting women, either already in the labour market, already in IT at

,'Yll.LJe non-graduate level or out of the labour force with/withoutqualifications. This could best be
:-f achieved ~hroughthe introduction'of measures targeted at women and tailored specificallyto

"~~. L" the needs pf these differenttargetgroups. '

~ ' " fo ,r

In the science area, there is already a gender balance at undergraduate level. Initiatives
'. "v "I':~howe'yermaybe requiredaimedatencour~gingmorewomento:
1)1 r r~1 .~. t! ... ~;. ,- _'" "', ,1'1 ,It ,

'. : ;1f..:,,..a) '." Access post-graduate qualificationseither after graduate level or later.
,31:1 'Id .b)' \ '}Remainwithinthe'SET"sectorratherthan'to progress to othercareers or to withdraw

,;,1)(" .rl.8": ~ fromthelabpurmarket.,\f>~'r-'l'"'''' . , .'
\.'1' " . I · [1'.~.!). , ,

'Such'measures are"likelyto requirea range of approaches - both directly in terms of the
provisionof financial resources to support women accessing further education - and indirectly
throughencouragingemployersto adapt the environmentwithin their company,to make it
moreattractiveto the retentionandprogressionof womenemployeeswithSETqualifications.

.' I'

I!JJ~lfitio'l tospeci.fic, measures, e>,<periengeto dat~ does not provide a clear basis for an
effective strategy or strategies in this area. It does indicate however:. ~~' o.

f- i'~:;' t':'""~.A~.l\""{" ,.r ... i" i ~I. h:- ,....

a) An increasing recognition of the po~entia,.1of suc~ measures to address skill
shortages.

b) a willingness by employers to test a range of measures aimed at encouraging women
with SET qualifications to enter, remain in, or progress within the SET sector.

I

We would conclude ttiat if such measures are to be developed and utilised in a way that can
seriously address skill shortages in SET, a coherent strategy must be developed and
implemented. This will require state support to drive the strategy and is most likely in our

i.., J ;;~i~~,t? ~4cceed withthe backing.of Forf~San~dof t~e Expert,G,.roupon Skill Shortages.
"!' (":~'. ,). ~I . i. "'.., .-.: ~ ~ .

< ..Our"detailed recommendations on such a strategy are outlined below..;1.. ,,- . 50 . . . "'W~,- ~ '.' .

-.~ . - ~'

I,,-.(Jli;.. ;, I'

10 .!qeU ,,'-"
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7.4 Recommendations
. ~ .. ,{ ,

Buildingon the findings and conclusions as summarised above, th'efoll~wingsectidn pres~nts
., . '. the study's recommendations. " '.~ . , . - \ "t: ,.. .""

.' ; ,I It.,.

The recommendations are presented below in terms of:
. 'I ~. , ,r, l

a)
b)

Overall strategy. " i6

Specific measures req'uiredto implement the strategy.

7.4.1 Overall Strategy-A Women In SET Strategy

~.I j

As referred to above a co-ordinated strategy is required to encourage women to enter, remain
and progress withinthe SET sector. Such a strategy can play an important role in'addressing
identifiedskillstrategies withinthis sector.

The Women in SET strategy should bring together'a.rangeof complementary measures and
'" . ,related actions covering the following key areas identified in the.research:,. -, ,,)'~

,l'j.;;, . d.. ~..,

1. Development of an agreed plan of action to encourage girls/women to pursue/convert to
an SET qualification.This to be investigatedby Forfas'in conjunctionwith ttie relevant
institutional bodies and third level institutions. ( " 'i '.' i' ; I'" V

2. Review and development of an agreed 'range of specific actions to encourage /support
women to enter, 'remain and progress within the SETrsector. Such 'a. package of
measures could build on the work of the Expert group;'bringing a 'gender focus to their
work, and could be piloted in Ireland but with a relevance throughout the EU.

)t:!~ 'th. }".~dJ bl ,'j '" ;;J',i .~.!

3. Development of a concerted range ;of su'pportive actions by 'goXternment1aimed at
encouraging women with qualifications to remain within SET industries or to return to
such industries. This to be led by Forfas',in conjunction with' relevant 'government
departments, state agencies educational institutions and the relevant professional bodies.
This should build on the type of gender equality measures proposed by the EU and in the
National Development Plan (e.g. gender mainstreaming and monitoring, family friendly
initiatives etc.),..:.

'",

4. Support for further research aimed at identifying the factors.that:

. influence girls career choices at the present time; and

. would encourage more. women (and men) to remain within SET industries.
. . . ',. :l,;, ,'<', .

Section 7.4.2 provides details of the specific measures proposed and ta.ble 7.1 provides a
summary of these recommendations. ' \"-' " ..;. ['..i '" ,.,' ;

) J ~'.

7.4.2 Detailed Recommendations .J f'~t

1. Agree a Plan of Action to,encourage Glrls/Women Into SET

. Promotion Campaign for Women into EngineeringlTechnology , '

This would involve a partnership approachbetweencompanies,relevantprofessional
bodies and Universities/Institutesof Technology targeted at girls in secondary schools,
employedwomenwithSETskillsandpotentialwomenreturners(Section6.5;2).

. National-Gampaign=tO=flaise£ntry..andRetention Levels of Women in SET

This would-involvean awareness-raising campaign in association with professional
bodies such as the Institute of Engineers, Universities/Institutes of Technology, Dept.of
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Education, inc~u~inguse of multi IT'edia, promotional literature, www sites, SET
,company/school and thir~ levellink~ges, open days, talks, videos etc. (Section 6.5.4).

tt):~ j"'. . :.. '~b~ ~r' j i.-4f; r t-

, >. 2'4 Develop a Co-ordinated Range of J\ctions aimed at encouraging Recruitment I
'-;;:'1' '-'.' ;~.,:t~ntlon/Pro.gr!.ssion'of vv,().men In SET Posts

~.:: J_.~~t .., I ...,~ ;, . '. .] "~~"1!/' '- ..~ ,f
:-:.)u(; ,}'J ,,:, .., t Target wOf!lenwithSET qualificationsinto SET industry through recruitment

" "";10,:;'", "1.:,campaigps ~sing:

( r

Industry/University /IT linkages,
www sites, advertising,

~ promotionalliterature

stressing that women are activelysought (Section 6.4.1).
. . n

. ...,.r...--

! ':c" TargetDevelopment'Opportunitiesforeducationand accreditedtrainingat existing
Femalestaff

I..'

,

,Compani~s should -develop and implement positive action programmes, with external
expert support, for existingfemale staff to enhance their SET skills and qualifications and
to correct gender imbalances in SET posts (Section 6.4.2).

f.&L. !

,
Support for Up-skilling of Women with SET qualifications

The Expert Group identified a range of skill shortages and forecast demand for people
with higher-level SET qualifications through to post-doctoral level. For women with SET
qualifications to contribute to meeting these skilVqualification 'demands, supports are
required for women to upgrade/update their existing skills or to re-skill in other areas of
SET.

'", For women toplay a specificrole 'in.,meeting identified skill shortages in SET, supports
,t,,'I1' .willbe req~.lire.d)or..thr~e~eparatetargetgroups:.'. .'

';~ t ~ " ",

. Women with science qualifications that are interested in/have the potential to move
.into other areas within SET, particularly from Science to Engineering and Computer
Software. "),

I ,I

. Women working at technician/ computer operator level that are interested in up-
skillingto profes~ionaJle~eli,nall threeareasof ~,ET\\- . '.. ... \ - "

. Women with SET qualifications currently employed in other sectors or not in the
L"':'labo'urforce.' L Ii. ,"~, -.

, IU!JI i ,.

at Women with' science qualifications that are interested in /have the potential to
move into other areas within SET, particularly from Science to Engineering and
Computer Software.

- '..

Entry into engineering, which was identified as experiencing skill shortages among
pro(essionals and technicians, is constrained by the requirement that engineering
degree programmes must ~~, of four years duration and only in exceptional
~c~rcumstanceswili 'Admission with Advanced Standing' be granted to the third
)year of a four year degree programme. However individuals with an engineering
)elated degree (e.g.' in physics or computer science) who can demonstrate that
.'they have acquired the skills and knowledge of a graduate engineer over a
minimum of three years working in the industry may be considered for membership
of the Institution of Engineers of Ireland (IEI). This is not an easily accessed entry
route at the present time. However its potential as a targeted action aimed at
encouraging more women into engineering could be pursued with the IEI.

'.i:,

'"
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Further opportunities for qualified women graduates 'are available, and could be
extended under the Post-"GraduateSkills Conversion Programme which h.asbeen
running in Irish third level institutions providing student places on !nfoimation and
Communications Technology (ICT) .courses in' 'respons~, to the skill needs
identified by the Expert Group. Additional 'proposals for~the inclusion of new IT
related courses (hardware, software, IC Design and Multimedia) were sought by
the Higher Education Authority under this programme in June 2000. Such
programmes should be revi,ewedwith a view to 'targeting women specifically to
pursue such courses through positive action in areas where women are currently
under represented.' '. , '

b) Women working at technician /computer programmer level that are-interested in
up-skilling to professional level in all three areas of SET.

,

Given the finding that a significant number of women are at technician level in the
scientific area and that women are less likely to have a third level qualification..if
working in computer software, consideration should be given to targeted actions
aimed at encouraging more women to progress to higher levels within SET
employment. This may required a range'of actions including-the type of supportive

'. and .financial measures outlined below. .From both a" gender equality' and! cm
industrial development perspective we would recommend that Forias establish a
working group, in association with the SET industry, the relevant representational
bodies and organisations such as WITS to agree a range of measures aimed at
encouraging more women to progress within the SET sector. These
recommendations would then' be put forward to. governmel)t to ensu~e th~
availability of the necessa,ryfunding. i :I 'I. ,)

c) Women with SET qualifications currently employee! in other sectors or not in the
labour force.

In addition to the measures foutlined 'above further action!'should be',considered
aimed at encouraging women with SET qualifications back into SET employment.
A targeted promotional campaign could be undertaken aimed at encouraging such
women to re enter and providing specific courses with recognised qualifications
aimed at updating their skills after a period of abseJ:1cefrom the SET sector. The
working group referred to above could also address this issue and put forward
workable recommendations to government.

. Make Available Bursaries/Fellowships and Grants/Loans

Bursaries/Fellowships and GrantslLoans should be established to encourage
women to pursue the type of programmes outlined above~ These could be
developed in co-operation between the industry, the educational system and other
interested parties. (Section 6.5.3).

'"-,.4"':'''''

. Establish a Women in SET Network

Modelled on the Women Returners' Network (WRN) UK, a ,women in SET network
should be established, in association with the GROW Trust UK, Social Partners
and women's organisations (Section 6.5.3).This network would promote the type
of SET opportunities proposed above to the threeJarget groups- women wishing to
convert existing SET qualifications into areas' of skill needs"Women wishing to up"-
skill from technician to professional level, and wO,menwith SET qualifications
wishing to re-enter SET employment. -' .., ' " !

..
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c ;..

3. Development of a Range ef-Supportive Actions at Company Level

A range of supportive actions aimed at promoting gOD.cL,pr.actice.Jnthis area should be
adopted by SET employers, with.support fromJhe reJev~encies-particularly at

, the~tart upstage. Thiswouldincludethe following: '
t~ 1 ~, '....,

a'1 'y '+.-",; ~ " ", ( ;.~ ('.

, , '. "~-I>. ,gender proofing of recfUitment;selection and ,pro~oti(;mprocedures and practices
-~ _ r, '-. ._,.~h.r<?u.ght~aining<?!;allpersonnel involvedin:

advertising,
short-listing,.jnterviewi'ngand
,selection of staff (~ection 6.4.1).

· Promotion of Career Planning for Women in S.5Ttg_supportwomen's
advancementwithinthecompanyandSETpostsby theprovi§ion~of:

- ,;mentoring programmes, '-
;" .career planl)ing inform~tionlcourses (Section 6.4.2).

. .. ~

. Promotion of work/life balance involving the adopti,onJextensionof family-friendly
working time:

~' J

,

Flexitime
Job-sharing
Flexiplace
Part-time working
Term-time working

and'leavearrangements:

,,..>

, .
, ~_,"'"'Career Breaks'~ I

"'. "Maternity Leave
_, TPaternity Leave

Adoption Leave
Parental Leave
Compassionate/Bereavement Leave
Emergency Leave

.' 'Eldercare Leave
',-,~,Carefor People with Disabilities
.:. Sabbatical Leave (Section 6.4.2).
.. ,; - ~ , ;."I " - ,- . ,.-': -.

-Childcare. Supp~rts'. " .

Utilising fiscal incentives from the State, employers should consider investing in
childcare provision at company and community level and/or pay parental
allowances towards childcare costs (Section 6.4.2).

· Equal OpportunityNaluing Diversity Policies

.'

, ,
c \' ,: ,. .

./

CEOs, or equivalent, should clearly demonstrate a commitment to Equal
" ,'Opportunity / Valuing Diversity policy and practice. This would involve training of

mangers/staff to promote understanding and company-wide support, and
facilitating' networking both internally and externally (e.g. WITS, WISE) (Section
6 4 3)';' '.,::> .., , '. ..- ,.

: ':1 r ri...t '..~ v'

.. J ',.." j
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~~nder Monitoring/Auditing/Review

Existing human resource information systems should be adapted to generate
regular internal audit reports on women' representation and progression within the
company and should be supplemented with external auditing/review to assist
companies in identifying gender imbalances and to provide practical suggestions
for changes in policies, procedures, practices as well as monitoring of women's
progress (Section 6.4.3).

.
:i"j '!I 'C.'~ _''''1'

~ ~ t.. :~~ ..:: t. "?i

Although these recommendations are aimed at individual companies, the
development of a 'Good Practice' Model for SET companies could involve other
appropriate groups such as WITS to advise on the detailed dimensions of the
Model.

4. Supportive Actions by the State

Stateagenciescanplaya key role in gettingtheaboverecommendationsimplemented
and particularly in initiating the proposedWomen in SET Strategy. They can also

- , providea numberof specificInputsto assistthe industryto adoptgoodpracticein this

f
area.Thiswouldinclude:

. Setting up a Database of 'Good Practice' for SET (and non-SET) companies"

Building on the proposed supportive actions at the company level outlined above,
resources should be allocated by Forfas or another relevant agency to develop

' and promote a good practice model for the SET employersinvolved. (Section
," 6.5.3).

. Ensuring Gender balance in SET Decision Making Bodies/Committees

Bearingin mind existingGovernmentpolicyand the recommendationsof ETAN,
specificactionshouldbe taken to ensurethat not less than 40 per cent of either
women or men are representedon key SET decision-makingbodies (Section
6.5.4).

ill

. Monitoring of National SET Gender-Related Statistics

Building on the gender statistics database proposed under the PPF and the NDP,:t
women's representation and progression in SET should be monitored: within the
secondary and tertiary education, and within and outside the labour market in 1

order to ensure that appropriate action can be taken by the State if the objectives

\

of this study are not being achieved. (Section 6.5.4).

". t"?
A Mainstreaming Gender Equality into SET

11

.
. I. V

,
,Q
, in accordancewith ETAN recommendationsit is further recommendedthat the

positionof women in academebe cl.oselymonitoredand reviewedin Irish third
level institutions (Section 6.5.4).-

9
Establishment of a Monitoring Committee to Oversee Women in SET

11"

..i
" 0,

, .'

, j.. ., - r (_ I' In order to ensure that the statistical monitoring recommended above is more than
an academic exercise it may be necessary to set up an Expert Committee to
monitor and report on the implementation of the Women in SET Strategy and on
the achievement of a more equitable gender balance in SET employment (Section
6.5.4).

J
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The aim "in drawing up these recommendations has been to reinforce the need for a
holistic and multi-agency based approach to the issue of women's under-representation in
SET, aimed at addressing the current skills shortage in those sectors. Companies can
contribute, to the .dualobjectives of raising women's representation and addressing skill
shortages; .but 'this 'requires't~ 'support of otMr {agencies at SET sectoral level, of the
Social partners anq of ke'yorganisations' as weTI'as Government support in promoting the
widespreadadoptionofthese measures.'"" :>.,I.: i} . .,

,/~ r:. ~ 'J ~~.~ .. ::;~.j. . . ~i.' -,; ~ ,," . I .
A summary .ofthe recO'mniendationsis set outJn'Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2 Summary of Recommendations
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Responsibility for I

Recommendation Target Group Implementation Experienbe to date

1. Eduction

I

Promotidp of Women into Schoolleavers and SET Companies, Needs to be targeted at skill shortages hence an
SET Edpation Women Returners HEA, CHUI, HEA, emphasis on Engineering and IT related courses.

Dept. of E,& S Could build upon existing IEI/Dept. of Education and
Uni/ITs/FAS Science Campaign but with a particular emphasis on

positive action for women.

2. RecruitrTIent

Targeted Recruitment into Women with SET Companies Piloted in UK under Opportunity 2000 but not developed
SET -Positive action to SET qualifications Dept. E,T & E, Forias, in SET companies surveyed - though viewed positively
encourage girls/women to SocialPartners, as an option.
enter SET occupations in Uni/lts/FAs
Industry
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3. Retention/
Progression/Returners

Targeted Educationnraining Women in SET and non- SET Companies, Forfas, Piloted by 'Model Employers'
and Development SET occupations HEA, CHUI, HEA, Sought by Expert Group on a gender-neutral basis, and

Oept. of E & S implemented by HEA under Post-Graduate Conversion
UnVlts/FAS Programme in response to Information and

Communications Technology (ICT) Forfas should review
the operation of these programmes and advise on their
development, with a particular focus on providing
conversion, up-skilling and re-skilling for women in three
specific groups-those operating at lower levels within the
relevant SET sector, those with qualifications wishing to
move to other SET sectors with more opportunities, women
with SET Qualificationsnot currently in the SET sector.

Provision of Bursaries, Women wishing/having the SET Companies in Tested in the UK and Germany and on a non-gender
Grants etc. specifically potential to, re-skilVup-skill conjunction with relevant specific basis in Ireland.
targeted at women in areas within the SET sector government departments,
where they are currently state agencies, representative
underrepresented bodies

Networking Existing and potential SET companies Low cost but highly supportive measure using existing
employees WITS and international networks for women in SET in Ireland and abroad.

networks

Promote Mentoring/ Career Femaleemployees in SET SET Companies Piloted by 'Model Employers' SET employers may be less
Planning With advise from relevant aware of retention issues and need support and 'models'
C\.lJ, agencies for such a measure.

.....-.-..-_.

Gender proofingand Female SET Companies With advise Establishment of 'Good Practice' but new in most Irish
. 'PqnitorlrrgHR practices applicants/recruits/applican from reJevantagencies companies.'i>';,'" '-", _.' i \.

ts for promotion to/in SET
.-..........-.-......-
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.
Managing Diversity Policies Employers SET Companies With advise Piloted by 'Model Employers'.

from relevant agencies

Childcare Existing and potential SET Companies with state Piloted by 'Model Employers' and funding support available
employees support under National Development Plan. Involves major

infrastructural investment on-site though arrangements
with local Droviderscould bridae aaD.

Establish Returners Network Womenreturners SET Companies, Forfas, WRN UK Model is likely to be extended and adapted to an
WITS. EU Returners Network. Could work in Ireland with
Social Partners institutional support for establishment and maintenance.

4.Supporting Measures

Establish Database of 'Good Women returners and SET Companies Modelled on GROW Trust this would require adaptation to
Practice' for SET (and non- potential SET employees Social Partners Irish conditions and legislation and provide examples of
SET) companies and employers Local Employment Service good practice for employers and 'flexible' employers to

GROW Trust DotentialemDlovees/returners.

Gender Balance in SET PolicyMakers and Women Government Departments Sought under EU and national policy (not less than 40% of
Decision Making SET Experts State Agencies either sex) but proving difficult and uneven to implement
Bodies/Committees especially where specific expertise is required.

MonftorlngofNaUonalSET Policy Makers and Women Dept. Eq & LA R Sought under EU and national policy to provide adequate
(Jender Statistics SET Experts CSO statistics - in progress and may need to be reviewed to

ensure adeauate focus on SET.

Ma{nstreaming Gender PolicyMakers and Women ALL Relevant Departments Sought under EU and national policy to increase women's
eqfjality {nto SET SET Experts Women in representation -in progress and may need to be reviewed

SET to ensure relevance to SET sector.
employment/education
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5. Research

Carry out research on factors 2nd Level Girls Forfas, Dept. of E&S Provide up to date information on how career choices are
influencing girls career made by girls leaving school at this time.
choice at the present time

Carry out research on factors Women with SET Forfas Provide up to date information on how carer choices are
influencing women in their qualifications working or made by women with SET qualifications.
decision not to remain in SET having worked in SET
industry industry
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Appendix-A

Table 1 Specific SET Occupations according to Gender in 1986 and 1991

90

1986 1991

Number Female Number Number FemaleNumber
%of %ofSpecific Occupations Male Female Total Male Female Total

Physical Scientists 1,016 219 18% 1,304 587 31 %

Physical Science Technicians 2,861 2,457 46% 3,871 1,273 25%

Engineers 5,707 137 2% 7,463 609 8%

Technologists 249 12 5% 247 29 11 %

Biological Scientists 33 13 28% 49 31 39%
Other Life Scientists 1,541 372 19 % 1,723 448 21 %
Life Sciences Technicians 306 280 48% 1,603 1,718 52%

System Analyst/Programmers 2,776 1,091 28% 5,548 2,146 28%

Computer Operators 988 2,952 75% 1£681 3,684 69%

Source: Central Statistics Office 1995

Table 2a Gender and Regional Distribution of Scientific and Technical Workers 1996

Region No. of Women No. of Men Total % of Women-
Dublin 2,623 10,246 12,869 20%

Border 540 1,903 2,443 22%

Mid-East 591 2,906 3,497 17%

Midlands 287 1,067 1,354 21 %

Mid-West 587 2,797 3,384 17%

South-East 521 2,146 2,667 20%

South-West 1,161 4.846 6,007 19%

West 709 2,389 3,098 12 %

Total 7,019 28,300 35,319 20%

Source: Census of Population, Vo!.7, Occupations, 1998
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Table 2b Gender and Regional Distribution of Computer Software Workers 1996

Table 3 SET Workers according to Gender and Age Group 1996

91

Region No. of Women No. of Men Total % of Women

Dublin 3,991 7,483 11,474 35%

Border 321 432 753 43%

Mid-East 655 1,243 1,898 35%

Midlands 202 265 467 43%

Mid-West 517 735 1,252 41 %

South-East 337 479 816 41 %

South-West 740 1,125 1,865 40%

West 409 664 1,073 38%

Total 7,172 12,426 19,598 37%

Source: Census of Population, Vol.7, Occupations, 1998

No. Women No. Men Total % Female

SCIENTIFIC&TECHNICAL

15-19 38 175 213 18%

20-24 1,585 4,170 5,755 28%

25-34 3,544 10,402 13,946 15%

35-44 1,327 7,472 8,799 18%

45-54 409 4,162 4,571 9%

55-64 102 1,748 1,850 6%

65+ 14 171 185 8%

Total 7,019 28,300 35,319 20%

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

15-19 157 145 302 52%

20-24 1,610 2,343 3,953 41 %

25-34 3,385 5,877 9,262 37%

35-44 1,427 2,746 4,173 34%

45-54 484 1,056 1,540 31 %

55-64 101 248 349 29%

65+ 8 11 19 42%

Total 7,172 12,426 19,598 37%

Source: Census of Population, Vol. 7, Occupations, 1998
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Table 4 SET Workers according to Level of Education 1996

Science Qualification (inc. No. Men % of Men No. Women % of Females
Computer Science

Occupation
Service/Commerce/Clerical 544 8 % 259 7 %

Admin, Exec., Manager 975 14 % 96 3 %
University Lecturer 841 12 % 216 6 %
Teacher 1,697 24 % 1,564 45 %

Engineer 22 0 % 4 0 %
Scientist 931 13 % 357 10 %
Other 2086 29 % 1,018 29 %
TOTAL 7,096 100 % 3,514 100 %

Source: CSO, Census of Population 1986, Vol. 8, Education, Scientific and Technological
Qualifications, Table 23,
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Age Group No. Women No. Men Total % Female

SCIENTIFIC& TECHNICAL

Primary 16 123 139 12%

Lower Secondary 65 491 556 12 %

Upper Secondary 688 3,801 4,489 15%

Certificate/Diploma 2,474 9,383 11,857 21 %

Degree or higher 3,694 14,070 17,764 21 %

Not stated 82 432 514 16%

Total 7,019 28,300 35,319 20%

COMPUTERSOFTWARE

Primary 109 105 214 51 %

Lower Secondary 689 424 1,113 62%

Upper Secondary 2,468 2,552 5,020 49%

Certificate/Diploma 1,626 3,190 4,816 34%

Degree or higher 2,210 6,041 8,251 27%

Not stated 70 114 184 38%

Total 7,1,72 12,426 19,598 37%

Source: Census of Population, Vol. 7, Occupations, 1998

Table 5 Specific Occupations held by Wo/Men aged 15 years and over with SET
Qualifications In 1986.

Engineering Qualification No. Men % of Men No. Women %' of Females

Occupation
Service/Commerce/Clerical 386 4% 18 4%

Admin, Exec., Manager 1062 10% 19 4%

University Lecturer 489 5% 21 5%
Teacher 98 1% 11 3%

Engineer 4,745 46% 122 30%
Scientist 191 2% 6 2%
Other 3363 32% 213 52%
TOTAL 10,334 100% 410 100%
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Table 6b Fe/Male UG Representation In SET University Courses In 1999

Universitv ComDutina and IT

"jl
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Table 6a Fe/Male UG Representation in SET University Courses in 1999

University Science

No. No. Male % Female
No. No. Male % Female

Female Female

UCD 886 671 57% 251 771 25%

UCC 694 447 61 % 116 465 20%

NUIG 866 616 58% 107 561 16%

TCD 852 581 60% 190 574 25%

NUIM 543 408 57% na na na

DCU 383 351 52% 63 381 14%

UL 286 315 48% 151 1019 13%

Total 4510 3,389 57% 878 3,771 19%

No. Female No. Male % Female

UCD na na na

UCC 106 275 28%

NUIG 58 93 38%

TCD 168 370 31 %

NUIM 22 50 31 %

DCU 170 397 30%

UL 280 718 28%

Total 804 1,903 30%

Source: Unpublished Data, Department of Education and Science (2000)
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Table 7b Fe/Male Postgraduate Representation in SET Studies In 1999
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University Computing and IT

No. Female No. Male % Female

UCD 39 33 54%

UCC 88 103 46%

NUIG 54 65 45%

TCD 48 112 30%

NUl M 53 72 42%

DCU 42 91 32%

UL 99 155 39%

Total 423 631 40%

Source: Unpublished Data, Department of Education and Science (2000)
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Table 8 Female Representation on SET UG Courses in IT in 1999

No. Female No. Male Total % Female

Civil Engineering 35 411 446 8%

Mechanical 22 292 314 7%

Electrical/Electronic 76 790 866 9%

Other Engineering 30 266 296 10%

Science 1,124 726 1,850 61 %

IT 1,204 1,105 2,309 52%

Total 2,491 3,590 6,081 41 %

Source: Unpublished Data, Department of Education and Science (2000)

Table 9 Fe/Male Representation in SET UG Courses in ITs by Award in 1999*

First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year

Degree
Certl Certl Certl Certl

Di I Degree DI I Degree DI I Degree Diplomapoma poma poma

Engineering
186 533 152 288 178 227 195 0
(35) (51) (19) (24) (10) (12) (12) (0)

Science
74 183 75 113 82 95 89 15

(99) (318) (98) (177) (113) (128) (147) (44)

IT 77 410 47 250 80 156 59 0
(48) (563) (31) (325) (30) (144) (30) (0)

*Femafe students in each cell in brackets

Source: Unpublished Data, Department of Education and Science (2000)
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Table 11 Proportion of Girls Achieving Leaving Certificate Grades
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Table 10 SET Subject Choice in Leavjng=Gm1ificate.by Girls/Boys in 1997/98

Subject No. Girls No. Bovs Total Girls as % of Total

Maths 63,503 59,903 123,406 51.5%

Applied Maths 373 1,867 2,240 16.7%

Physics 4,990 14,681 19,671 25.4 %

Chemistry 7,349 6,942 14,291 51.4 %

Physics and Chemistry 814 1,882 2,696 30.3%

Agricultural Science 958 5,191 6,149 15.6%

Biology 39,726 20,805 60,531 65.6%

Engineering 625 11,520 12,145 5.4%

Technical Drawing 1,112 15,631 16,743 6.6%

Computer Studies 19,099 14,200 33,299 57.4 %

Total LC Students 63,838 60,118 123,956 51.5%

Source: Unpublished Data, Department of Education and Science (1999)

Grade Achievement

A B C D E F No Grade
Mathematics

58.4 % 53.4 % 50.6% 47.1 % 45.0% 40.7% 27.2%

Science 43.4 % 41.0% 40.6% 39.3% 31.4 % 24.9% 11.1 %

Technology 50.0% 37.2% 33.3% 31.7% 29.7% 29.8% 44.4 %

Source: Department of Education and Science (2000)
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Appendix B

List of Interviewees

Una Halligan, Hewlett Packard
Vera Mortell, Golden Vale
Claire O'Malley, Lotus
Mark Kelly, IBEC
Mary Kelly, National Women's Council of Ireland
John Hayden, Higher Education Authority
Matt Moran, Pharmaceuticals Section, IBEC
Mary Beggan, FAS
Daniel Hickey, ISME
Brian Merriman, Equality Authority
Marie Mulholland, Equality Authority
John Dolan, Dept. of Education and Science
Sheila Flannery ex-Aer Rianta, Irish Productivity Centre
Pat Delaney, Small Firms Association, IBEC
Kathleen Quintan, Enterprise Ireland
Clare O'Connor, UCD, MSF, WITS
Dick Kavanagh, Industry Research and Development Group, IBEC
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Appendix C

List of Focus Group Participants

Focus Group 1

Helen Hughes, National Road Authority/WITS
Jane Grimson, Dept. of Computer Science, TCD/IEI
Margaret Magee ESB International
Mary Mulvihill, Journalist
Una Parsons Consultant
Jane Eustace, Quality Assurance Tester
Emma O'Sullivan, Junior Interactive Media Developer
Geraldine Cahillane, Biochemist in Clinical Research
Leonora Bishop, Biotrin
Rita Dempsey, Dept. of Biology, NUl, Maynooth

Focus Group 2

Sheila Willis, State Forensic Laboratory
Alva DeVoy, KBC (Finance)
Linda Doyle, Dept. of Engineering, TCD
Joan Garahy, Goodbody Stockbrokers
Naimh Harty Consultant CAD
Aoife Foley ESB International
Carol O'Sullivan, Dept. of Computer Science, TCD
Ena Walsh, Health and Life Science Consultancy
Theresa Hogan, TCD/Career Break
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Appendix D

Science, Engineering_and T-echnology (SET) Skills Survey

Company Profile

0.1 What is the title of the individual completing the questionnaire? (TICKONEONLY)

0, Chief Executive

02 HRM!PersonnelManager

03 Operations Manager
04 Financial Controller

05 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Q.2 What sector does the company operate in? (TICK ONEONLY)

0, Food, Drink, Tobacco

02 Chemical! Pharmaceuticals! Healthcare

03 Textiles

04 Engineering (including electronics, mechanical etc.)

05 ITand Internationally traded services (including Information & Communication
Technology)

06 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

0.3 Which of the following best describes your company? (TICKONEONLY)

0, Irish owned private company

02 Irish owned public company

03 Subsidiary of overseas company
04 International franchise in Ireland

05 Semi-state

06 Co-operative
07 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

0.4 Please tick the locations of any R&D operations carried out by your company:
(TICK AS MANY BOXES AS NECESSARY)

Ireland02 EU Non-EU

0.5 How many people does your company employ in total in the Rep. of Ireland? (TICK,QffEONLY)

04 500+ .
')\ ',:C\ ~. b:

Current Science, Engineering and Technology (SET)Skills Profile r:.'f~g:';;"$';-' - .~

0.6 Are you completing this questionnaire for your entire company O,OR-a'specificplant? 02
C.W lr: . :;',~.;,;';;.::;

o

1 -19 20- 99 100- 499

If plant only. how many people in total are employed in this plant?
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How many people (in total) has your company/plant recruited for SET posts in the last year in all its

branches in the Republic of Ireland? (See Ouestion 7 for categories of SET posts): 1 D
Of these recruits, what number (approx.) had achieved each of the following levels of education?

Certificate: D Diploma: D Degree: ~ostgraduate: 0
0.7 Please indicate in COLUMNSA ANDB in the Table below, the number of men ANDthe

number of women currently employed for each SET category. Please enter the number
of vacancies for each category, if any, in Column C. Please indicate in Column D the
estimated total number of SET staff you expect your company to employ, by category,
in 12 months time.

VACANCIESAREDEFINEDAS UNMETDEMANDFORLABOURWHERETHEPOSTSARECURRENTLYUNOCCUPIED,
AVAILABLEIMMEDIATELYANDWHERETHECOMPANYISSEARCHINGFORWORKERS.

If you completed the 'Other' category, please describe the post(s) to which it applied:

0.8 Is your company/plant currently experiencing any difficulties in relation to SET staff in the
foitowing areas: (TICK ANY APPROPRIATE BOX)

01 Recruitment Retention Promotion

100

---- - -- --

A B C D
Total Total Total Estimated Total

Occupational Categories Male Female Current staff in 12
Staff Staff Vacancies months time

1. Managers/Proprietors
e.g. production, R & D,

computer systems

2. Engineering professionals
e.g. electrical / electronic/
,. chemical

3. Engineering Technicians
e.g. electrical/electronic,

plastics
4. Science Professionals

e.g. physicist, chemist,
biologist

5. Science Technicians
e.g. R &D, lab technicians

6. Computer Professionals
e.g. graduatesoftware

engineers
7. Computer Technicians

e.g. programmers, systems
analysts, technical
support

8. Supervisors of science /
technology lengineering
staff

9. Other
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0.9 Of the 8 SET occupations defined in 07, please rank the categories for which vacancies are
most difficult to fill (TO A MAXIMUM OF 3 CATEGORIES, '1.' BEING THE CATEGORY WHOSE VACANCIES

ARE THE MOST DIFFICULT TO Fill).

1.
2.
3.

0.10 What method(s) of recruitment are you using to fill your current SET vacancies?
PLEASE TICK All THAT APPLY:

Adverts in nationaVlocal papers

Adverts in trade/specialist journals

State agencies (e.g. FAS)

Internet website(s)

Private agencies

Personal contacts

Graduate milk round

Other method

IF YOU TICKED 'OTHER METHOD', PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.11 What locations has your company/plant used to recruit SET staff, for posts that exist in
Ireland, in the last 12 months? (TICKASMANYBOXESASNECESSARY):

Availability of applicants with the right practical skills

Availability of applicants with the right qualifications

Availability of applicants with the right experience

Competition from other employers

Long hours

Wage levels

Conditions of employment

Career progression
Childcare facilities

Other reason

PLEASESPECIFY:

0.13 If you indicated in 0.8 that you have difficulties in retaining SET staff, please rank the
categories for which staff are most difficult to retain (TO A MAXIMUMOF 3 CATEGORIES, '1.' BEING
THE CATEGORY WHOSE STAFF ARE THE MOST DIFFICULT TO RETAIN).

1.

2.

3.

c ,-,

, -_101

01 Ireland 02 EU 03 Non-EU

0.12 Please assess the importance of the following factors in filling your company/plant's SET
vacancies:

(CIRCLEONEONLYFOREACHLINE)
5 = very imoortant to 1 = unimoortant

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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0.14 Please assess the importance of the following factors affecting retention of SET staff:
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY FOR EACH LINE)

5 = very imDortantto 1 = unimDortant

Wage Levels 5 4 3 2 1

Conditions of employment 5 4 3 2 1

Career progression 5 4 3 2 1

Competition from other employers 5 4 3 2 1

Long hours 5 4 3 2 1
Childcare facilities 5 4 3 2 1

Other reason 5 4 3 2 1

PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.15 Compared with one year ago, would you say that your company/plant's SET skill shortages
are:

01 Decreasing 02 Static 03 Increasing

Please give reasons for your answer:

0.16 Has there been any discernible rise in the number of women or men applying for, or recruited
into, SET posts, in the last 12months? (TICKANYAPPROPRIATEBOX)

Applications

Recrultments

Men

01 Yes

05 Yes

Women

03 Yes

07 Yes

04 No

OaNo

It you ticked any box, what would you see as the reasons for this increase/ these increases?

Strategies to Fill SET Posts

0.17 Has your company/plant used any of the following strategies to attract and retain women in
SET posts? If yes, please indicate the effectiveness of each strategy you have used by
CIRCLINGONENUMBERonly. NOTE:. 5 =VERY EFFECTIVE TO 1 = INEFFECTIVE

(a) Transfer of women currently employed in non-SET posts by your company into SET posts:

No

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: 5 4 3 2 1

(b) Targeted recruitment of women recruits-via-blniversitiesnnstitutes-of Technology

a.- No

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: 4 3 2 1
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(c) In-company training offered to women to enable them to compete for higher level SET posts

No

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: 5 4 3 2 1

(d) Work experience for women to enable them to compete for higher level SET posts

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: 5 4 3 . 2 1

(e) Actively seeking and attracting experienced women from other similar organisations or
industries

Yes

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: 5 4 3 2 1

(f) Targeted recruitment of SET qualified and/or experienced women who have been out of the
labour market

Yes

EFFECTIVENESS RATING 5 4 3 2 1

0.18

Please tick which, if any, flexible work options below are provided in your company/plant for SET staff:
(TICK AS MANY BOXES AS NECESSARY)

Flexitime

Job-sharing

Part-time working

Term time working

Flexlplace (e.g. teleworking)

Special shifts

Other
PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.19 Please tick which, if any, leave arrangements below are provided in your company/plant for
SET staff: (TICK AS MANY BOXES AS NECESSARY)

Career breaks 01

Sabbatical leave 02

Extra maternity leave (paid) 03

Extra maternity leave (unpaid) 04

Paternity leave Os

Extra parental leave (paid) 06
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Extra parental leave(unpaid) 07

Emergency leave De
Other 09
PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.20 Does your company/plant provide support for childcare for SET staff?

Ves

If 'Ves', what form does this support take? (TICK AS MANYBOXESAS NECESSARY)

In company creche

Subsidised Local area creche

Financial Assistance

Other
PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.21 Does your company/plant encourage SET staff to undertake further education, training and/or
development?

No

If Yes, are the following forms of support available to men and women SET staff?
(TICK AS MANY BOXES AS NECESSARY)

Payment/refund of fees

Time off for study

Time off for examinations

In-company training

Personal Development Programmes

Mentoring programmes

Networking

Other
PLEASE SPECIFY:

Men

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

De

Women

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

De

Q.22 Has your company/plant adopted a formally stated and agreed Equality/ Diversity Policy?

Ves No

If 'Ves', what initiatives have been taken in relation to supporting gender equality in SET posts?
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0.23 Has your company/plant adopted a policy to combat sexual harassment/bullying at work?

Yes

0.24 In response to skill.shortages,-cI1Ie:to difficulties either/both in recruitment or retention of SET
staff, would your company/plant consider any of the following strategies to combat existing
and/or future shortages: (TICK AS MANY BOXES AS NECESSARY)

Targeted recruitment of women into SET posts

Training specifically offered to women in SET posts

Creation of career paths for women in SET posts

Upgrading of predominantly female SET posts

Provision of Childcare Facilities

Other
PLEASE SPECIFY:

0.25 What impact do you think strategies to attracVretainwomen in SET posts in your
company/plant can have on the alleviation .of current skill shortages? (TICKQr:!5BOXONLY)

Can contribute a lot 01

Can contribute to some extent 02

Can only contribute a little 03
Cannot contribute at all 04

Please give reasons for your answer

0.26 Do you consider that new policy initiatives are required at government or EU level to
encourage greater participation by women in SET posts?

Government level 01 Yes

EUlevel

No

Yes

If you ticked 'Yes' to any of the above, please describe the policy initiatives you would
like to see implemented:

Thank you for your time.
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Appendix E

Company Cases

According to Conwell DDDsuccessful intervention programs within industry (1992)-
have one or more of the following characteristics:

o High-level support, up to and including the CEO level; (e.g.
Case One)

o Mentoring initiatives that are institutionalised and continuing; (e.g. Case Oneffwo)
o Internal women's self-help and networking group; (e.g.

Case One)
o A corporate culture that permits job options such as flexitime, part-time working, job

sharing, and work at home; (e.g. Case
Oneffwoffhree)

o Efforts to create gender sensitivity in the workplace, training programs on diversity
and gender-related issues, and making managers accountable for these;

(e.g. Case

o
Oneffwoffhree)
Programme evaluations that keep data
attitudes of women toward their work.
Case One)

on recruitment and retention rates, and
(e.g.

Sample successful programs are described below. These cases are from contrasting
sectors: airport management (Aer Rianta) and IT/Electronics (Hewlett Packard), three
indigenous food sector companies (Golden Vale, Greencore, Kerry Group) and An
Post. Each of these employers have been faced with the imperative to engage and
retain the highest calibre staff. In the interests of brevity and utility the case studies
are presented as short illustrative 'cameos' of the uptake/implementation of measures
proposed by this project.
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Case One Aer Rianta - The Irish Airport Authority

"Achieving equality in employment between women and men and to increase the
visibility of women in decision making"

In 1997 women were 31 % of the total (1,800) workforce compared with 27 % in 1982.There
were recognisable problems of under- representation of women in traditional male areas:
management, airport fire/police, craft trades, professionals (e.g. engineers, architects),
operatives and technical/supervisory positions. Conversely women were over-represented in:
clerical, retailing, catering and cleaning posts.

Aer Rianta's awareness of Equal Opportunity issues can be traced back to the then Assistant
Chief Executive of Administration and Personnel, Derek Keogh's commitment to action "we
are not long fingering the problem by treating it as something which will have to wait until the
world changes...We are going to take action within our own sphere". To this end an
Affirmative Action Co-ordinator was appointed in 1982 on a contract basis. The Affirmative
Action Programme identified barriers to the advancement of some employees, especially
female employees, and concentrated on attitudinal change, training, examination of
procedures and statistical analysis of staff information.

The aims of the measures introduced by Aer Rianta were: better deployment of human
resources using the fullest pool of staff with the required competencies; to demonstrate to
other employers the benefits of investing in their female staff; and to establish a corporate
culture in which employees can expect to be valued and developed to their fullest potential.

. EqualOpportunityPolicy

. Affirmative Action Programmes (Personal Development, Secretaries/PAs)

. Family Friendly Policies and Practices (Flexitime, job-sharing, career breaks,

. Anticipatory Leave, Maternity/Paternity Leave, Teleworking

. Corporate Values supporting a 'people orientation'

. Selection and Promotion Procedures targeting gender imbalances

. Mentoring for Women

. Dublin Airport Workplace Nursery

. After School Care

. Women's Networking Programme

. Women in Management Programme

. Sexual Harassment Policy and Anti-Bullying Programme
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CaseTwo- HEWLETT-PACKARD
"Attracting Women into the Technology Industry"

WORK LIFE

HP has developed options and made provisions that can better allow its employees to
achieve a degree of harmony between work and family life. Over the past five years, these
options have been increased and improved as needs have changed. Each year, as part of
HP's Business Initiatives, Work Life Harmony is allocated to a Senior Manager to sponsor.
This Manager then works with a team of people to review current strategies and propose any
changes that are required due to new legislation, changing needs of employees and the
changing demands of our businesses.

Chi/dcare

HP has an agreement with a local Creche to hold a number of places for HP employees.
Several surveys have been conducted and results found that most employees preferred to
seek childcare close to their homes as opposed to close to their work place.

The original Strategy was titled Work Life Balance. This title was changed in 1998 to Work
Life Harmony as it was decided that 'harmony' reflected the art of 'combining' rather than
separating. In the summer of 2000, a Strategy Team was formed to look at Work Life
Harmony at HP. This group was made up of Managers of different functions within the
Company, including HR, Production and Infrastructure departments. Their function was to
look at the current vision of Work Life Harmony at HP, review current policies and introduce
and update new policies. The following is from a document detailing options available in HP
today in relation to flexibility in the workplace.

Work Life Vision:
'An environment that encourages employees and managers to work together to achieve

common company objectives for business success, while creating opportunities for balancing
work with other life activities' .

Create, promote and support more flexible work options/practice

1. Personal Leave of Absence Policy
2. Variable Work Schedule
3. Part-time Working
4. Job-Sharing
5. Shift Work Options

Personal Leave of Absence Policy allows leave of between 6 weeks and one year for people
to deal with domestic personal issues that may arise. The policy has recently been extended
to allow leave for employees who wish to take time out to travel. This is available for a
maximum of 3 months. This is included in our Exceptional Leave Policy, which provides for
the following, other types of Leave

Variable Work Schedule

By using Performance Management processes and by having clearly defined objectives, this
allows employees autonomy in managing their work and some flexibility about how they
achieve their tasks:

. 39 hour week, however there is flexibility to work a shorter day, one day per week, by
adjusting the other days

. In the event that an employee works hours in excess of 39 hours, they can take a day
off, once per month with Supervisor/Manager approval

. Flexible Start Times
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Development and Continuing Education
We have operated two main Back-to-Work Programmes to encourage women back into the
workplace. The main Programmes are: NOW, SURP (continuing Education Programme)
allows for funding of programmes where employees wish to undertake a formally recognised
qualification. In 1999, 22 per cent of our Ink-Jet Business Staff undertook formal education,
funded by HP. Of these, 60 per cent took Certificate level, 20 per cent Diploma, 12 per cent
Degree and 8 per cent Masters level Education. These courses chosen broke down as 38 per
cent in Technical/Engineering, 19 per cent in IT, 38 per cent in Business areas and 5 per cent
in the area of Quality Assurance
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. Part-time working

. Job-sharing
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-Case:Three
WITSFood-lndDStry NOWProject

-=Golden-Vaie, Greencore, Kerry Group Pies.
"Equal Opportunities for Sustained Developmentin the Food Industry"

Conscious of the lack of data on women working in private industry and coinciding with the
commencement of an equality audit of the Irish dairy industry by the then Employment
Equality Agency WITS (Women in Technology and Science) identified career development as
a critical issue for many of its existing and potential members. WITS decided to establish a
consortium of companies to address the issue. A consortium of companies and WITS applied
for funding under the EU NOW (New Opportunities for Women) Initiative and was successful
in two successive applications covering the period 1995 to 2000.Project partners

The project was jointly promoted by WITS, and three of Ireland's largest food companies,
Golden Vale Plc, Greencore Group Plc and Kerry Group Plc, employing over 10,000 staff in
Ireland, of whom approximately 200 were women in science and technology. The Irish Food
industry was chosen for a number of reasons including;

· It is Ireland's largest indigenous industry, thereby allowing us to pilot initiatives that could
then be replicated and transferred to other indigenous industries

· It is a scientific and technological industry, and the majority of its senior managers have
an SET background.

The companies recognised that women comprised 50 per cent of the graduate pool from
which they recruited potential senior managers. Their experience was these women were not
progressing as fast as men through the company structures and they wanted to ensure that
they fully tapped the talent of any individual recruited. In this way the companies saw the
project as a way of maximising the potential of their female professional recruits.

Project Aims and Objectives

The fundamental objective of the project was to increase the participation of women scientists
and technologists in management and decision-making in the participating companies
through:

Management Development training for women in the target group

Increasing awareness of equality issues within the company structures.As the project
progressed, it became apparent it was imperative to first lay down fundamental equal
opportunities / diversity policies and proce>dures,which would benefit all staff. The main
reasons for this were

In the absence of a formal Equal Opportunities / Diversity (EO/D) strategy, initiatives relating
only to women in science and technology risked operating in a vacuum, and potentially being
discontinued after the end of the project.

The companies, and their staff were more comfortable with an inclusive equal opportunities /
diversity strategy, than one which targeted a specific subgroup (women SET) in isolation.

The Employment Equality Act 1998 was a key driver for the companies to implement best
practice in the area. '
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For the final two years of the project, the emphasis was on EO/D policy development and
training of managers in practical EO/D skills. The programme of Management Development
training for women continued, but was opened to women from all disciplines.

Project Actions

Management Development for Women

Working with UCC and UL, the project team devised a Diploma in Management for women
working in the Food Industry. The main features of the programme were:

. Coursework;

. In Company Mentoring Scheme;
· Completion of in-company project.

Three courses were run, with over 50 participants. The first programme was confined to
women scientists and technologists. Subsequent programmes involved women from other
disciplines - notably finance and administration, however at least half the participants were
always from an SET background. The reasons for broadening the base of participants was:

. To increase the pool of;

. To increase the number of women in management as a whole;

. Inclusiveness; and
· Company Impact.

Key outcomes of the programme were:
. Significant personal and career development for the participants;
. It highlighted the issue of management development for women within the company;
. It produced potential role models for the future;
. Through mentoring and in-company projects it enabled senior managers to observe the

high skills of the participants, and also to understand some of the issues facing them;
and

. The programme was highly regarded in the companies.

Equal Opportunities / Diversity policy development and Training

At the start of the project, none of the participating companies had any formal EO/D policies in
place or on the agenda. Without such structures and systems in place, it was not possible to
create a culture where staff were recruited, selected and promoted objectively on merit as
opposed to through an "old boys" network. The project worked with senior management,
especially in the HR Departments to draw up such policies, and to ensure that managers had
the skills required to implement them. This involved establishing project teams in each
company, who undertook to draft policies in the areas of:
· Equal Opportunities / Diversity in general;
. Dignity at work - combating harassment and bullying;
· Fair recruitment and selection;
· Appraisal;
· Training and Development; and
· Work / Life balance.
This led to each company producing an integrated strategy for managing diversity, and its
inclusion in the mainstream of company practice. Following negotiation and acceptance of
these policies, the next step was training for managers. This combined awareness training,
with the development of skills such as fair interviewing, dealing with complaints of harassment
and bullying etc. Over 300 managers received formal training.

The outcomes of this strand of the project were:
· Publication and wide circulation of diversity oriented policies and procedures;
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· Increased awarene.sslhr.ougbout-thecompanies of the importance of objective
systems of people management,-aod,some reduction in perceptions of only certain
posts as being "suitable jobs for a woman\';

· Increased skills bA.Se:thr:oqghoutthe companies in implementing the new policies,
particularly in recruitment and dignity at work;'and

..- Initiation-of"'alltJmberof flexible work options,~nd standardisation of such options
throughout each individual company.

Impact of the project on Women in SET
The overall impact of the project on women in SET was extremely positive. Recruitment of
women to traditionally "male" jobs increased, and women were promoted into more senior
roles. Because of its initial focus on women in SET, the Diploma was constantly seen as the
"WITS course" which kept the-issue of women in SET to the forefront. Having set in place
EO/D structures which impact-on all staff, the way is now clear for further initiatives which
target specific areas where women are underrepresented such as SET and senior
management.
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Case Four AN POST

"Seeking Competitive Advantage through Diversity Management"

The MIDAS Project was funded under the EU ADAPT Human Resource Initiative and
is promoted by An Post in collaboration with a consortium representing: An Post, IBM
(supplier), Dept. of Social, Community and Family Affairs (Corporate customer), IBEC
and ICT (employer body and trade union representative), Udanis na Gaeltachta
(Regional State Agency) and University College Dublin (educational institute).

The overall aim of the MIDAS project was to identify strategies that contribute to
competitive advantage though valuing and managing diversity in a consortia of
organisations.

The MIDAS Project competency model identified the following underlying
competencies of managing diversity at senior management level:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Demonstrated leadership;
Change management
Strategic vision;
People management
Developing self and others
Commitment to diversity and the business
Managing relationships
Knowledge of diversity.

A crucial contribution to this MIDAS Project was in mentoring - seen as one of the
most powerful developmental approaches available to individuals and organizations.
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CaseFive Microsoft European Product Development Centre

"Equality and Diversity in the Workplace"

The NOW Project (1996-98) jointly sponsored by the Employment Equality agency
and the Institute if Personnel and Development in Ireland worked with First Active
and Microsoft to:

o implement best equality and diversity practice;
Odevelop a model of best equality and diversity practice which would be

transferable to other organisations.

It was recognised that the benefits to organisations implementing equality and
diversity include:

1. The potential to recruit employees from diverse backgrounds
2. Retention of effective employees
3. Diverse contributions from employees
4. The development of a positive working environment
5. Improved understanding of customer needs
6. Compliance with equality legislation

The measures undertaken under the auspices of this programme related to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Equality/Diversity audits
Recruitment and selection

Staff development
Dignity and respect at work

Work/life balance
Equality and diversity policie$

Positive action
Equality/Diversity training initiative

Implementing Equality and Diversity initiatives

(Fisher 1998)
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